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2. Representing, directly or by implication, on an
invoice that the fur contained in such fur product is

natural when such fur is pointed, bleached, dyed, tip-
dyed , or otherwise artificially colored.
3. Setting forth information required under Section

5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in abbre-
viated form.

4. Failing to set forth the term "Persian Lamb" in
the manner required where an election is made to use
that term instead of the word "Lamb.

5. Failing to set forth the term "natural" as part of
the information required to be disclosed on an invoice
under the Fur Products Labeling Act and Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder to describe such
fur product which is not pointed, bleached, dyed , tip-

dyed , or otherwise artificially colored.
6. Failing to disclose that such fur product contains

or is composed of " Second-hand" used fur.
It is further ordered That the respondent corporation shall

forthwith distribute a copy of this Order to each of its operating
divisions.

It is further oj-dered That the respondents herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order file with
the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

KAPLAN-SIMON CO. TRADING AS
TAFFETA CO. OF AMERICA ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION , THE WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING
AND THE TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATION ACTS

Docket C-1458. Complaint , l\/ov. 1968-Decision , Nov. , 1968

Consent order requiring a Boston, Mass. , jobber of interlining fabrics to
cease misbranding its wool and textile fiber products.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Textie
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Fiber Products Identification Act , and by virtue of the authority
vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having
reason to believe that Kaplan-Simon Co. a corporation , trading
as Taffeta Co. of America, and George Kaplan, individually
and as an offcer of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Acts and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated under the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939 and the Textile Fiber Products Identifi-
cation Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Kaplan- Simon Co. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Respondent
Kaplan- Simon Co. trades , among others , under the name of Taffeta
Co. of America with its offce and principal place of business lo-
cated at 65-75 Kneeland Street, Boston , Massachusetts.

Respondent George Kaplan is an offcer of said corporation. He
formulates, directs and controls the policies, acts and practices
of said corporation and his address is the same as that of the
corporate respondent.

Respondents are engaged in the jobbing to the garment indus-
try of trimmings , threads and related sundries and are also
converters and jobbers of interfacings , linings and quilted inter-
lining fabrics.

PAR. 2. Respondents now, and for some time last past, have
manufactured for introduction into commerce, introduced into
commerce, sold , transported , distributed , delivered for shipment
shipped, and offered for sale, in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , wool products
as "wool product" is defined therein.

PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded by the
respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a) (1)
of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and Rules and Regu-
lations promulgated thereunder, in that they were falsely and
deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified with
respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers
contained therein.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto
were quiled interlining fabrics, stamped, tagged , labeled, or
otherwise identified by respondents as "70 % Acrylic Orion" and
30% Other Fibers " whereas in truth and in fact , said products

contained woolen fibers together with substantially different fibers
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and amounts of fiber than represented.
PAR . 4. Certain of said wool products were further misbranded

by respondents in that they were not stamped, tagged, labeled
or otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section
4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and in the
manner and form as prescribed by the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under said Act.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto
were wool products, namely fabric, with labels on or affxed
thereto , which failed to disclose the percentage of the total fiber
weight of the said wool products , exclusive of ornamentation not
exceeding 5 per centum of said total fiber weight, of (1) wool;
(2) reprocessed wool; (3) reused wool; (4) each fiber other
than wool , when said percentage by weight of such fiber was 5
per centum or more; and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers.

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondents as set forth
above in Paragraphs Three and Four were , and are, in violation

of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder, and constituted, and now
constitute, unfair methods of competition and unfair and decep-
tive acts or practices , in commerce within the meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 6. Respondents are now and for some time last past have
been engaged in thc introduction, delivery for introduction
manufacture for introduction , sale , advertising, and offering for
sale, in commerce, and in the transportation or causing to be
transported in commerce, and in the importation into the United
States , of textile fiber products; and have sold, offered for sale

advertised, delivered, transported and caused to be transported

textile fiber products , which have been advertised or offered for
sale in commerce; and have sold, offered for sale, advertised
delivered, transported and caused to be transported , after ship-

ment in commerce , textile fiber products, either in their original
state or contained in other fiber products; as the terms "com-
merce" and "textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act.

PAR. 7. Certain of the textie fiber products were misbranded
by respondents in that they were not stamped , tagged , labeled

or otherwise identified to show each element of information
required to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the Textie Fiber
Products Identification Act, and in the manner and form pre-
scribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated under said

Act.
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Among such misbranded textile fiber products , but not limited
thereto , were lining fabrics without labels.

PAR. 8. Tbe acts and practices of respondents , as set forth in
Paragraph Seven were , and are , in violation of the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act and the Rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder, and constituted , and now constitute
unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts or
practices , in commerce , under the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-
tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in
the caption hereof, and the respondents having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau

of Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for
its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-
after executed an agreement containing a consent order, an ad-

mission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not con-

stitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint, and waivers and other provisions

as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and

having determined that it had reason to believe that the respond-
ents have violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue
stating its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the
public record for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in 34 (b) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Kaplan- Simon Co. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts , with its offce and prin-
cipal place of business located at 65-75 Kneeland Street, Boston
Massachusetts. Said firm trades as Taffeta Co. of America.
Respondent George Kaplan is an offcer of said corporation

and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub-
ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the

proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Kaplan- Simon Co. a corpora-

tion , trading as Taffeta Co. of America or under any other name
and its offcers , and George Kaplan , individually and as an offcer
of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives, agents and
employees , directly or through any corporate or other device
in connection with the introduction , manufacture for introduc-
tion , into commerce, or the offering for sale , sale, transportation,
distribution , delivery for shipment or shipment , in commerce , of
wool products , as "commerce" and "wool product" are defined in
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, do forthwith cease and
desist from misbranding such products by:

1. Falsely and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or
otherwise identifying such products as to the character or

amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
2. Failing to securely affx to, or place on, each such

product a stamp, tag, label, or other means of identification
showing in a clear and conspicuous manner each element of
information required to be disclosed by Section 4 (a) (2) of
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

It is further ordered That respondents Kaplan- Simon Co. a cor-
poration , trading as Taffeta Co. of America or under any other
name , and its offcers , and George Kaplan , individually and as an
offcer of said corporation, and respondents' representatives

agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the introduction , delivery for introduc-
tion , manufacture for introduction, sale , advertising, or offering
for sale in commerce , or the importation into the United States
of any textile fiber product; or in connection with the sale, offer-
ing for sale , advertising, delivery, transportation, or causing to

be transported , of any textile fiber product, which has been adver-
tised or offered for sale in commerce; or in connection with the
sale, offering for sale, advertising, delivery, transportation or
causing to be transported , after shipment in commerce of any
textie fiber product, whether in its original state or contained

in other textile fiber products, as the terms "commerce" and
textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile Fiber Products

Identification Act, do forthwith cease and desist from misbrand-
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ing textile fiber products by failing to affx labels to such textile
fiber products showing in a clear , legible and conspicuous manner
each element of information required to be disclosed by Section
4 (b) of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.
It is further orde," That the respondent corporation shall

forthwith distribute a copy of this Order to each of its operating
divisions.

It is further o,'dend That the respondents herein shaJJ , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER

MARVIN FURS, INC. , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C-1459. Complaint, Nov. 1Y68-Decision, Nov. , 1968

Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturing furrier to cease
misbranding, deceptively invoicing, and falsely guaranteeing its fur

products.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act, and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commis-
sion , having reason to believe that l\1arvin Furs , Inc. , a corpora-
tion , and Constantinos Mavrovitis , individually and as an offcer
of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have
violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under the Fur Products Labeling Act, and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Marvin Furs , Inc., is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York.

Respondent Constantinos Mavrovitis is an offcer of the COl"pO-
rate respondent. He formulates, directs and controls the acts
practices and policies of the said corporate respondent including
those hereinafter set forth.
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Respondents are manufacturers of fur products with their
offce and principal place of business located at 333 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York , New York.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now and for some time last past have
been, engaged in the introduction into commerce, and in the
manufacture for introduction into commerce, and in the saie
advertising, and offering for sale in commerce , and in the trans-
portation and distribution in commerce, of fur products; and
bave manufactured for sale, sold, advertised, offered for sale
transported and distributed fur products which have been made
in whole or in part of furs which have been shipped and received
in commerce, as the terms "commerce

" "

fur" and "fur product"
are defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act.

PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in that
they were faisely and deceptively labeled to show that fur con-
tained therein was natural , when in fact such fur was pointed,
bleached , dyed , tip-dyed , or otherwise artificial1y colored , in viola-
tion of Section 4 (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.

PAR. 4. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in that
they were not labeled as required under the provisions of Section

4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and in the manner and
form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-
under.

Among such misbranded fur products, but not limited thereto,
were fur products with labels which failed to disclose that the
fur contained in the fur products was bleached , dyed , or other-
wise artificial1y colored, when such was the fact. 

PAR. 5. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-
tively invoiced by the respondents in that they were not invoiced
as required by Section 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act
and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under such Act.

Among such falsely and deceptively invoiced fur products
but not limited thereto, were fur products covered by invoices
which failed to disclose that the fur contained in the fur products
was bleached, dyed , or otherwise artificially colored , when such
was the fact.

PAR. 6 Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-
tively invoiced in that said fur products were invoiced to show
that the fur contained therein was natural , when in fact such
fur was pointed, bleached, dyed, tip-dyed or otherwise artifici-
ally colored , in violation of Section 5 (b) (2) of the Fur Products
Labeling Act.
PAR. 7. Respondents furnished false guaranties that certain
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of their fur products were not misbranded, falsely invoiced
or falsely advertised when respondents in furnishing such guar-
anties had reason to believe that fur products so falsely guar-

antied would be introduced, sold , transported or distributed in
commerce, in violation of Section 10 (b) of the Fur Products
Labeling Act.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as

herein alleged, are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling
Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and

constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and decep-
tive acts and practices in commerce under the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-
tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in
the caption hereof, and the respondents having been furnished

thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau
of TextiJes and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for
its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-
after executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that
the signing of said agreement is for settement purposes only and
does not constitute an admission by respondents that the law has
been violated as alleged in such complaint, and waivers and other
provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respond-
ents have violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue
stating its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the
pubJic record for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in S 2.34 (b) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent 2Vlarvin Furs, Inc., is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the Jaws of
the State of Kew York, with its offce and principal place of
business located at 333 Seventh Avenue , New York , New York.
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Respondent Constantinos Ma vrovitis is an offcer of said cor-

poration and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub-

ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the
proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is oTdeTed That the respondents Marvin Furs , Inc. , a cor-

poration, and its offcers , and Constantinos Mavrovitis , individu-
ally and as an offcer of said corporation, and respondents
representatives, agents and employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the introduction

or manufacture for introduction, into commerce, or the sale
advertising or offering for sale in commerce, or the transporta-
tion or distribution in commerce, of any fur product; or in con-
nection with the manufacture for sale, sale , advertising, offering
for sale , transportation or distribution of any fur product which
is made in whole or in part of fur which has been shipped and
reeeived in commerce , as the terms "commerce,

" "

fur" and "fur
product" are defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , do forth-
with cease and desist from;

A. Misbranding fur products by:

1. Representing, directly or by implication, on labels

that the fur contained in any fur product is natural
when the fur contained therein is pointed, bleached
dyed , tip-dyed , or otherwise artificially colored.

2. Failing to affx labels to fur products showing in
words and in figures plainly legible all of the informa-
tion required to be disclosed by each of the subsections

of Section 4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
B. Falsely or deceptively invoicing fur products by:

1. Failing to furnish invoices , as the term " invoice
is defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act, showing
in words and figures plainly legible all the information
required to be disclosed by each of the subsections of
Section 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.

2. Representing, directly or by implication , on in-
vokes that the fur contained in the fur products 
natural when such fur is pointed, bleached, dyed , tip-

dyed , or otherwise artificially colored.
It is further orde1' That respondents the Marvin Furs, Inc.
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a corporation , and Constantin os Mavrovitis, individually and as
an offcer of said corporation, and respondents ' representatives
agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device , do forthwith cease and desist from furnishing a false
guaranty that any fur product is not misbranded , falsely invoiced
or falsely advertised when respondents have reason to believe
that such fur product may be introduced , sold, transported, or
distributed in commerce.

It is further orde," That the respondent corporation shal1
forthwith distribute a copy of this Order to each of its operating
divisions.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein shal1 , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report, in writing, settng forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

WESTERN UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY ALSO KNOWN AS
LINCOLN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY ET AL.

ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 8756. Complaint , Feb. , i968-Decision , Nov. , 1968

Order requiring two affliated Phoenix , Ariz., insurance companies to cease
misrepresenting the terms of policies offered armed service personnel
failng to disclaim approval by the Federal Government, and issuing
policies prior to any indication of acceptance by the insured.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as that Act is applicable to the business of insurance
under the provisions of Public Law 15 , 79th Congress (Title 15

S. Code , Sections 1011 to 1015 , inclusive), and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that Western Union Assurance Company,
a corporation , also known as Lincoln Life Insurance Company,
Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. , a corporation and Jack P. Stewart
Gordon D. Rutledge and Mercier C. Wil1ard , individual1y and as
offcers and directors of Western Union Assurance Company and/
or Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc. , and Elmo Matthews , individ-

ual1y, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the

provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
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proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Western Union Assurance Com-
pany by amendment of its articles of incorporation on April

, 1966 , changed its corporate name to Lincoln Life Insurance
Company. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State 

Arizona , with its principal offce and place of business at 800
North Central Avenue , city of Phoenix , State of Arizona.

Respondent Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc., is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Arizona, with its principal offce and place

of business at 1610 North 7th Street, city of Phoenix , State of
Arizona.
Respondent Jack P. Stewart is an offcer and director of

Western l:nion Assurance Company and Electro-Data Enterprises
Inc., and also an agent for Lincoln Life Insurance Company.
He assists in formulating, directing and controllng the acts and
practices of corporate respondents named herein, including the

acts and practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 86 East
Country Club Drive , Phoenix , Arizona.
Respondent Gordon D. Rutledge is an offcer and director of

Western Union Assurance Company and was an offcer and direc-
tor of Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc. He assists in formulating,
directing and controlling the acts and practices of corporate
respondents named herein , including the acts and practices here-
inafter set forth. His address is 698 South Catalina, Gilbert

Arizona.
Respondent Mercier C. Wilard, Jr. , is an offcer and director

of Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc. He assists in formulating,
directing and controlling the acts and practices of said corporate

respondent named herein , including the acts and practices herein-
after set forth. His address is 32 West 9th Place , Mesa , Arizona.
Respondent Elmo Matthews is an independent contractor for

Western Union Assurance Company. He formulates, composes and
disseminates materials in connection with the acts and practices

of the said corporate respondent herein named as hereinafter
set forth. His address is 3124 North 7th Avenue, Phoenix
Arizona.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged as insurers and solicitors of insurance in the busi-
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ness of insurance in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act. As part of said business in
commerce " said respondents Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. , and
Elmo Matthews , individually, formulate and solicit insurance
contracts for respondent Western Union Assurance Company, as
insurer to insureds located in various States of the United States
other than the State of Arizona in which States the business of

insurance is not regulated by State law to the extent of regulating
the practices of said respondents alleged in this complaint to be
illegal.

PAR. 3. Respondents , in conducting the aforesaid business , have
sent and transmitted , by means of the United States mails and by
various other means letters , application forms , contracts , checks
and other papers and documents of a commercial and solicitous
nature from their place of business in the State of Arizona to
prospective purchasers located in various other States of the

United States and have thus maintained a substantial course of
trade in said insurance contracts , policies and other papers and
documents of a commercial and solicitous nature in commerce
between and among the several States of the United States.

PAR. 4. Respondent Western Union Assurance Company, also
known as Lincoln Life Insurance Company is licensed, as provided
by State law, to conduct business only in the State of Arizona.

Respondent Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. , is licensed , as provided
by State law, to conduct business only in the State of Arizona.

Said respondents are not now , and for some time last past, have
not been licensed as provided by State law to conduct the business
of insurance in any State other than the State designated in this
paragraph.

PAR. 5. Respondents have solicited business by mail in various
States of the United States in addition to the States named in
Paragraph Four above. As a result thereof they solicited and
entered into insurance contracts with insureds located in many
States in which they are not licensed to do business. Said respond-
ents' business practices are, therefore, not regulated by State
law in any of those States in which said respondents are not
licensed to do business as they are not subject to the jurisdiction

of such States.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of said business, and for

the purpose of inducing the purchase of said policies , said respond-
ents have made, and are now continuing to make, numerous
statements and representations concerning said policies by means
of circular letters , policy forms , ownership certificates , and other
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advertising material disseminated throughout various States of
the United States. Said materials are the same for both corporate
respondents in that Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc. , acting under
an Agreement with Western Union Assurance Company, formu-

lates and distributes these same materials for Western Union.
The original mailing of said advertising materials consists of a
transmittal window envelope with the name and address of the
beneficiary as printed on the policy form plainly visible shown
as follows: '"

The envelope described and pictured above contains a "Dear
Parent" form letter, what purports to be a vaHd complete
insurance poHcy, an ownership certificate and a postage paid
self-addressed envelope as shown below :

The form letter is addressed to the parents or other relatives
of newly inducted servicemen. The name of the serviceman ap-
pears as the " insured" on the face of the poHcy form , together
with the name and address of the beneficiary, policy number
dispatch data , face amount of the policy, and signatures and tites
of two company offcers. The parents or other recipients fill out
sign and return the ownership certificate together with the 'initial
premium payment.

The second maiHng does not involve the use of a completed
policy form but did include a transmittal and a return envelope

a "Dear Parent" form letter , ownership certificate with a state-
ment or question pertaining to health , and a printed folder titled
Western Union Assurance Company s Servicemen Life Plan

shown as follows: * *
The "Test" and the Elmo Matthews mailings contained the

same basic materials as the first mailing but substituted in lieu
of a completed poHcy form and ownership certificate , an Owner-
ship Application card to be completed and returned requesting

information including duty status and assignment of the insured
serviceman. The two mailings differed in that the "Test" mailing
included a printed folder describing Western Union s Serviceman
Life Plan whereas the Matthews mailing did not, only the Mat-
thews mailing contained a printed IBM machine maiHng insert
on which the name and the address of the beneficiary is typed
and there is a sHght variation in the form letter , all shown as
follows: '" 
PAR. 7. By and through the use of these materials with

aforementioned acts and practices , statements and representations
.. Pictorial envelope omitted in printing.
u Pj torial mailing material omitted in printing.
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and others of a similar import

directly or by implication:

1. That the insurance offered for sale by respondents was
initiated by the serviceman named as the "insured" therein or
was issued with his knowledge and consent.

2. That the insurance offered for sale by respondents wi1 be
issued regardless of the occupation , military status or duty assign-
ment of the insured in peace or war.

3. That in connection with the sale or solicitation of its insur-
ance policies the respondents received the names and/or addresses
of proposed insureds and beneficiaries from or with the approval
of the Armed Forces, Department of Defense or other govern-
ment agencies.

respondents have represented

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:

1. The insurance offered for sale was not initiated by the
serviceman named as the " insured" theTein and it was not issued
with his knowledge or consent.

2. Applications for issuance of policies and applications for
reinstatement of lapsed policies were declined by respondents
because of insured' s miltary occupation, status and duty assign-
ment.

3. The Armed Forces, Department of Defense or any govern-
mental agency neither gave nor approved nor has given approval

for the dissemination of the names and addresses of servicemen
parents of servicemen , or members of servicemen s families to any
private insurance company or sales organization other than
those selected under P-L 89-214 , of which , respondents are not
participating members.

Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraphs Six and Seven hereof were , and are , false , misleadingand deceptive. 

PAR. 9. In the conduct of their business at all times mentioned
herein , respondents have been in substantial competition, in
commerce, with corporations, firms and individuals in the sale
of insurance of the same general kind and nature as that sold

by the respondents.

PAR. 10. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false
misleading and deceptive statements, representations, acts and
practices has had , and now has, the capacity and tendency to
mislead members of the buying public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that said statements and representations were
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and are, true and into

of respondents' policies

taken belief.
PAR. 11. The aforementioned acts and practices of respondents

as herein aJJeged , were and are , all to the prejudice and injury
of the public and of respondents ' competitors and constituted
and now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce
in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

M,. Thomas H. Link and M,.. William J. Kelly supporting the
complaint.

No appearance for respondents.

Initial Decision

the purchase of substantial quantities

by reason of said erroneous and mis-

INITIAL DECISION BY ELDON P. SCHRUP , HEARING EXAMINER
MAY 9 , 1968

STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS

The Federal Trade Commission on February 19, 1968 , issued
its complaint charging the respondents with unfair methods of
competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. The notice of the complaint set the hear-
ing date for 10 :00 a. , April 8, 1968, at the Federal Trade

Commission Offces , The 1101 Building, 11th Street and Pennsyl-
val1a Avenue , KW. , Washington D.
Service of the complaint upon respondent Elmo Matthews

individually, was not obtained at least thirty (30) days in
advance of the time of hearing set in the notice of the complaint
as provided for in Section 3.11 (4) of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Rules of Practice, and the hearing examiner on April 2
1968 , entered an order which cancelled the said time and place of
hearing and set a prehearing conference in lieu thereof for April

, 1968.
A letter with attachments dated April 3, 1968 , and addressed

to the Offce of the Secretary of the Federal Trade Commission
by the individual respondent Elmo Matthews was received in
said offce on April 5 , 1968 , and stamped Treated as Answer. A
further letter dated April 25 , 1968 , with relation to his letter of
April 3, 1968 , was received in said offce from the individual
respondent Elmo :\atthews on April 29, 1968, and stamped
Treated as a Motion. This latter letter asked that the complaint
be dismissed against the individual respondent Elmo Matthews
without prejudice. Complaint counsel on May 1 , 1968 , filed a reply
to Mr. Matthews ' letter of April 25 , 1968. In the light of this
reply the complaint is being dismissed as to said respondent
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individually, without prejudice.
All respondents were served with the order of the hearing

examiner setting the prehearing conference for April 29, 1968

but none appeared at the said time and place. AI! respondents
other than Elmo Matthews, foJlowing service of the complaint
have failed to file answer thereto as is required by Section 3. 12 (c)
Default of the aforesaid Rules of Practice which provides tbat

failure of the respondent to file an answer within the time pro-
vided shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of his right to
appear and contest the aJlegations of the complaint and to
authorize the hearing examiner, without further notice to the

respondent, to find the facts to be as alleged in the complaint and
to enter an inital decision containing such findings , appropriate
concJusions, and order.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Respondent Western Union Assurance Company by amend-
ment of its articles of incorporation on April 20, 1966 , changed
its corporate name to Lincoln Life Insurance Company. Respond-
ent is a corporation organized , existing and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Arizona , with
its principal offce and place of business at 800 North Central
A venue, city of Phoenix , State of Arizona.

Respondent Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. , is a corporation

organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Arizona , with its principal offce and place
of business at 1610 North 7th Street, city of Phoenix , State of
Arizona.

Respondent Jack P. Stewart is an offcer and director of Western
Union Assurance Company and Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc.

and also an agent for Lincoln Life Insurance Company. He assists
in formulating, directing and controJling the acts and practices

of corporate respondents named herein, including the acts and

. practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 86 East Country
Club Drive, Phoenix , Arizona.

1 " REPLY TO THE MOTION OF RESPONDENT ELMO G. MATTHEWS DATED APR1L
1968.
CO),E NOW Complaint Counsel and say that:
It appearing that Elmo G. Matthews stands in relation to all other responrlents in this

matter as an independent contractor, and that all othe ' said )' pondents are in defnult in the
premises, and that g"reat public expense would be incurred in further adjudication of the
complaint against Elmo G. Matthews , and that Elmo G. Matthews is not now engaged in ti,e
business of selling insurance by mail; That Complaint Counsel do not oppose any action that
wm callse the dismissal without prejl1dl:ce of said Elmo G. Matthews as a party to this
proceeding.

(Signatures)
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Respondent Gordon D. Rutledge is an offcer and director of
Western Union Assurance Company and was an offcer and direc-
tor of Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. He assists in formulating,
directing and controllng the acts and practices of corporate
respondents named herein , including the acts and practices here-
inafter set forth. His address is 698 South Catalina, Gilbert

Arizona.
Respondent Mercier C. Wilard , Jr. , is an offcer and director of

Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. He assists in formulating, direct-
ing and controJling the acts and practices of said corporate
respondent named herein, including the acts and practices here-

inafter set forth. His address is 32 West 9th Place, Mesa
Arizona.
Respondent Elmo Matthews is an independent contractor for

Western Union Assurance Company. He formulates, composes
and disseminates materials in connection with the acts and
practices of the said corporate respondent herein named as here-
inafter set forth. His address is 3124 North 7th Avenue , Phoenix
Arizona.

2. Respondents are now, and for some time last past have
been, engaged as insurers and solicitors of insurance in the
business of insurance in commerce as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act. As part of said business in
commerce " said respondents Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc.

and Elmo Matthews , individuaJly, formulate and solicit insur-
ance contracts for respondent Western Union Assurance . Com-
pany, as insurer to insureds located in various States of the
United States other than the State of Arizona in which States

the business of insurance is not regulated by State law to the
extent of regulating the practices of said respondents alleged in

this complaint to be ilegal.
3. Respondents , in conducting the aforesaid business , have sent

and transmitted , by means of the United States mails and by
various other means letters , application forms , contracts , checks
and other papers and documents of a commercial and solicitous
nature from their place of business in the State of Arizona to
prospective purchasers located in various other States of the

United States and have thus maintained a substantial course of
trade in said insurance contracts , policies and other papers and
documents of a commercial and solicitous nature in commerce
between and among the several States of the United States.

4. Respondent Western Union Assurance Company, also known
as Lincoln Life Insurance Company is licensed , as provided by
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State law, to conduct business only in the State of Arizona.

Respondent Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc., is licensed, as pro-
vided by State law, to conduct business only in the State of

Arizona. Said respondents are not now , and for some time last
past, have not been licensed as provided by State law to conduct
the business of insurance in any State other than the State

designated in this paragraph.
5. Respondents have solicited business by mail in various States

of the United States in addition to the States named in Paragraph
4 above. As a result thereof they solicited and entered into insur-
ance contracts with insureds located in many States in which
they are not licensed to do business. Said respondents ' business
practices are, therefore , not regulated by State law in any of
those States in which said respondents are not licensed to do

business as they are not subject to the jurisdiction of such States.
6. In the course and conduct of said business, and for the

purpose of inducing the purchase of said policies, said respond-
ents have made, and are now continuing to make, numerous
statements and representations concerning said policies by
means of circular letters, policy forms , ownership certificates
and other advertising material disseminated - throughout various
States of the United States. Said materials are the same for both
corporate respondents in that Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc.,
acting under an Agreement with Western Union Assurance Com-
pany, formulates and distributes these same materials for
Western Union. The original mailng of said advertising materi-
als consists of a transmittal window envelope with the name
and address of the beneficiary as printed on the policy form
plainly visible shown as follows:

The envelope described and pictured above contains a "Dear
Parent" form Jetter, what purports to be a valid complete insur-
ance policy, an ownership certificate and a postage paid self-
addressed envelope as shown below:

The form letter is addressed to the parents or other relatives
of newly inducted servicemen. The name of the serviceman
appears as the " insured" on the face of the policy form , together
with the name and address of the beneficiary, policy number
dispatch data , face amount of the policy, and signatures and
titles of two company offcers. The parents or other recipients
fill out , sign and return the ownership certificate , together with
the initial premium payment.

. Pictorial envelope omitted in printinl!.

.. Pictorial mailng materials omitted in printing.
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The second mailing does not involve the use of a completed

policy form but did include a transmittal and a return envelope , a
Dear Parent" form Jetter , ownership certificate with a state-
ment or question pertaining to bealth , and a printed folder
titled " Western Union Assurance Company s Servicemen Life

Plan " shown as follows: **
The "Test" and the Elmo Matthews mailings contained the

same basic materials as the first mailing but substituted in lieu
of a completed policy form and ownership certificate, an Own-
ership Application card to be completed and returned requesting
information including duty status and assignment of the insured
serviceman. The two mailings differed in that the "Test" mailing
included a printed folder describing Western Union s Service-

man Life Plan , whereas the Matthews mailing did not, only
the Matthews mailing contained a printed IBM machine mailing
insert on which the name and the address of the beneficiary is
typed and there is a slight variation in the form Jetter, all
shown as follows: * *

7. By and through the use of these materials with aforemen-
tioned acts and practices, statements and representations and
others of a similar import, respondents have represented, directly
or by implication:

1. That the insurance offered for sale by respondents was
initiated by the serviceman named as the H insured" therein or
was issued with his knowledge and consent.

2. That the insurance offered for sale by respondents will be
issued regardless of the occupation, military status or duty

assignment of the insured in peace or war.
3. That in connection with the sale or solicitation of its

insurance policies the respondents received the names and/or
addresses of proposed insureds and beneficiaries from or with the
approval of the Armed Forces , Department of Defense or other
government agencies.

8. In truth and in fact:

1. The insurance offered for sale was not initiated by the
serviceman named as the "insured" therein and it was not issued
with his knowledge or consent.
2. Applications for issnance of policies and applications for

reinstatement of lapsed policies were declined by respondents
** Pi to\' ial mailing materials omitted in printing.
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because of insured' s military occupation , status and duty assign-
ment.

3. The Armed Forces, Department of Defense or any govern-
mental agency neither gave nor approved nor has given approval
for the dissemination of the names and addresses of service-
men, parents of servicemen , or members of servicemen s families
to any private insurance company or sales organization other than
those selected under P.L. 89-214 , of which respondents are not
participating members.

Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraphs 6 and 7 hereof were , and are, false , misleading and
deceptive.
9. In the conduct of their business at aiI' times mentioned

herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in com-
merce, with corporations, firms and individuals in the sale of
insurance of the same general kind and nature as that sold
by the respondents.

10. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false, mis-

leading and deceptive statements , representations , acts and prac-
tices has had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mis-
lead members of the buying public into the erroneous and mis-
taken belief that said statements and representations were , and
are, true and into the purchase of substantial quantities of
respondents ' policies by reason of said erroneous and mistaken
belief.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub-
ject matter of this proceeding and over the respondents.
2. The complaint herein states a cause of action and the

proceeding is in the public interest.
3. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents as

found in the foregoing Findings of Fact were and are to the
prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents ' competi-
tors, and constituted and now constitute, unfair methods of
competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

It is ordered That respondents Western Union Assurance Com-
pany, a corporation , also known as Lincoln Life Insurance Com-
pan, and its offcers, Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc., a corpora-
tion , and its offcers , and Jack P. Stewart , Gordon D. Rutledge
:Iercier C. Wilard , Jr. , individual1y and as offcers and directors of
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Western Union Assurance Company and/or Electro-Data Enter-
prises, Inc., and respondents' agents , representatives and em-
ployees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in con-
nection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution of any in-
surance policy or policies, in commerce, as "commerce" is de-
fined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, except in those
states where respondents are licensed and regulated by State
Jaw to conduct the business of insurance, do forthwith cease

and desist from:
1. Using the expressions "Ko Military Restrictions

" "

War Clause" or any other words or terms of similar import
or meaning, or representing in any other manner that the
insurance offered for sale by respondents will be issued re-
gardless of the occupation, miJitary status or duty assign-

ment of the insured in peace or \var.
2. using any letter or other soJicitation material in con-

tacting members of the Armed Forces of the l:nited States
or their parents or other relatives, which does not reveal

in a prominent place , in clear language and in type at least
as large as the largest type used on said material; (a) that
said insurance is being offered without the knowledge or
consent of the serviccman who appears as the insured there-
in; and (b) that no Department or Agency of the Federal
Government either gave or approved the dissemination of
the names and/or addresses of any insured or beneficiary
of the insured to the respondents.
3. Using any policy form or similar document, prior to

the receipt by respondents of the required premium , which
contains the name of the insured, designation of the benefici-

ary, policy number, or signature of any representative of
respondents; or which contains any indicia of a policy issued
with prior approval of the insured.

4. Representing, directly or by implication , that the insur-
ance offered for sale by respondents has been issued with
the knowledge or consent of, the serviceman who appears
as the insured therein; or that any Department or Agency
of the Federal Government either gavc or approved the
dissemination of the names and addresses of any insured
or beneficiary of the insured to the respondents.

5. ::isrepresenting in any manner the conditions or cir-
cum stances under which such insurance was initiated or
issued.
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It is further o,'deTed That the complaint be, and the same
hereby is , dismissed as to the respondent Elmo Matthews, indi-

vidually, without prejudice.

FINAL ORDER

The Commission having stayed the effective date of the initial
decision of the hearing examiner by its order of May 31, 1968

so that service of said initial decision could be perfected as to all
respondents, and

The Commission now being satisfied that all respondents were
properly served with said initial decision on or before July 18
1968 , and

No appeal from the initial decision of the hearing examiner
having been filed, and the Commission having determined that

the case should not be placed on its own docket for review and
that pursuant to Section 3.51 of the Commission s Rules of Prac-
tice (effective July 1, 1967), the initial decision should be
adopted and issued as the decision of the Commission:

It is Qj'deTed That the initial decision of the hearing examiner
shall, on the 27th day of K ovember, 1968 , become the decision
of the Commission.

It is further Qj'dered That Western Union Assurance Com-
pany, a corporation , also known as Lincoln Life Insurance Com-
pany, and Electro-Data Enterprises, Inc., a corporation and
Jack P. Stewart, Gordon D. Rutledge , and Mercier C. Wilard
Jr. , individually and as oflcers and directors of Western Union
Assurance Company, and/or Electro-Data Enterprises , Inc. , shall
within sixty (60) days after service of this order upon them,
file with the Commission a report in writing, signed by such
respondents , setting forth in detail the manner and form of their
compliance with the order to cease and desist.

IN THE MATTER OF

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION*

ORDER, OPINIOKS, ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket 8655. Complaint , Jan. 1965-Decision , Dec. 2, 1968

Order requiring the Nation s largest steel company to divest itself, within
one year, of a Hicksvile, N. , producer of ready.mixed concrete , ac-

See joint Initial Decision In the Ma.tter of Natio'rl Portwnd Cement Company, Docket
No. 8654 , 71 F. C. 395.
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quired in April 1964, and not to acquire such a firm for the next 10

years without prior approval of the Commission.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe that United
States Steel Corporation through its subsidiary New Providence
Corporation bas acquired the stock and assets of Certified Indus-
tries Incorporated , a corporation , in violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act (U.S. C. , Title 15 , Section 18) as amended , and there-
fore , pursuant to Section 11 of said Act, it issues this complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:

Definitions

1. For the purpose of this complaint

shall apply:
the following definitions

a. "Portland cement" includes Types I through V of portland
cement as specified by the American Society for Testing Materials.
Neither masonry cement nor white cement is included.

b. "Ready-mixed concrete" includes all portland cement con-
crete which is manufactured and delivered to a purchaser in a
plastic and unhardened state. Ready-mixed concrete includes cen-
tral mixed concrete, shrink-mixed concrete and trans-mixed con-
crete.

c. "The Kew York City metropolitan area" consists of the five
boroughs of the City of New York and the New York counties of
)iassau , Suffolk and Westchester.

United States Steel Corporation
2. United States Steel Corporation, respondent herein, is a cor-

poration organized and existing under the laws of the State of

New Jersey with its general offce located at 71 Broadway, New
York , New York.

3. United States Steel Corporation is and for many years has
been the largest steel producer in the L'nited States and a major
integrated producer of raw materials for the production of steel
and steel products. Through its Universal Atlas Cement division
the company is also one of the four largest portland cement
producers in the United States. In 1963 , United States Steel had
sales of $3 637 173 138 , assets of $5 033 528 582 , and net income of
$203,549 338.
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4. Universal Atlas Cement division of United States Steel Cor-
poration operates ten portland cement plants in the United States
with a total annual capacity of approximately 30 900 000 barrels.
Universal Atlas also has a portland cement manufacturing plant
under construction on Grand Bahama Island which wiI be capable
of serving major east coast metropolian markets.

5. The New York City metropolian area is one of the principal
markets for portland cement manufactured at Universal Atlas
plants at Hudson , New York , and Northampton, Pennsylvania.

In 1963 , the total shipments of portland cement by these two
plants amounted to 5 274 486 barrels. About 973 119 barrels or
approximately 18 percent of the total portland cement shipped

by these plants, was shipped to consumers located in the New
York City metropolian area.

6. At a1l times relevant herein , United States Steel Corporation
was a corporation engaged in commerce , as j'commerce" is de-
fined in the Clayton Act.

Certified Industries Inc.

7. Prior to May 1 , 1964 , Certified Industries Inc., was a corpora-
tion organized and existing under the laws of the State of Dela-

ware with its principal offce located at 201 Park Avenue , Hicks-
viIe , Long Island , New York.

8. At the time of the acquisition , Certified was , and for many
years had been, engaged in the production and sale of ready-
mixed concrete and mineral aggregates (sand and gravel) in the

New York City metropolitan area. For the fiscal year ending
June 30 , 1963 , Certified had sales of $14 325 991 , assets of $11

147,419, and a net loss of $655 850.

9. Certified operated ten ready-mixed concrete plants in the
New York City metropolitan area. Certified is one of the four
largest producers of ready-mixed concrete , and one of the four
largest consumers of portland cement in the New York City
metropolitan area. During 1963 , Certified consumed 1 054 072 bar-

rels of portland cement and sold approximately 772 241 cubic
yards of ready-mixed concrete.

10. At a1l times relevant herein Certified Industries Inc. , was a
corporation engaged in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Clayton Act.
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Acquisition

11. On or about May 1 , 1964, United States Steel , through its
subsidiary New Providence Corporation, acquired all the assets

and outstanding capital stock of Certified Industries Inc. , by as-
sumption of liabilties of an undetermined amount and payment
in cash of $1 026 000.

The Nature of Trade and Commerce

12. Portland cement is a material which in the presence of

water binds aggregates , such as sand and gravel, into concrete.
Portland cement is the essential ingredient in the manufacture of
ready-mixed concrete. There is no practicable substitute for
portland cement in the manufacture of concrete.

13. The portland cement industry in the United States is sub-
stantial. In 1963 , there were about 51 cement companies in the
United States operating approximately 182 plants. Total ship-
ments of portland cement in that year amounted to 349 321, 000
barrels having a value of $1 116, 555, 000.

14. On a national basis , approximately 57 percent of all port-
land cement is shipped to companies engaged in the production

of ready-mixed concrete. In the heavily populated metropolitan
areas, the percentage of portland cement consumed by ready-
mixed concrete companies is generally higher. Ready-mixed con-
crete producers are the only businesses engaged in the sale of con-
crete as a commodity.

15. Due to such factors as transportation costs and the neces-

sity of supplying competitive delivery service to consumers, the
effective market area of portland cement production and distribu-
tion facilities is limited. Similar considerations limit the market
area for ready-mix companies.

16. Cement producers sell their portland cement to consumers
such as ready-mixed concrete companies, manufacturers of con-

crete products, contractors and building materials dealers. In the
past such consumers , in general , have not been integrated or af-
filiated with portland cement producers.

17. In recent years there has been a trend of mergers and
acquisitions by which ready-mixed concrete companies in major
metropolian areas in various portions of the United States have
become integrated with portland cement companies. As ready-mix
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companies have been acquired by producers of cement , competing
cement producers have sought to acquire other cement consumers
in order to protect their markets against the actual or expected
foreclosure caused by these acquisitions, and to prevent addi-
tional foreclosure of their markets as a result of future such
acquisitions by their competitors. Thus each acquisition by a
cement producer of a substantial consumer of portland cement

forms an integral part of a chain reaction of acquisitions-con-
tributing both to the share of the market already foreclosed by

acquisitions , and to the impetus for further such acquisitions.
18. Three of the five largest ready-mixed concrete producers in

the New York City metropolitan area have, since 1960 , become
integrated , through acquisition, with portland cement companies.

Violation of Section 7

19. The effect of the acquisition of Certified by United States
Steel Corporation , both in itself and by aggravating the trend
towards vertical integration between suppliers and consumers of
portland cement, may be substantially to lessen competition or
to tend to create a monopoly in the p,-oduction and sale of port-
land cement and ready-mixed concrete in the New York City
metropolitan area, in adjoining markets, or in the United States
as a whole , in the following ways , among others:

a. Competitors of respondent may have been or may be fore-
closed from a substantial share of the market for portland
cement.

b. The entry of new sellers of portland cement and ready-mixed
concrete may be inhibited or prevented.

c. The abiJity of non-integrated competitors of respondent ef-
fectively to compete in the sale of portland cement may be sub-
stantially impaired.

d. As an integrated manufacturer and seller of portland ce-
ment, ready-mixed concrete and other construction materials re-
spondent has achieved or may achieve a decisive competitive ad-
vantage over its competitors which are engaged only in the
manufacture and sale of portland cement , or ready-mixed concrete.

e. The production of ready-mixed concrete, now a decentralized
locally controlled , small business industry, may become concen-
trated in the hands of a relatively few producers of portland
cement.

Now, therefore , the acquisition of Certified by United States
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Steel Corporation , as above aJleged , constitutes a violation of Sec-
tion 7 of the Clayton Act (U. S. C. , Title 15, Section 18), ae
amended.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

DECEMBER 2 , 19G5

By DIXON Commissioner:

This matter is before the Commission on the appeal of complaint
counsel from an initial decision by Hearing Examiner John Lewis
dismissing as unsustained a complaint charging respondent with
violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended.

The Commission issued its complaint against respondent on
January 22 , 1965. The gravamen of the action is respondent'
acquisition , through a subsidiary, of Certified Industries, Inc., a

New York corporation engaged in the production and sale of
ready-mixed concrete.
The examiner , upon the culmination of extensive hearings, dis-

missed the complaint primarily on the basis that the acquired

company s "failing condition" at the time of its acquisition im-
munized the transaction from Section 7 chaJlenge. In the alterna-
tive , the examiner held that the merger in question did not have
the tendency to substantiaJly lessen competition or to create 
monopoly in any line of commerce in any section of the country.
We disagree, finding that the chaJlenged acquisition was anti-
competiive within the test of Section 7 and holding that the
acquisition was not exempted because the acquired company was
in a failing condition. Accordingly, we reverse thc initial decision
and order divestiture , finding such remedy appropriate after con-
sideration of aJl the circumstances.

Respondent, United States Steel Corporation, is tbe country
largest manufacturer of steel and a maj or integrated producer of
raw materials for the production of steel and steel products. In
1965, it achieved sales of $4 129, 352 578. In the same year , re-
spondent' s net income amounted to $236,785 114; and it listed
assets of $5 206, 119 000. According to a national periodical which
annuaJly ranks American companies with respect to size , respond-
ent, in 1966, was the nation s seventh largest industrial corpora-

tion.1

Fortune, July 15, 1966 , p. 232.
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Respondent is also one of the four largest manufacturers of
portland cement in the United States , producing and distributing
this product through an unincorporated business entity, Univer-
sal Atlas Cement Division (UAC). Its eleven operating cement
plants have an aggregate annual capacity of over 30 milion bar-
rels and enable respondent to serve cement purchasers located in
thirty-seven states.

Respondent' s acquisition of Certified Industries, Inc. , was con-
summated on April 30, 1964, through means of a U.S. Steel
subsidiary, New Providence Corporation. At the time of the mer-
ger, Certified ranked as one of the four largest producers of
ready-mixed concrete within its marketing region , the New York
Metropolitan Area. At the same time and within the same area

Certified was the second largest consumer of portland cement
among ready-mixed concrete producers.

Certified purchased a portion of its cement requirements from
UAC prior to its acquisition. The amount of such purchases in-
creased very significantly in 1963 when U.S. Steel assisted Certi-
fied in obtaining a long-term loan , and the trend continued untll
1964 when the company was acquired by U. S. Stee1. Set forth
below is a table reflecting the amount and proportion of Certi-
fied' s cement purchases from UAC between 1961 and 1964:

Certified' s Cement
Purchases from VAG

(Bbl.)

Proportion of total
cement purchases

(percent)

196L-- - 36 675
1962 - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - _ 123,731
1963--

- --- - - _

567, 470
1964_ - - 701 151

8.4
14.
53.
88.4

The acquisition of Certified was , therefore , vertical in nature-
the merger of a supplier with one of its customers. Such acquisi-
tions contravene Section 7 of the Clayton Act when their effect
may be substantially to Jessen competition within a particular
product market in a relevant area of the country. A judgment of
this question " is concerned with probabilities not certainties (for 
the force of 7 is stil in probabilities not in what later trans-
pired 

* * * 

for once the two companies are united no one knows
what the fate of the acquired company and its competitors would
have been but for the merger. Fedeml Trade Commission 

Consolidated Foods 380 U. S. 592 , 598 (1965).
The material facts in this matter are mainly without dispute.
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The product markets are conceded to be portland cement and

ready-mixed concrete. The geographic market was found by the
examiner to be the New York Metropolian Area and this finding
has been accepted by both sides on appeal.

The principal factual dispute concerns the viability, financially
and otherwise , of Certified Industries , Inc. It is from this question
that respondent and complaint counsel proceed to their arguments
concerning the conclusions that must be drawn from the record.
The issues evolving from these arguments may be phrased as
follows:

(1) Whether the challenged merger did not and eannot have
any anticompetitive effect as the acquired company was in a
failing condition" at the time of acquisition; and
(2) Whether , in any event, the fact that the acquired firm was

a "failing company" within the confines of the "defense" outlined
in Inte,.wtional Shoe v. Fedeml Tmde Commission immunized
respondent' s acquisition from condemnation under Section 7 (or
in other words , the failing company defense is absolute not rela-
tive in nature).

The basic issues of this matter , therefore , involve the "failing
company" defense and its effect upon a Section 7 proceeding.
However, before we reach these issues, we must first decide
whether tbe record supports the hearing examiner s factual con-

clusion that Certified Industries was in fact a "failing company.
The following facts concerning Certified' s financial condition

as found by the hearing examiner , are fully supported by the
record:

For some years prior to its acquisition by U. S. Steel, Certified
was a thinly capitalized company, with a relatively heavy debt
structure in relation to net worth. This thin financial structure
was aggravated by the firm s acquisition in 1961 of other ready-
mixed concrete companies. During 1961 and 1962 Certified at-
tempted to raise additional capital to improve its financial situa-
tion , but these efforts were generally unsuccessful. Its net work-
ing capital declined from approximately $388,000 in 1961 to
$220 500 in 1962.

In the fall of 1961 Certified, in order to receive the cash dis-

count on its cement purchases , negotiated extended credit arrange-
ments, totalling $350 000 , with four of its cement suppliers. In

280 s. 291 (1930).
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addition , it issued H 12-month note for $150 000 to respondent'

United Atlas Cement Division to secure its obligation for cement
purchases. By October 31 , 1962 , Certified owed $1.5 miJion to
its suppliers. In early December it notified respondent that it
would have diffculty in paying the $150 000 note and respondent

agreed to extend the term of the note from February 15 to

April 30, 1963. Respondent also recommended at that time that
Certified give consideration to trying to arrange some long-term
financing. Since Certified had previously been unsuccessful in
obtaining additional capital, respondent arranged a meeting be-
tween Certified and Bankers Trust Company of N ew York , where
respondent was a depositor.

Negotiations between Certified and Bankers Trust Company
were carried on between January and March 1963, and were
concluded with an agreement dated March 15 , 1963 , under which
the bank loaned Certified $3.3 miJion for a period of ten years , at
a rate of interest of 7/8 '70 above the bank' s prime commercial
loan rate, with the first installment of interest to become due
July 1, 1964. Under the terms of the loan agreement, Certified
agreed that it would not permit its net current assets to be less
than $600 000 for a period of three years from June 30 , 1963 , and
not less than certain stated sums in excess of that figure for the
period therafter. The agreement also set a limit of $1. 6 miJion
on the amount of Certified' s accounts receivable loans.

Despite this new capital , Certified' s financial condition continued
to deteriorate. In the spring of 1963 , its accounts receivable loans
increased beyond the $1. 6 million limitation set forth in the loan
agreement and its net current assets were $120 000 short of the
loan requirement of $600 000. By June 30 of that year, Certified
had suffered a loss of $655 850 and had a working capital deficit
of approximately $200 000 below that required under the agree-

ment.
Certified continued to suffer from a capital and cash deficiency.

It WHS unable to make payment on notes due in October and
December 1963 , or to pay to its suppliers amounts due totalling
approximately $675 000. It was also in arrears on taxes amount-
ing to $40 000. According" to Certified' s financial statement of De-
cember 31 , 1963 , the firm lost $928,444 during the last six months
of that year, or approximately $155 000 a month. It had a
deficit of over $70 000 in net working capital or net current as-
sets, compared to net current assets of approximately $375 000
at the end of September. Its financial statement for the seven
months ending January 31 , 1964 , revealed that its rate of loss
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had accelerated in the latter months of 1963. By the end of
January 1964 , it had a deficit in net working capital of $279 000.
For the four months ending April 30 , 1964 (when it was ac-
quired by respondent), Certified sustained a loss of $871 518, or

a loss rate of $218 000 a month.
Complaint counsel do not seriously dispute the finding that when

Certified was actually acquired by respondent there was a reason-
able probabilty of its failing within the near future. The follow-

ing conclusion by the examiner concerning the financial condi-
tion of the company at the time of its acquisition has not been
challenged:

(Certified) had been losing money, in substantial amounts and at an in-
creasing rate, for a period of about a year and a half, and there was no
visible improvement in the trend of its earnings. ':' By January 1964 it had
no working capital, since its current liabilities exceeded its current assets
by almost $300 000, and it had a deficit in retained earnings of over $1 mil-
lion. It was unable to meet overdue obligations in excess of $600 000 , with
some of its creditors threatening to discontinue further credit and to
institute legal action. According to the uncontradicted and credited tcsti..
many of the only expert witness to testify on the subject (Harry F. Tappen,
in charge of the loan administration division of the Bankers Trust Com-
pany) , by the end of 1963 and early 1964 Certified was in a "failing
condition.

* Set forth beJow is a table reflecting Certified's losses and the monthly rate of loss during-
the period in question.

Cel'tjfed' Losses and Rate of Joss
12 ?nOS. end

6/30/63
5655 850

650

6 mos- end
12/31/63
$928 400

154 730

7 mos. end
1/31/6-4

141 000
163 000

-4 mos. end
-4/30/6-4

Total Amount
Monthly Rate

8871, 500
271,900

Complaint counsel claim , however , that the proper time to judge
the financial prospects of Certified is not the date of the acquisition
but approximately 14 months prior thereto, January 1963 , when
Certified, with the assistance of respondent, obtained the long-

term loan commitment from Bankers Trust Company of New
York. They contend that at that time Certified was not in fact
in such a debilitated financial condition as to warrant invoking
the "failing company" doctrine. According to complaint counsel

this loan was instrumental in inducing Certified to reject a pur-
chase offer made in December 1962 by Bangor & Aroostock, a

diversified firm , and later, in 1963, caused Certified to reject an
offer from American Cement Corporation who was unable to ob-
tain financing for Certified on such favorable terms. Consequently,
complaint counsel argue , respondent's financial involvement with
Certified as of January 1963 , preventing the latter from being
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acquired by other potential purchasers and thus effectively "tied"
Certified to respondent.
Since there was no evidence that in obtaining the Bankers

Trust loan Certified was not making a good faith effort to re-
habHitate itself , complaint counsel are in effect contending that
it would be preferable for a company in need of financial as-
sistance, but not in a failing condition, to be acquired as part
of a vertically integrated operation than to secure financing which
may enable it to retain its independence.' In ruling on this argu-
ment, the examiner concluded as follows:

In the opinion of the examiner, the fact that U.S. Steel had assisted
Certified financially in January 1963, does not establish the availability of
other purchasers, nor does it establish that U. S. Steel knowingly con-
tributerl to the lack of availability of other purchasers , as complaint coun-
sel suggest at another point (CB , at p. 31). The fact that Certified chose
to accept U. S. Steel's financial assistance in January 1963 , rather than the
Bangor & Aroostock offer, is no reason to fault either Certified or U.
Steel. As far as Certified is concerned , it made a business judgment that
it preferred to continue its independent existence, rather than become part
of a vertically integrated operation with National Portland Cement Com-
pany, controlled by Bangor & Aroostock. Had its optimistic hopes been
realized , its independent existence \vould have been preserved. This was
certainly preferable, from the point of view of maintaining competition
in the market, to its becoming the outright property of another company
controllng a cement company. There is not the s1ightcst evidence that U.
Steel was aware of the Bangor & Aroostock offer, or that it arranged
for the Bankers Trust loan in order to head off Certified's acceptance of that
offer.

We agree with this conclusion.
this point is therefore rejected.

Complaint counsel's argument on

While we believe the examiner was correct in finding that Certi-
fied was failing, we do not agree with his holding that, because
the company was in a failing condition , its acquisition by U.
Steel could not violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

Respondent argued successfully before the examiner that what-
ever the consequences upon competition of U. S. Steel's acquisi-
tion of Certified , the merger is immune from antitrust challenge
under the "faiJing company" doctrine enunciated by the Supreme
Court in International Shoe , supra. In other words, the failing
nature of Certified at the time of respondent's acquisition con-

3 Bangor & Aroostock had planned to aC(juire both ational Portland Cen:ent Company, a
cement manufacture!' , and Certified and to operate the two companil' on an integrated basis.
Amel' ican Cement Corporation was , of COUl" e, a producer of cement.
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fers an absolute defense to any challenge by the government under
the Clayton Act.

On the other hand , complaint counsel have contended that the
court' dictum in International Shoe even when viewed in the
light of subsequent comment by the court, decisions of lower
courts, and the statements of those instrumental in the enact-
ment of the Celler-Kefauver Act, does not confer upon those who
would acquire a failing company an absolute defense to reme-
dial enforcement in the public interest under Section 7. Instead,
complaint counsel have maintained , the "failing company" de-

fense is relative in nature , requiring a balancing by the deciding
tribunal of the adverse interests involved. In essence , they argue
that in those cases in which the failing nature of the acquired

company served as a defense, either no defense was needed , in
that there was no adverse competitive effect flowing from the
merger, or that the ultimate question of adverse competitive im-
pact was a close one in which the prospect of economic harm to
individuals and to the public that might result from a bankruptcy
,vas decisive.

As set forth in the initial decision , the failing company doc-
trine was enunciated the first time in a Clayton Act proceeding
in Inte,' national Shoe , SUP1'. After holding in that case that

there was in fact no substantial competition between the ac-
quired and acquiring corporations and, therefore, no basis for

the finding of a substantial lessening of competition, the court

addressed itself to the issue of whether "at the time of the ac-
quisition and financial condition of the :vcElwain Company (the
acquired company J was such as to necessitate liquidation or sale
and, therefore , the prospect for future competition or restraint
was entirely eliminated. " Finding that the corporation was "
failing circumstances" the court arrived at the following conclu-
sion , which has come to be known as the "failing company
doctrine:

In the light of the case thus disclosed of a corporation with resources

so depleted and the prospect of rehabilitation so remote that it faced the
grave possibility of a business failure with a resu1ting loss to its stock-

holders and injury to the communities where its "plants were operated , we
hold that the purchase of its capital stock by a competitor (there being
no other prospective purchaser) J not with a purpose to lessen competition

but to facilitate the accumulated business of the purchaser and with the

effect of mitigating seriously injurious consequences otherwise probable

is not in contemplation of law prejudicial to the public and does not
substantially lessen competition or restrain commerce .within the intent of
the Clayton Act. (280 S. at 302-303.
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There has been considerable disagreement and uncertainty as to
the meaning and scope of the doctrine thus announced by the
court. While acknowledging that the decision is not free from
ambiguity, the hearing examiner deemed the basic holding of the
court to be that the acquisition of a company in a failing condi-
tion "does not substantially lessen competition or restrain com-
merce within the intent of the Clayton Act." Stated somewhat dif-
ferently, it is the hearing examiner s position that the showing

that an acquired company is "failing" provides an absolute de-
fense to a Section 7 proceeding.

The net effect of the examiner s ruling, however, is to read
out of the International Shoe decision the court' s lengthy discus-
sion of the circumstances surrounding the challenged acquisition
and the various factors specifically mentioned by the court 
formulating the "failing company" doctrine. The factors regarded
by the examiner as surplusage are the injury to stockholders
and to the communities which may be affected by the demise of
the acquired company, the fact that there were no other pur-
chasers , and the purpose of the acquisition. The examiner rea-
soned , in this connection, that these factors related only to the

question of public interest in allowing the acquisition to stand

but that the "absence or presence of prejudice to the public
interest" are "Sherman Act criteria which , although recognized at
the time of International Shoe to be applicable to a Clayton
Act case , have been eliminated by the 1950 amendment to Sec-
tion 7." Consequently, according to the examiner, we can now
disregard " the public interest test" considered by the Court. The
examiner specifically held in this connection:

The additional factors referred to by the Court viz that there was "
other prospective purchaser," and that the acquisition was made "not with
a purpose to lessen competition , but to facilitate the accumulated business
of the purchaser and with the eflect of mitigating seriously injurious
consequences Ei. ) to ' stockholders ' and to the ' communities J otherwise
probable " relate not to the question of competitive impact, but to the ques-
tion of the public interest in allowing the acquisition to stand, the Court
concluding from the latter factors that the acquisition "is not in con-
templation of law prejudicial to the public." The Court apparently as-
sumed that the acquisition of a failing company could not , as a matter of
Jaw, injure competition. IIo\vever, it a!so had to consider the "absence
or presence of prejudiee to the public interest" which

, '

while Sherman Act
criteria, were recognized to be applicable to a Clayton Act case. :,

, ::: ::.

One of the purposes of the amendment to Section 7 was to eliminate the
so-called "rule of reason" or "public interest" test, which had crept into
the interpretation of that section. Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, supra
at 317 , n. 30. (Initial Decision , pp. 70, 71) (71 F. C. 395 , 465J.
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Weare in complete disagreement with this reasoning. In the
first place , we do not read the opinion in International Shoe 

drawing a distinction between the "question of competitive im-
pact" and the "question of the public interest in allowing the
acquisition to stand." While the court differentiated between ac-

quisitions which may result in a lessening of competition and
those which may result in a lessening of competition "to a sub-
stantial degree " it did not hold that the public interest in pro-

hibiting an acquisition turned on factors having nothing to do
with the impact of that acquisition on competition.

Moreover, there can be no doubt that all factors considered by
tbe court , including the determination of whether there was
another prospective purchaser and whether the purpose of the
acquisition was to lessen competition , are as meaningful today as
they were prior to the 1950 amendment. In any case involving

the acquisition of a failing company, evidence bearing on the
availability of a purchaser other than the acquiring corporation
as well as evidence relating to the acquiring firm s purpose in
making the acquisition , is clearly relevant.

In United States v. Diebold 369 U. S. 654 , the court held that it
was improper to grant summary judgment to a defendant as-
serting the "failing company" defense when there was a "genuine
issue as to the ultimate facts material" to the ruling in Interna-
tional Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade Commission. And as the hearing
examiner himself points out, tbe factual issue in that post-1950
amendment decision was whether the defendant was the only
prospective purchaser.

The Supreme Court has also commented at length on the sig-
nificance of the acquiring corporation s purpose in making- an

acquisition under amended Section 7. Contrary to the examiner
statement that the purpose of an acquisition does not relate to

I The court specificalJy held: " Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as its terms and the nature of
the remedy prescribed pbin y suggest , was intended for the protection of the public against the
eviJs which were supposed to flow f!"m the undue lessening: of competition. In Standard OU Co.

Federal Trade Commission 282 Fed. 81 , 87 , the Court of AppeaJs fo,' the Third Circuit

npplied the test to the CJliyton Act which had therdofore been held appJicable to the Sherman
Act , namely, that the standa d of legality was the absence 01' presence of prejudice to the
public interest by unduly restricting competition 0" unduly obstructing the due course of
trade,...

Me"e acqu lsition by one corporation of the stock of a competitor , even though it results in
some lessening- of competition , is 110t forbidden: th" act d"als only with such acquisitions as
probably wil result in lessening competition to a substantial degree Standard Fa.hiu-H$ Co. v

U!1gnme-fIoHston Co. 258 U. S. :146, 357: that is to ay, to such a degree as will jnjuriOllsJy

affect the pubJic. Obviously, such acquisition will not produce the forbidden re:;111t if there 
110 pn -('xisting sustantiaJ competition to be affected: for the public interest is not concerned in
the lessening of competition, which to begin with , is itself without l.ea.l substanc. " 280 U.

at297 29R.
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the question of competitive impact and is therefore irrelevant
the court observed in B1"01l!n Shoe that in vertical arrangements
in which market share foreclosure is neither of monopoly nor
de minhnis proportions , a "most important factor" to examine in
order to determine whether the arrangement is of the type

Congress sought to proscribe " is the very nature and purpose of
the arrangement." It stated , in this connection , that "Congress
not only indicated that 'the tests of illegality (under 971
are intended to be similar to those that the courts have applied

in interpreting tbe same language as used in other sections of
the Clayton Act,' but also chose for 9 7 language virtually identi-
cal to that of 9 3 of the Clayton Act, 15 u.sc. 9 14 , which had
been interpreted by this Court to require an examination of the in-
terdependence of the market share foreclosed by, and the eco-

nomic purpose of, the vertical arrangement. " G And the court
further observed "Although it is ' unnecessary for the Govern-
ment to speculate as to what is in the "back of the minds" of
those who promote a merger,' * ,', " evidence indicating the pur-
pose of the merging parties , where availablc, is an aid in
predicting the probable future conduct of the parties and thus the
probablc effects of the merger. " 7

The examiner has also relied on certain statcments in the House
and Senate Reports on the 1950 amendment to Section 7
and particularly on the folJowing statement from the Senate
Report, as support for his argument that Congress intended to
exempt from this provision of the statute the acquisition of a
failing company" regardless of the effect of that acquisition on

competition:

Companies in a fa ling 01' bankntjJt condition

The argument has been made that the proposed bil, if passed , \vQuld
have the effect of preventing a company which 1S in a failing or bankrupt
condition from sellng Qut.

The committee are in full accord with the proposition that any firm in
such a condition should be free to dispose of its stock or assets. The com-
mittee, however, do not believe that the proposed bil will prevent sales
of this type.

The judicial int€rpretation on this point goes back many years and is
abundantly clear. According to decisions of the Supreme Court, the Clayton
Act does not apply in bankruptcy or receivership cases. Moreover, the
Court has held , with respect to this specific section , that a company does
not have to be actual1y in a state of bankruptcy to be exempt from its
provisions; it is suffcient that it is heading in that direction with the prob-

- -

"370 U, S. 294 (1962).
old. at 329.

., 

ld.. n. 48.
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ability that bankruptcy will ensue. On this specific point the Supreme
Court, in the case of Intenwtional Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade Commission

(280 S. 281) said: (quoting the pertinent portion of the International
Shoe opinionJ.

It is expected that, in the administration of the act, full consideration

wi1 be given to all matters bearing on the maintenance of competition
including the circumstances giving rise to the acquisition.

Referring to
decision states:

this portion of the Senate Report, the initial

It is clear that what the Senate Committee ,vas saying was that in de-
termining whether competition would be affected , it assumed that those ad-
ministering the Act would consider "the circumstances giving rise to the
acquisition" which , under the lntenwtional Shoe decision cited by the
Report, meant that it assumed consideration would be t;ven to whether
the acquired company was in failng condition, If it was, then, in the lan-

guage of the Report, "the Clayton Act does not apply." (Initial Decision
pp. 72 , 73. ) (71 F. c. 395, 467J.

We do not agree that the above quoted language from the
Senate Report or any other statement contained in tbe legislative
history of the amendment clearly indicates that Congress in-
tended to exclude from the statute s coverage the acquisition of a
company in failing condition,u While there are statements in the
Senate and House Reports , as wen as comments made during
debate, which indicate the prevailing view to be that the acquisi-
tion of a failing company probably would not result in sub-
stantial injury to competition and thus would not be prohibited
by the amendment, none of these statements indicate that such
an acquisition should be exempted regardless of the effect it
may have on competition. To the contrary, statements by pro-
ponents of the amendment indicate quite clearly that the statute
would be applicable to such mergers. 1O Moreover, no attempt

S Sen. Rep. No. 1775 , 8Ist Cong-., 2d Seos. (1950),
o The stat€ment in the Report that it is expected that "full consideration wil be given to all

matters bearing upon the maintenance of competition , including the circumstances giving rise
to the acquisition " may certainly be interpreted to mean that the faet that the company is
failing is a factor to be considered in determining whether the effect of the aCQuisition wil
he anti competitive. The examine!. , however , has ruled that inquiry should first be made as to
whether the acquired corporation is in failing condition , and , if it is, no further consideration

should be given to otller matters bearing on the maintenance of eompetition.
In See, for example , the following responses by Representative Patman to inquiries concern-

ing tne legality of tne sale of a small failing blJsiness to a large national concern:
Senator Donnell. If you wilJ take some case in which you and the chairman of this COlT

mittee and I were to invest a1l of our money, you gentlemen put up $199, 500 and me $500 , whirh
would be about the right proportions , suppose we had done that and after we had been in
business for 2 or 3 years we were firmly convinced tnat the business was doomed, although at
that time it had not actllally gone down , and we wanted to sell our assets out to Borne very
large corporation , and it was the only one that was interested in buyin it. Do you think that
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was made to add a proviso to the bil specifically exempting the
acquisition of a failing company, nor did Congress attempt to
articulate in failing company doctrine differing in any material
respect from the International Shoe doctrine. Consequently, we
are of the opinion that although Congress obviously intended to

preserve the failing company doctrine of International Shoe

it did not intend to go beyond that doctrine.
The precise issue before us , therefore , is what is the "failing

company" doctrine of International Shoe. The cases decided sub-
sequent to that decision have not amplified tbis defense to any

significant degree. " It is abundantly clear that none of the cases
have adequately undertaken a thorough examination of the con-
ceptual elements contained in the ' failing company' defense, or

of the appropriate criteria to be used in testing a particular
factual situation. Since the facts in these decisions were either
extremely favorable or unfavorable to the interposition of the
defense, there was no need to explore critically the gray area in
determining the scope of its application. " 12 Another commenta-
tor has stated more bluntly: "The conclusion seems inescapable
that the failing company doctrine has no logical basis as it is
usually stated" and that" . . . the interpretation and application
of any doctrine becomes diffcult indeed in the absence of 
rational basis for it. It is impossible to determine whether any
particular factor fits into the doctrine s purpose if that purpose

is not known, " l:
The question that has not yet been resolved is why should an

acquisition whieh would otherwise be unlawful under Section 7 be
permitted solely because the acquired company was in a failing
condition. In certain of the cases in which the defense has been
allowed the determination that the acquisition did not violate

---

it would be just to us to say that We just have to sit there and Jet our business be ruined by

gradual diminution in our assets over the next few years 
Hepl' e5e!Jtatlve Patman. I am not conceding it would happen just the way you Sli , but I

repeat , if it is against the public interest for us to sell out that way. I would say that we
bould not be allowed to sell against the public. That publi interest should corne first , and 1
think we wO\11d gO into bll inC's with that knowledge all of the time. That is, the pubJjc

inteJ'estbeserved first.
Senator DonneJI. So that you would fee! that there would be no injustice done to us.
Representative Patman. Possibly financial injustice , hut in the long run the p\1bJic interest

will be served that way. " (Hearings on H.n. 2734 bdore a Subcomm . of the Senate Comm. on

the ,Tudieiary, 81st Cong., 1st and 2nd Sess. 135 (1950).
11 As stated by the court in Brown Shoe The importance which Congress attached to

economic purpose i further demonstrated by the Senate and HO"1se Reports on II,R. 27a4 , which
evince an intention to IJleserve the ' faiJing company ' doctrine of InternatJ onal Shoe

. ...

370 U. S. at 331.
u Comment, 61 Mich. L. Hev. 566 , 576 (1963)
'" Low The Failing Comp(111Y Doct.rine: All lllwJivc I;conomic Dejense Under Section of the

Clayton Act 35 Fordham 1. Eev. 425 , 430 (19(;7).
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Section 7 was based on the assumption that the acquisition of a
company in failing condition could not cause competitive injury.
In United States v. Maryland Va. Milk P,' od"lcers Assn. , 167
F. Supp. 799 (D. C. 1958), the court ruled that Section 7 had

not been violated "because the acquisition of a failing corpora-
tion that is on the verge of going out of business cannot result in
lessening competition or in creating a monopoly. " In United
States v. Diebold, Inc. , supm the district court having found
that the acquired corporation was failing, held that the merger
did not threaten or actually cause a lessening of competition

within the meaning of Section 7. . . ." As indicated below, how-
ever, we do not agree that the assumption of no competitive
injury is a valid one. Injury to competition may in fact occur
even though the acquired company is in a failing condition.

Weare of the opinion , however, that the failing company doc-
trine does provide a true exception to Section 7, an exception

which may .immunize an acquisition having the prescribed effect
on competition. But we agree with counsel supporting the com-
plaint that this defense is not created automaticaJ1y by the mere

showing that the acquired company was in a failing condition.
It seems reasonably clear from the opinion in Inte'rnational

Shoe that in enunciating the so-caJ1ed "failing company" doctrine

the court was concerned principally with the protection of " stock-
holders" of the failing corporation and the "communities" in
which its plants were located. Since the acquisition in that mat-
ter had this salutary effect and since it was not made for the
purpose of injuring competition , the court apparently was wil1ng
to condone it even though it may have had an adverse competitive
effect. While the court reached this conclusion in the factual situa-
tion with which it was confronted, it did not suggest that in aJ1

future cases involving the acquisition of a failing corporation pro-
tection of the interests of private individuals should necessarily

be paramount to the preservation of competition. We believe the
court did no more than balance the probable injury to competi-

tion against injury to stockholders and other third persons and
in the circumstances of that case, decided that the prevention of
the latter was of greater importance. !! We agree with counsel
supporting the complaint, therefore, that to be consistent with

International Shoe and with the legislative intent expressed in the

- . - -

;. See Erie S(!.nd Grave! Co. C" :1". 2d 279 , 280-281 (31"d Gir. 1\11), whcre tJw

COllrt pointed out that "The lnienlftionol Sltoe opinion itself de5cribes the situation before the
Court " IInd that "It was in uch circumstances that II merger was viewed as likely to he Jess
harmful in its possible adverse effect on competition than obviously advantageous in Sllving credi-
tors , owners "-nd emp)oyees of file failng b;Jsincss from seriol1;; impending loss
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amendment of Section 7 , in any case involving the acquisition of
a failing company we must determine whether the acquisition may
result in a substantial lessening of competitioD and , if so, the

acquisition must be declared illegal in the absence of probable
harm to innocent individuals so serious and substantial that the
public interest requires that the acquisition nevertheless be

permitted.

The examiner viewed the question of Certified' s failing condi-
tion as the threshold issue in this casc. After reviewing the
Supreme Court' s holding in International Shoe he observed: " Al-
though the decision is not free from ambiguity, the examiner con-
siders the basic holding of the Court to be that the acquisition of

a company in failing condition ' does not substantially lessen com-
petition or restrain commerce within the intent of the Clayton
Act.' " Thus, he apparently accepted the proposition , now urged
upon us by respondent, that the challenged merger must be con-
clusively presumed as neutral with regard to competitive effect
because of Certificd' s condition at the time of acquisition. We re-
ject this proposition. The fact that a firm was "failing" at the

time of acquisition does not necessarily create a presumption
conclusive or otherwise , that its purchase was without potential
or actual detrimental competitive effect within one or more
markets.

In reviewing the opinions of the lower courts and other agen-

cies , and legal articles published since the Supreme Court' s state-
ment in Inte1 national Shoe we have noted a reliance on an
unexplained proposition that the acquisition of a failing company
could not possibly substantially injure competition." Such hold-

ings have led one commentator to observe: " (TJ he defense is no
stronger than the validity of that presumed lack of impact , and
in the author s view, the presumption is seldom , if ever, valid.

Yet, customarily, whenever a reason for the doctrine is demanded
this invalid basis is presented as truth * * * . It is difficult to refute
an argument whose advocates advance no logical reason in sup-
port of it. " 1(;

Clearly there may be situations in which the borizontal acquisi-
See United States v. Maryland Va. Milk ProduCe1's AIIs 167 F . Supp. 799 (D.

1958), aff' 36Z U.S. 458 (1960); United-Capital Mer!;e!", C. , Dkt. No. 11699 (1961).
Aviation Law Rep. 1960-64 Cas. 'i 21 , 132; Von KaJinowski Section al!d CompetitJj,'c Efieds

48 Va. L. Rev. 827 , 841 (1962).
JO Low The Failing Company Doctrine: An Illusive Economic Defense Under Section 

The Cl(1yton Act 35 Ford . L . Rev. 425

. .

528 (1967).
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tion of a debilitated firm could not have the requisite anticom-
petitive consequences. On the other hand, it is also clear to us

that the horizontal acquisition of a "failing company" can be
at times , capable of substantial anticompetitive impact. Consider
a situation where a firm , possessed of valuable "know-how" pat-

ents , is failing because of a severe dificiency in capital. Because
of contractual commitments or because of its debt structure, its

sale as an operating concern is realistically feasible only through
contract with an industry giant. Or consider a situation where a
dominant firm purchased the assets of a dying firm thereby in-
creasing capacity to satisfy orders which it would have been
otherwise unable to accept; the acquisition thus foreclosing com-

peting firms from handling the surplus of business that would

have resulted absent the acquisition. " Still again , the acquisition
of a failing company by a substantial market factor could re-
move productive facilities from a market and therefore forestall
new entry through the fear of swelling total productive capability
at a time when the statistics of supply and demand argued
against such an increase.

With respect to vertical acquisitions , the situations in which the
acquisition of a failing company by an industry giant may have
an adverse competitive impact are readily visualized after a review
of the possible anti competitive consequences of a vertical coalition.

The possible anticompetitive effects of a vertical acquisition
are varied. "The primary vice of a vertical * * * is that
foreclosing the competitors of either party from a segment of
the market otherwise open to them , the arrangement may act as a
clog- upon competition

' * ,

* which 'deprive(sJ * * * rivals of a
fair opportunity to compete. '" 19 A substantial share of custom
in a market may be obtained by a supplier through contractual
exclusivity, not through competition based on offerings of price
quality or service. Competitors of the acquiring supplier may be
competitively disadvantaged through permanent foreclosure of
custom once open to competitive bidding. Competitors of the ac-
quired firm may be competitively weakened by the realiy of com-

petition with an integrated firm whose market position is al-
ready secured by contract and whose size and previous market
activity in other fields portends a form of competition which
would not necessarily flow from market entry achieved through
internal expansion.

17 Comment , 61 Mich. L. Rev. 566 , 577 (1963).
lSId. at 578.

'" 

Rrown Shoe Co. United States 370 U. S. 294 , ;123-24 (1962).
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In stil other ways , a vertical merger may contribute to the
erosibn of competition. The control of a substantial share of a

market, through market entry achieved by acquisition , may re-
tard or prevent any future increase in the number of sellers
within the market, depending upon the strength of the acquiring
firm and the conditon of competition at the time of acquisition.
Again , a vertical merger consummated during a trend toward con-
centration in the relevant market may have the effect of ag-
gravating market diminution and/or contributing to realignment
of product competition from a situation where many small firms
compete in many geographic markets to one in which the same

large firms confront One another in each of these markets
throughout the country.
In sum , under Section 7 we are concerned with vertical ac-

quisitions that result .in substantial foreclosure of trade in one or
more markets; which abruptly inject powerful corporations into
markets populated by small , localized sellers; which disadvantage
smaller sellers within a market and substantially impair their
ahility to compete; which raise barriers to entry to one or more
markets or which contribute to a trend toward vertical concentra-
tion of markets. Given a situation wherein a company is a sub-
stantial customer for the product of a heavily concentrated mar-
ket , and enjoys a substantial portion of a concentrated market of
small , localized sellers which is in the throes of a movement
toward vertical integration , its acquisition by a leading supplier
who possesses oligopoly power in a number of diverse fields
wi1 predictably have adverse competitivc impact upon at least
one relevant market no matter what the financial condition
of the company at tbe time of its acquisition. The fact is that once
the merger has been consummated one or two markets wil no
longer be the same. Market forces wil be disrupted. Market
share wil be foreclosed not through competition but through con-

tract. Barriers to market entry wil be considerably heightened.
The trend toward vertical concentration through contract wil
be accelerated.

In their briefs and arguments, complaint counsel all but con-
ceded the failng nature of Certified at the time of its acquisi-
tion. They have primarily focused on the failing company de-
fense , asserting that the defense is a relative and not an absolute
one. Drawing our attention to the legislative history of amended
Section 7 bearing upon the International Shoe decision, they

argue that the Commission , in its administration of the Clayton
Act and evaluation of a "failing company" defense , must give full
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consideration to all matters bearing upon the maintenance of
competition. To this end , they urge that we first analyze the
acquisition s impact upon competition within the relevant markets
of cement and ready-mixed concrete in the NYMA before ap-
proaching the application of the defense urged by respondent

United States Steel.
The examiner, after holding that the failing company defense

was absolute in nature, ruled upon complaint counsel's request
for findings concerning the possible effects of the merger in the
event "that the Commission may disagree with the examiner
conclusions as to the scope of the protection afforded by the fail-
ing company defense * * * " 20 Thus , the examiner put the cart
before the horse. Unlike the court in International Shoe he rele-
gated the basic standard of the statute to an afterthought.

Thc examiner held that the merger did not ossess the requisite

tendency to lessen competition substantially within either rele-
vant product market. In our opinion , however , his evaluation of
this , the primary issue in a Section 7 proceeding, was distorted by
his premature decision concerning the scope of the failing com-

pany defense. Accordingly, we reject in toto his conclusions con-
cerning the impact of the acquisition on competition and con-
sider the question de novo.

Essentially, the complaint charges that respondent' s acquisition
of Certified Industries mayor has resulted in the anti competitive
propensities of vertical acquisitions outlined above. Specifically, it
is charged that as a result of the merger:

(1) Respondent's competitors may have been foreclosed from
a substantial share of the market for portland cement;

(2) Market entry of new sellers of portland cement and ready-
mixed concrete may be inbibited or prevented;

(3) The abilty of non-integrated cement producers may be
substantially impaired;

(4) Respondent may have achieved a decisive competitive ad-
vantage over its competitors;

(5) The trend toward vertical concentration in the production
and sale of cement and concrete has been aggravated; and

(6) A decentralized , locally controlled small business industry
-ready-mixed concrete-may become concentrated in the hands
of a relatively few producers of cement.

F01' eclosure i", the Sale of Cement
The national market for portland cement is highly concentrated.
Initial Decision , p. 85 (71 F. C. 395 , 478l.
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It encompasses fifty-one sellers , with the four and twenty largest
accounting for 32 and 78 percent of total shipments respectively
in 1958.

One of the most important, if not the most important geographi-

cal submarket for portland cement , is the New York Metropoli-
tan Area (I\YMA). In 1964 , this market could be described as

being oligopolistic in nature. Then, the four largest sellers con-

trolled 53.41'0 of sales while the eight largest accounted for

70. 81'0.

Two years prior to the 1964 acquisition of Certified , respondent
United States Steel was one of the four largest sellers of cement
in the nation. At this point in time, however , it was only the
sixth largest supplier of cement within the ;'YMA. Immediately
subsequent to its assistance in obtaining financing for Certified

respondent' s sales of cement within the NY:\1A increased rapidly.
The increase was almost wbolly accounted for by patronage from
Certified. Principally as a result of its acquisition of Certified,
United States Steel became the second largest supplier of cement
to the NY:IA market.

At the time of the challenged acquisition, there were over

fifty ready-mixed concrete companies serving the I\Y:IA. Four

of these companies , however , accounted for 731'0 of the ready-

mix market' s purchases of cement. Certified was one of the four.
In 1963 , it was the second largest purchaser of portland cement
operating within the relevant geographical market. Its sales of
ready-mixed concrete had more than tripled in the period from
1960 to 1963. Its consumption of cement immediately prior to the
acquisition placed it among the ten largest consumers of cement
in the entire Nortbeastern area of the country. :\10reover, the

record shows that there were only 5 to 10 consumers of cement

within this broad area that consummated annual purchases , as
did Certified , of over 750 000 barrels.

In B,' own Shoe , supm the Supreme Court held that a vertical
acquisition foreclosing less than one-half of one percent of the

relevant market violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Of course

the court did not consider increased market share as alone deci-
sive , but , as in all Section 7 proceedings , viewed it in the light of
other applicable factors such as (J) the significance of the re-

sultant foreclosure whether the foreclosure was one of the
largest that could be achieved through merger; and (2) the pres-
ence or absence of market movement toward concentration.

We find tbat the market foreclosure resulting from U. S. Steel'
acquisition of Certified was extremely significant. Within the
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NYMA , only one company, Colonial Sand and Gravel , purchased
more cement than Certified. The former is a vertically integrated
operation , having integrated backward into cement production
through internal expansion. Accordingly, the forec:osure result-
ing from Certified' s acquisition by United States Steel was the
largest market foreclosure within the relevant market as could

be achieved by any single acquisition. :\loreover, the acquisition
occurred in the context of a strong trend toward concentration

through merger in the sale of cement and ready-mixed concrete.
We address ourselves to this point below.

The examiner recognized that as a result of the merger "access
to Certified's volume of cement purchases wil be substantially
closed to other cement companies. 

. . 

" However, he concluded

his consideration of this market change by observing that "given
Certified' s financial condition , such volume would have been fore-
closed in any event upon Certified' s demise." The latter statement
is correct as far as it goes. It does not go far enough , however
for the purposes of the Celler-Kefauver Act. The statute draws a
line between market foreclosure achieved through competition
and that accomplished by acquisition.

It is clear that the examiner believed that Certified's customers
would all turn to Colonial Sand and Gravel , the largest supplier
of cement and ready-mixed concrete within the NYMA. The record
wil not support this supposition. Undoubtedly Colonial would
have bid for the business, but as the testimony shows it would
have experienced the competition of other ready-mix concerns.
Moreover, Colonial , because of plant location and sales policy,
was not a strong competitor within Nassau and Suffolk counties
the principal sales areas of Certified at the time of the merger.
Impact Upon Competition;', the Sale of ReiLdy- Mixed Concrete

In 1962 , Certified was the fourth largest consumer of cement
and seller of ready-mixed concrete within the NYMA. By 1963,
largely as a result of acquisitions and aggressive pricing, it
ranked second in both categories. Although its consumption of
cement dropped in 1964 , Certified, at the time of the merger
was still second in cement purchases and concrete sales to the
vertically integrated market leader , Colonial Sand and Gravel.
At that time , it consumed 8;70 of the cement sold to ready-mix
firms , some 6;70 more than the third ranking firm , and more
than three times the purchases of the market' s sixth largest seller.

The merger of United States Steel and Certified effeetuated
the entry into the NYMA ready-mixed concrete market of a
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very large conglomerate company. Five years prior to the merger
the market had been characterized exclusively by small com-
panies whose sales efforts were principally, if not exclusively,
devoted to sales of concrete. In the ensuing years prior to the

acquisition three instances of vertical integration occurred. One
company, Colonial Sand and Gravel , had integrated backward into
cement production and had retained its position as the market
leader , a position to which Certified was the runner-up. Another
company, M. F. Hickey, the fifth largest ready-mix seller was
acquired by a supplier , the American Cement Corporation. Finally,
less than a year prior to the U. S. Steel-Certified merger, the
market' s fourth largest seller was acquired by the :"ational Port-
land Cement Company.

The Hickey-American Cement Corporation merger was cancelled
by a Commission consent order." Hence, at the time of re-
spondent' s merger with Certified there were only two vertically
integrated companies operating within the market. The leading

seller of these two firms , Colonial , possessed assets of $47 539,462.
United States Steel, upon its entry into the market, possessed
assets of $1 673 914 946 or thirty-five times more than the mar-
ket' s leading seller and over a thousand times more than tbe
market' s leading non- integrated seller.

The entry of United Sttes Steel into the NYMA ready-mix
market placed all market members at a competitive disadvantage

particularly the non- integrated firms within the market. With
reference to the latter sector , respondent enjoys significant cost
advantages. Cement manufacturers are subjected to certain fixed
costs in operation of tbeir productive facilities regardless of
whether such facilities are running at full or partial capacity. A
producer that owns a ready-mix outlet or enjoys a guaranteed

outlet for its product can increase utilization of his production
facilities and reduce unit costs. At the same time, it incurs no
additional expense in the way of sales effort and other adminis-

trative costs. Moreover , as the examiner has also found , it may
combine or integrate delivery and storage facilities with those
of its ready-mix outlets.

With respect to a1l members operating within the NYlVA mar-
ket , respondent also enj oys the advantages that fiow to a com-

: This merger involving- Ryan Ready 1Iixcd Concrete was challpnged by H Commj, ion mm-
plaint issu",d on ,Janllary 22 , 1965, ConnllTent with his decision herein , the examiner , on May 20
1906 , dismiscied the cumplaint against National Portland. On March 2B , 1967 f71 F C. , J. the
Commission vacated the initiai de ision and djsmi scd th.. !'omplain: on the ground that the
pro,-'cding was rendered moot by National p",. tland' s subsequent divestitul' C of Ryan

"" 

Amcri (m Cement COTj! Docket C-681 , Commission Order of Ja.nuary 20 , 1%4 (64
316).
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pany that is a massive supplier of a number of products to all
aspects of the building and construction trades. The testimony
shows that "contacts" or acquaintances with architects, build-
ers , contractors and political figures are very important in the
sale of ready-mixed concrete. Certified's management , which was
retained by respondent after the merger, have excellent con-
tacts. United States Steel, with its heavy involvement in the
building and construction industries

, "

knows" as one competitor
put it "more people than Certified.

Finally, there are the advantages flowing from the fact tbat
United States Steel is a large conglomerate corporation , one of
the nation s largest corporations, and the possessor of great
strength in markets other than that involved directly in the in-
stant matter.

A conglomerate corporation , as Professor Corwin Edwards has
pointed out , has strength and access to competitive strategy that
hurdles the discipline of any particular market.'" The conglom-
erate corporation "operates in a series of different markets, in
each of which it encounters different competitors and different
conditions of demand and supply and thus may be able to charge
different prices and make different profits. " 2.1 Here, for in-
stance, as one competitor explained, United States Steel , unlike
other market entities , can offer at least two essential products to
the building and construction trade , steel and concrete. Its posi-
tion in onc field can dictate its range in the other.

The overall size and financial strength of respondent creates
an advantage in respect to pricing and the extension of credit.
Respondent, with a pocket immensely deeper than that of its
competitors within the market, can outlast and out-extend any

price warfare and credit offerings.
Again , there is the advantage stemming from the well-circu-

lated and well-documented reputation of respondent for strength
in other markets. If we may adjust our expression in Pmct",' and
Gamble Company:

Even if such strength has not been proved to reach the level at which
monopoly profits or other fruits of great market power are forthcoming"
it is relevant to the psychological response of the members of the $ 

':' *

(ready-mixed Concrete marketJ to (United States SteelJ as a competitor.
To the extent that (United States SteelJ is thought by them to be not
only a large and affuent firm , but also a powerful firm , in terms of market

3 Testimony of Corwin D, Edwal' (lTinD8 0'11 Econumic GOHcentratum Bejore the Sub-
comm . an AntJtrust and Monopoly of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, ggth Gong' , 1st

S"ss. , pt. 1 at 36 (1964-65-)

I d, at 38
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power enjoyed in related markets and possibly transferable into the
(concrete) market, its prowess a,s a competitor gains an added and even
sinister dimension in the eyes of its (ready-mix) rivals a factor of
considerable importance to the impact of the merger on competition in the

. . . industry.

The examiner dismissed complaint counsel' s arguments that the
entry through acquisition of United States Steel into the KYMA
ready-mix market poses a threat to the viabilty of at least the
small firms operating within that market. Considering the fact of
the disadvantage faced by small ready-mix companies in com-

peting with one of the nation s largest corporations, the examiner
concluded: "It is suffcient to observe that this frequently occurs
when a large, multi-product, conglomerate company enters a
market." As he saw it, the arguments of complaint counsel were

speculative" and their acceptance required a holding that size
is per se ilegal.

Again, the examiner s observations are correct to a degree.

Again , however , they either do not go far enough or else demon-
strate a misunderstanding of the basic purpose of Section 7 and
the duties of one who is to make the initial evaluation of aSection 7 complaint. 

It is true, of course, that the competitive disadvantages faced

by the small entities within the market as a result of the
Certified/United States Steel merger frequently do occur , although
perhaps not to the same degree , when any large conglomerate
enters a market such as that under revie\v. However , this observa-
tion ignores the distinction made by Congress between market
entry through internal expansion and that achieved through
acquisition. Here we have advantage added to advantage-size
added to size-market power added to market power-advantage,
size and power unburdened by the tasks , costs and uncertainty
of market entry achieved through internal expansion.

It is true, of course, tbat the size per 8e of an acquiring firm

has no conclusive bearing upon the adjudication of a Section 7

proceeding. Effciencies and resulting benefits to competition can
come from sizc. Neither this Commission , nor any antitrust arbiter
has as its mission the shielding of competitors from the rigors
of competition. \Ve are , however, concerned with protecting com-
petition. The Clayton Act has a prophylactic purpose. Its function
is to prevent monopolization in its incipiency.2G To this end , the
Commission is under the duty to scrutinize acquisitions for their

The Procter Grl11!ble Co. Dock t G901. 63 :F. C. 1465 , 1579

', 

Brown Shop. Co.

, .

'mpTO. at :-17.
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capacity or potentiality to lessen competition. ' In such an
evaluation , we are bound to seriously consider the "factor" of
the acquiring company s size for frequently, as the courts have

observed and economic theory holds , the capacity or potentiality
of a merger to lessen competition within the relevant market
stems from the size and the strength of the acquiring firm in
other markets.

As the examiner observed , consideration of complaint counsel's

arguments concerning the adverse impact of the challenged ac-
quisition requires a speculative judgment. The analysis of any
Section 7 matter requires speculation , if one understands specula-
tion to mean an informed projection of future events from a
basis of market realities. This "speculation " is not of the crystal

ball variety but instead one based upon facts and experience.
For instance , complaint counsel argue that respondent has the

capability to adversely affect price competition within the rele-
vant ready-mix market. After briefly considering the argument
that respondent could afford to incur short-term losses by "dump-
ing" excess capacity product to the disadvantage of independent
sellers who could not afford such losses, the examiner con-
cluded

, "

( w J hile this is possible there is nothing in the record of
the pricing practices of United States Steel's UAC (1.niversal
Atlas CementJ Division to suggest that this is likely to occur.
We are not prepared to adopt even this limited view. Xevertheless
we are convinced that upon scrutiny of the record as a whole

and evaluation of all factors bearing upon competition within the
market, a finding that respondent has the capacity or potential
to adversely affect price competition is warranted.
Immediately prior to the challenged acquisition, competition

within the KYMA ready-mix market was characterized by ag-
gressive price competition. Because of a decline in demand, no
one was "holding the line." Jobs were being bid away from
initially successful applicants through after-the-contract solicita-
tion. In the opinion of certain industry members , below-cost sell-
ing was utilized at times. To these firms, it was a question of
staying power. On the latter point, the record reveals that a
number of sellers were required to retrench and to seek out further
effciencies in order to remain viable.

2' Re)lnolds Metals Co. v. 309 F. 2d 22:-;, 2:30 (D. C. Cjr. 19(2)
eE C. Procter Gn7nble C01n)Hmy, 386 e. . 57:-\ (H)67); C. v. COil. olida, ted Foods

, .

592 (1\)(;5); H.eynolds Metol Co. , supra at 229; GeiwTol Food8 COTpoTahon Docket 8600 , 60
C. :JHO; Edwards Conglomerate Eigne" as " SUHTrc of P01U"'" ,II Business Clmcentration and

PTice Policy (National BUI'ea'1 of E,,()n. Research cd 19. S); Blail' The ConglorneHlte Merger in
Econo7nics and La\(' 46 Geo. L.J. 672 (1958)
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The record also reveals that the most aggressive competitor in
the way of price prior to the acquisition was Certified Indus-
tries. It obtained the bitterly contested business. It principally

contributed to the competitive situation in Suffolk and Nassau
counties that led the market leader , Colonial , to avoid these areas
because of "the pricing situation. " But while Certified secured
the business it did so from an undercapitalized position. It
lacked the deep pocket of United States Steel.

While acknowledging the possibility of decisive pricing power
by respondent, the examiner apparently relied solely upon re-
spondent' s pricing practices in the sale of cement to reject com-
plaint counsel's arguments. The record reveals that unlike con-
crete , prices for cement were relatively stable. All sellers sold at
the same price. Whatever divergence there was came through dis-
counts ostensibly granted to meet competition. Therefore, the
examiner concluded

, "

(i) f one were to hazard a guess" the prob-
able effect of the acquisition "would be that Certified' s pricing
policy will likely become more conservative.

Of course, it wil be in the interest of respondent to adopt a
conservative pricing policy for Certified. The point is , however
that t:nited States Steel has the capacity to bring about such a
policy and still maintain Certified' s market share. It can sell low
until others tire or perish. It can then engage in parallel pricing
or price leadership, breaking ranks only to discipline price
mavericks. In sum , as any strongly capitalized company \vith a
significant sbare of a concentrated market, its interest should 
price stability. It possesses the potential for imposing such
stabiliy upon the relevant market. It offers the capacity for
adversely affecting price competition within a marl,et charac-

terized by aggressive price competition. Certified, under the con-

ditions obtaining in the market at the time of the acquisition

presents a probable vehicle for such action.

Ba",'iers to Market Enh'

Prior to Certified' s acquisition , the barriers to entry into supply-
ing cement to the J\YMA market were formidable. While the
technological requirements were minimal , the financial requisites
were immense and concentration or market foreclosure was high.
With respect to the former , the sole new entry into the North-
eastern market for cement during recent years had to invest some

sixty-four milion dollars to achieve initial access. With respect
to the matter of available customers, prior to the challenged

merger about 70. 870 of the market had been captured by eight
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sellers.
Capital requirements for the sale of ready-mixed concrete were

also relatively high. According to industry members , an expendi-
ture of from 3 to 5 million dollars was required. Additionally, a
prospective new entrant would have to face the fact that 50. 1 %
of the market was enjoyed by a vertically integrated company
and 4 sellers accounted for 73. 6 % of the total sales of ready-
mixed concrete within the NYMA.

After the U.S. Steel/Certified coalition , the ante for entry into
the sale of CEment was raised. Immediately after the merger
46. 3 % of the entire cement market in the KYMA and 66.3 % of
the cement sales to ready-mixed concrete producers were fore-
closed by 3 vertically integrated sellers. In regard to the sale of
ready-mixed concrete , the prospective entrant through internal
expansion or initial entry, had to not only risk a considerable

cash outlay to compete for a greatly restricted portion of the
market, but also had to assume the risk of competing against
the nation s seventh largest corporation in a market where price
competition was fierce and the ability to withstand losses could
be decisive.

Trends
ll1 erger

As emphasized above , Section 7 is meant to deal with monopoly
in its incipiency. According-ly, in assessing an acquisition s ef-

fect on the future course of competition , consideration must be
given to the stage of development of market power within the
relevant industry or industries and market or markets at the
time of the merger , and to the likelihood that the merger wil give
impetus to further concentration of such power. In other words
and for example , did the merger occur in the context of a trend
toward concentration in a relevant market? Did it occur in the
context of a trend toward vertical integration through acquisition?
Is there a basis for viewing the acquisition as offering a potential
for stimulating the continuance of a movement toward concen-
tration of market power?

By j 964 , the year of respondent' s acquisition of Certified , there
was an evident nationwide movement on the part of cement com-

panies toward vertical integration into ready-mixed concrete pro-
duction through merger. The history of the two industries shows

TowaTd Concentration and VeTticallntegTation Through

See Brown Shoe, supra at 1527: United Stains v. A!uminum Co. of America. a77 U. S. 27
279-80 (1964): United SI. atf!S Philadcl7Jhia '\/01. 0,,"/ H""I. 3,4 U. S :J21 , 36S (19C3): ted
States v. Von s Grocery Company, 384 U. S. 276 , 277 (1966).
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only four instances of such integration prior to 1959. During the
period from 1959 to 1965, bowever, some 30 acquisitions of
readY, mix producers were consummated by cement companies.

The record also reveals that there was a definite trend toward
vertical integration by acquisition in the NYMA market for
ready-mixed concrete. Prior to 1960 , there had been no marked
instances of vertical integration achieved through merger. In the
four years leading up to the U. S. Steel-Certified merger , the
fourth and fifth largest ready-mix sellers had been acquired by
cement prodncers. Less than a year after the challenged acquisi-
tion , the seventh largest concrete producer was acquired by the
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company.

At the time of the challenged merger , the cement industry was
experiencing a strong movement toward concentration. The num-
ber of producers had been reduced from 62 in 1958 to 51 in
1963. The reduction in industry membership may largely be at-
tributed to the foreclosure of markets by acquisitions of pur-
chasers, for as the examiner has found , vertical integration
affords a cement company a captive market which is not subject

to challenge by competing cement. companies ,

* :

On the basis of the record before us, wc are of the opinion

that L'nited States Steel's acquisition of Certified has the po-

tential for stimulating further concentration of market po\ver in
the sale of cement and ready-mixed concrete witbin the NYMA.
Several of the witnesses representing the ready-mix market
testified that, as a result of the recent moves toward vertical
integration within their marketing area , they had either ap-
proached cement suppliers about selling-out or had, themselves,
been approached by suppliers on the same question. According
to the examiner , several cement companies although "opposed to
vertical integration

" * 

"' indicated that they might havc to ac-
quire a ready-mix company in order to protect their market.
As one cement supplier expJained , given the present condition of
the market, it might have to "capture" an outlet for its product.
Still another supplier, Marquette , following on the heels of re-
spondent' s acquisition of Certified captured the seventh largest
ready-mix concern within the market. Furthermore , Alpha Port-
land Cement closed its terminal at Port Washington , Long Island
in 1964 and for all intents and purposes withdrew from the "YMA
market. According to the examiner

, "

(tJ his terminal was closed
because the decline in Alpha s volume in the NYMA , resulting

from the loss of one of its largest customers in the area , Certified
no loni:er justified the expense of maintaining a terminal."
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Respondent' s argument that there can be no adverse impact
flowing from its acquisition of Certified because of the latter
failing condition, clashes with respondent's purpose for making
the acquisition and with another argument raised by its counsel.

There can be no doubt as to why L:nited States Steel pur-
chased the second largest ready-mix concern in the NYMA. Jt
made the acquisition in order to protect for itself a sizable portion
of an important market.

While Certified , during the period from 1962 to 1963, was ex-
periencing losses , it continued to gain customers. As far as this
record sho\vs it experienced no diffculty in maintaining the good-
will of its customers or in making timely delivery of satisfactory
product. Through aggressive pricing, it built its market share
from 670 of the total consumption of cement in the NYMA in
1962 to 8.2 % in 1968. Its problem, however, was a very basic
onc in a market characterized by vigorous price \variare. It was
under-capitalized. It lacked a deep pocket.

When United States Steel told Banker s Trust that it would
guarantee the early J 963 loan to Certified , it , understandably, was
not acting as an eleemosynary institution. It expected loyal pa-
tronage in return for its services. Within the competitive turmoil
of the NYlVA markets for cement and ready-mixed concrete
price was relatively stable in the former and credit extensions
constituted the major competitive weapon. Thus, immediately
after the loan was extended to Certified , U.S. Steel suggested a
further agreement to the borrower. According to this proposal
Certified would agree to purchase a minimum of sixty-five per-
cent of its cement requirements from U.S. Steel. Certified' s of-
ficials balked at executing the agreement. Finally, it remained un-
executed. evertheless , Certified's purchases from respondent'
Universal Atlas Cement Division experienced a very noticeable
reversal. Certified increased its purchases from respondent from
14.9 percent of its requirement in 1962 to 53.8 percent in' 1963.
In 1964 , Certified was buying 88.40/0 of its cement from re-
spondent.

At the time of acquisition , Certified' s share of the market for
ready-mixed concrete in the NYMA had slipped. It stil , however
was the second largest purchaser of cement within the market
accounting for 6. 8;". It still enjoyed the goodwil of its customers
and the contacts of its executives. It occupied such a position in
the relevant market that the executive vice president in charge
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of production for United States Steel' s Universal Atlas Cement
Division, in urging Certified's acquisition, explained, in part, to
respondent' s board of directors:

If Certified ceases operations, Universal Cement "\vauld suffer an ir-
replaceable loss in its present market fOl its Hudson lPlantJ product and
be seriously embarrassed commercially in one of its major markets during
the last sixty years.

The record clearly spells out the rise in market power achieved
by U.S. Steel as a result of first, its loan arrangements with
Certified , and, finally, its acquisition of Certified' s assets. As found
by the examiner , respondent, in 1962 , had declined from a 1960
market share of 6;70 to a 2;70 share in 1962-making it the
sixth largest supplier in the market. In the year of the loan , re-

spondent became the fourth largest supplier within the relevant
market , accounting for 7. Ii of market volume. As found by the
examiner

, "

(iJ n 1964, the year in wbich U. S. Steel acquired
Certified. l:AC' s share increased to 11.41'0, and it became the
second largest supplier of cement in the area,

Contrary to their argument about the total absence of adverse
competitive effect flowing from the acquisition of a failing com-

pany, respondent has continually stressed in this proceeding that
if U, S. Steel had not acquired Certified the latter s business would
have been gained by the market leader, Colonial Sand and
Gravel , the ready-mix company which had vertically integrated
through internal expansion. But even assuming the validity of
this contention , we find ourselves not favorably impressed with

, but , instead , concerned with its inherent admission. It has as
its major premise the belief that when threatened by loss of cus-
tomers through competition one is free to foreclose a substantial
portion of a market through acquisition. Again , we are re-
quired to point out that which should be beyond cavil. The end
result of competition is a degree of market forec1osure. The
market-foreclosing competition encouraged by the Celler-Kefauver
Act , however , is that generated by fair offerings of price , quality
and service. The Act does not sanction the fencing-off through
contract of a competitor s threatened market. Instead , it proscribes
such action , whether defensive or aggressive, when its effect may
be to lessen substantially, competition within a relevant market.
In any event, \\'e cannot , on the basis of this record , find

that had Certified gone out of business its volume would have
ipso facto accrued to Colonial. The latter market leader, as eco-
momic theory and empirical experience would suggest , and this
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record confirms , is not enamored with the concept of price com-
petition. Yet, Certified's principal areas of success were within
the counties of Nassau and Suffolk on Long Island-areas of
fierce price competition. As the record indicates , these areas were
explosive in nature in regard to home development and school
building, major sources for concrete purchases and cement con-
sumption. Within this very large area, Colonial operates only
four ready-mix plants; and, as the record also shows, a ready-
mix plant has an effective supply radius of only fifteen miles.
Within the highly concentrated NYMA markets for cement and
ready-mixed concrete, Colonial has refrained from aggressive
solicitation in Nassau and Suffolk counties because of the "pric-
ing situation" in these areas.

The sum of it is , as respondent' s counsel conceded in argument
before the examiner , United States Steel greatly increased its
share of the relevant market for cement largely as a result of
the acquisition. As the record reveals , it has achieved the largest
possible vertical foreclosure in the relevant market through ac-
quisition. And , through acquisition , it has projected itself into a
market long characterized by small , local sellers at a time
when size and the ability to withstand losses could have an ex-
tremely powerful impact , both psychologically and directly, upon
the competitive strategies and actual competitive responses of

existing market members. Despite the failing condition of Certi-
fied, the market for ready-mixed concrete within the KYMA
has been drastically changed by the challenged acquisition. Into
that rarity of heavily concentrated markets , one engrossed with
price competition , has entered a company certainly possessed of
the resources to withstand and discipline such competition and
to eventually, as the examiner predicted , engage in a "more con-
servative" pricing policy, or , in other \vords , stabilize and rigidify
product pricing. Barriers to market entry, already high prior
to the acquisition , have been raised to prohibitive dimensions.
Small ready-mix concerns , the predominant make-up of the rele-
vant concrete market prior to the challenged merger , and the ex-
clusive complement of the market prior to its present trend
toward concentration, are no longer competing with an aggres-
sive, but rapidly weakening, nonintegrated number two seller
but instead face the feasible opportunities for market maneuvers
available to an integrated company which is also the nation
seventh largest industrial corporation. The ability of any member
of the ready-mix market in the New York Metropolitan Area to
engage in predatory pricing practices-to foster price stabiliza-
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tion in the long-run-has not been checked but rather enhanced.
The trend toward market concentration, and the trend toward
vertical integration through acquisition, have not been reduced
or halted. They have been, on the basis of this record , decidedly
stimulated.

We are not, therefore , dealing here , as the court in Inte1"wtional
Shoe with a situation in which a large company acquired a
non-competitor whose market relevance over immediate prior
years has diminished to a de minimis point. We are not dealing
with a respondent who has acquired productive facilities for
the mere purpose of increasing product capacity but instead , we
review a merger that forecloses an appreciable segment of a
market already highly concentrated. Again contrary to Interna-
tional Shoe, we are dealing with an acquisition in which the
purchasing corporation has acted with the purpose of fencing-
off competition.

Moreover, we would be remiss in the implementation of our
Congressionally delegated duty to consider all challenged mergers
in the light of all factors bearing upon competition , if we did not
consider the economic settng of the nation at the time of the

merger. Vnlike the time-span in which the International Shoe
matter 'vas considered , today s economy is not in a depressed or
stagnant condition. It is dynamic in nature-although if the
relevant markets surveyed by this record may serve as examples
in danger of stagnating through the continued concentration of

market power achieved through mergers.
Finally, there is nothing in the record to suggest that the

acquisition prevented or mitigated such serious economic harm
to creditors , stockholders , or employees of Certified that it should
be permitted regardless of the anti-competitive consequences
found above. There is no evidence indicating possible harm to
either creditors or employees of Certified or to the economic well
being of the community in which Certified was located. Further-
more , the evidence shows that 70 % of Certified's stock was owned
by only five shareholders. 0 While there can be no doubt that
these individuals fared better financially by having their com-
pany purchased by respondent, this fact is of little significance
when weighed against the possible adverse competitive effects of
the merger.

The appeal of counsel supporting the complaint is granted and
our order providing for appropriate modification of the initial
decision is issuing here\vith.

30RX 58(e).
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Commissioner Elman dissented and filed an opinion.
Commissioner 1acI ntyre did not participate.

Commissioner Nicholson did not participate for the reason oral
argument was heard prior to his appointment to the Commission.

DISSENTING OPIKION

DECEMBER 2 , 1968

BY ELMAN Commissioner:

In this case , the Commission is required to interpret and apply
the "failing company" defense announced in the Supreme
Court' International Shoe 1 decision and carried forward into
the amended merger law when Congress passed the CeJler-Ke-
fauver amendments to Section 7 of the Clayton Act in 1950. Under
International Shoe proof that a company acquired in a merger
or other transaction subject to Section 7 was in "failing cir-
cumstances" constitutes a defense to the charge that the trans-
action was iJlega1. In my opinion , the defense is clearly applicable
to the facts of this case as found by the hearing examiner and
adopted or modified by the Commission. The Commission s conclu-
sion that the merger violates Section 7, even though the ac-
quired company was failing and no other purchaser was avail-
able , distorts and , lo a large extent , nuJlifies the failing company
defense.

There is no dispute concerning the basic facts in this case
which are adequateJy set out in the Commission s opinion and
need not be repeated at length here, For tbe most part, the
Commission s findings of fact are essentially the same as those
made by the examiner.

At the time of the acquisition, respondent United States Steel
Corporation was one of the four largest manufacturers of port-
land cement in the l;nited States ' and one of the principal
suppliers serving the New York :l1etropolitan area.3 The at-

'jnt"nwt.ional Shoe Co F"dcTOI Trade Comm;, 'O!l. 2S0 U. S. 291 (19:jO). The doctrine fourHJ
its g''nesis in eadier d"cisi"TJ uncl"l' the Shel'man Art. See U"itrd States LIm:ted State8 Steel
COT)). 25: 'U.S. 417 , 446-4, (1920j; A1Jencan PTess Ass v, fJn,ted Stotcs 245 Fed. 91 , 9,

';-

(7th Ci1', 1917) : see gPlwnd:y, Comm€nt. FedcT"/ Antif THst Law -MeT.!jerB-An Updating of au.
F"fI'ih'ng Com. pany " DuctTin,; in U;c Amended Section Settill G. 61 Mich. L, Rev . 566 , 567-
(1963); Wiley, The "Fail1ng ComprPiY " .4 Hcnl Deje'lSc in lJonzontol MerfJm' Ca8es, 11 R.

Hev . 4 , 497- 99 (:961)
' As is weJI known . l' P01l ent i also the largest tppi JJ!oducer in the United States, ::lajol"ity

Gpinion a: 127,1; initial decision 9 l'i1 F. C. :-\9,, 407 , 408;
"Majority opinion at 1292; initiai decision 33 (71 F. , at 4;-0 481 United States Ste",l

ope1' atpd i s cpment bllSiTJE"S thl'ough its Universa: Atlas Cemer. t Division
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quired company, Certified Industries , Inc" was one of the four
largest producers of ready-mixed concrete in the New York
Metropolitan area and the second largest consumer of portland

cement among ready-mixed concrete producers , purchasing over
one milion barrels in 1963 and almost 800 000 barrels in 1964.

Prior to the acquisition , Certified purchased cement from a num-
ber of suppliers , including Universal Atlas. However, in 1963,
when respondent assisted Certified in obtaining long-term financ-
ing and guaranteed certain of Certified's obligations , the percent-
age of Certified's cement requirements supplied by respondent
more than tripled, from 14.9 percent to almost 54 percent. In
1964, the year of the merger, that figure increased to over 88
percent.

The other facts relevant to a 

p,'

ima facie showing that this
vertical merger violated Section 7 are set out in the majority

opinion. It is unnecessary, in the circumstances here presented , to
deal at length with the question whether , in the absence of a fail-
ing company defense , United States Steel's acquisition of Certi-
fied would violate Section 7. For present purposes , it can be as-
sumed that a 7J?' ima facie showing has been made that the merger

would probably violate Section 7 were Certified not a failing com-
pany at the time of the acquisition,

There is no question , however , that Certified 'luas a failing com-

pany. The Commission adopts the examiner s findings on this
question and rejects complaint counsel's arguments to the con-
trary. Certainly, there is no merit in the suggestion that Certified

should have rejected respondent' s financial assistance in Janu-

ary 1963 and should instead have accepted a merger offer made
by one of respondent' s competitors. There is nothing in the record
to indicate that this transaction was merely a ploy, the first
step in a preconceived merger plan , or that Certified's manage-
ment did not reasonably believe that the loan agreement wou,ld
help put the company back on its feet, preserving its status as an
independent competitor:' As the Commission finds , on this record
it must be concluded that Certified was a failing company and

j Majol' ity opinion at 1276: initia 'J"cision 11- 12 (71 F. C., at 40 4111
5 It ha b"",n 8ugr;ested that before a company can be cO'1sidel' ed failing it must have made

l:1511CCessful attempts to borrow money in an ICffort to saYc itscJf by me"HlJl'e ShOTt of merger.

See Hale & BaJe, F'H/')' II!J Firms and the MerQtr PrOl' 18ion8 of the Antitrust La 52 Ky. 1,. J. .
filJl; WiJey, $1I1)ra r:ot,. 1 , 4: n. lJ. L. Rev . at 506- 7: Hearings RPiore the Subcommittee on Anti-

tl' mt ano Mono1JoJy of +/," Senate Committee on the Judiciary, H4th Cong. , 1st Sess. 326 (1955)
(testin:ony of Assistant Attol'ney Genel''': Barnf's) ihereinafter cited as 1955 Hcaringsl; ct.
United Stat"N v. El PaB(J Nahaal GaB Co. 376 'C, S. 651 , 661 (:964); Crown Zellerbach Corp, 

Fcdc7",l Tn.de C07nmi8sion 296 F. 2d 800 , 832 (9th Ci,.. 1961), cert , denied. 370 U. S. fJ37 (19(;2).
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that no other purchaser was available." The question for de-
cision is , therefore , what is the legal significance of that finding?

Consideration of the failing company doctrine must begin with
the International Shoe case. The merger in that case involved two
of the largest shoe manufacturers in the world. International Shoe
Company was, at the time of tbe merger

, "

engaged in manu-
facturing leather shoes of various kinds. It had a large number of
tanneries and factories and sales houses located in several states.
Its business was extensive, and its products were shipped and
sold to purcbasers practically throughout the United States. " 7 In-
ternational Shoe had acquired the stock of the W. H. McElwain
Company, a substantial Kew England-based shoe manufacturing
firm which had factories capable of producing 38 000 to 40 000
pairs of shoes daily.

The record disclosed that McElwain was the victim of falling
prices for shoes, had an excessive inventory of new shoes, over-
extended itself in making commitments to purchase hides, and
was unable to raise money to payoff its substantial debts:
Kew orders were not coming in; losses during 1920 amounted to over

000 000; a surplus in May, 1920 of about $4 000, 000, not only was
exhausted , but within a year had been turned into a deficit of $4 382 136. 70.
In the spring of 1921 the company owed approximately $15 000 000 to
some sixty or seventy banks and trust companies, and, in addition , nearly

000 000 on current account. Its factories , which had a capacity of 38 000
to 40 000 pairs of shoes per day, in 1921 'were producing only G OOO or

000 pairs.
The company was, according to the Court, faced with
alternatives: " liquidation through a receiver or an
sale, " :J

Finding that McElwain was in "failing- circumstances " the
Court stated:

but two
outright

"A number of crit I";a have been uti:ized by the Commi"ion and the courh in determining
whetheJ' 1I comjJany is indeed failing. See Low The Failing Company Doct6nc: An illu-
sive Economic Dejenae Undcr Section of the C/.yton Act 35 Ford. L. Rev. 425 , 4:-\-
(1\)67); HaJe & Hale 81'pra note 5; Wiley, =PTIl note 1 , 41 B.l..L. Rev , at 502-12; d. :varcu
The " Failin Q Industry" and the " Pniliny Manaycment " f)od6ncs in A"r.itn,st 11 Antitnl
Bull. 8.33 (1%6): Vnit"J Srntea v Third ,Vaem",!' HI1"k 390 U. . 171. 183 (1968). In view
of the theo!") on which this case has been argued to the Commi ion , complaint coungel vir-
tuaJJy conceding that Certitied was failing at the time of the acquigition , its is Imnece,o"""y in
this opinion to eXI,)"re further the question of what standards are to be "pplicd

7 280 U. S. at 295.
'ld. at 289- :JOO: cf. United States Crmtinental Oil Co" 37 U. L, Week ::1.S0 (U. S. Oct.)l""
, 1968) (the facts are set out in the first opinion of the District Court, 19115 Trade Ca es,

r 71 557 (D

::.

M. 1965)); United States Third .

".'

ational Bank 390 U. S. 171 , 183 (1968)
(:ailin C01lJjar. y do( !'ine inaJjpJicable where acquired firm continued to be profitabk find flbso-
lut", size of its business increased altbough its percentage share of t!w market. did not)

u 2 80 1 . S. at 299
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In the light of the case thus disclosed of a corporation with resources
so depleted and the prospect of rehabilitation so remote that it faced the
grave probability of a business failure with resulting loss to its stockholders
and injury to the communities where its plants were operated, we hold
that the purchase of its capital stock by a competitor (there being no
other prospective purchaser), not with a purpose to lessen competition , but
to facilitate the accurnulated business of the purchaser and with the effect
of mitigating seriously injurious consequences otherwise probable, is not
in contemplation of law prejudicial to the pubile and does not substantial1y

lessen competition or restrain commerce within the intent of the Clayton
Act. To regard such a transaction as a violation of law, as this court
suggested in Vnited States v. United States Steel Corp. 251 U, S. 417, 446
447 '" " '" would 'seem a distempered view of purchase and result. ' See
also American Press Asso. v, United States " * 245 Fed, 91 , 93 , 94.

As the Commission points out , legal purists might regard the
above statement as dictum because the Court had earlier con-
cluded that the merger did not lessen competition between Mc-
Elwain and International Shoe , an essential element of the viola-
tion under Section 7 which, as it then existed , was considerably
narrower and more parochial than the amended version. What-
ever may be concluded as to the continuing validity or vitality of
the market definition adopted by the Court in reaching its conclu-
sion that the two firms were not in competition " it is clear
that the Court's alternative conclusion-that the failing company
doctrine immunized the merger under Section 7-has survived
and is applicable under the amended statute. As the Commission
acknowledges , both the Senate and House Reports on the Celler-
Kefauver amendments specifically cited the International Shoe
decision, including the language just quoted , with approval and
expressed the view that despite the absence of a reference to the
failing company doctrine in amended Section 7 the doctrine would
continue to apply; the failing company portion of the Interna-
tional Shoe decision , interpreting former Section 7 which also
made no explicit mention of a failing company exception , was
carried over intact into the amended statute.

" "

The doctrine
'Old. at 302-03.
a For example, compar.. with definition there adopted, the market definition adopted in

United State. Y. Continental Can Co. ::78 U.S, 441 (1964); Hrmen Shoe Co- United States
370 U. S. 294 (1962); ted States v. duPont 35: V. S, ;-\7 (1956).

See S, Rep. :Ko, 1775 , 81st Congo , 2d Sess. 7 (1950); H_ R Hep () 59C , 80th Gong. , 15t
Sess. 7 (1947); Hearings on E.R. 27;,4 Before a S\.bcommittf'e of Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, 81st Cong., 1st & 2d Sess, 79-81 (:950) rh€1"€ir. el' cited as 1950 Senate HearingsJ;
Brown Shoe CO. United Sta, tes :170 U- S. 294 , 319 & n. 34. 346 (l9C2); Bok Sect;o- of the

Clayton Act (md the Merging of Law and Eco-nom1 74 Ran. . L. Rev, 22(; , 339-41 (1960);
Low supra not" 6 j5 Ford . L. Hev . at 426-27; Comment supra not!' 1, Cl Mich . L. R€y, at
571-7Z; cf. United States Van s Grocery Co. 384 U. S- 270 , 277 & n. 13 (1966); United
States HI Paso Natura! Gas Co. 76 U. S. 651 , 661 (1964). Bu Sf'e. Connor Section of the

ClaJ/ton Act: The "Failing Company " iHytil 49 Geo. L.J. H4 (1901).
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could thus bc deemed a legislatively approved judicial exception
to the statute , codification of which Congress regarded unneces-
sary, probably because it felt failing-company mergers could
not work substantial injury to competition.

" 1:1

The Commission purports not to dispute the continuing vitaliy
of the failing company doctrine announced in International
Shoe. However , starting with the premise that in International
Shoe and other cases in which the "failing nature of the acquired
company served as a defense , either no defense was needed, ,
that there was no adverse competitive effect flowing from the
merger, or " " * the ultimate question of adverse competitive im-
pact was a close one in which the prospect of economic harm to in-
dividuals and to the public that might result from a bank-
ruptcy was decisive, " 14 the Commission concludes that:

The court did no more than balance the probable injury to competition
against injury to stockholders and other third persons and, in the circum-

stances of that case, decided that the prevention of the latter was of greater
importance. 'rVe agree with counsel supporting the complaint, therefore

that to be consistent with International Shoe and with the legislative intent
expressed in the amendment of Section 7 , in any case involving the acquisi-

tion of a failing company we must determine whether the acquisition may
result in a substantial lessening of competition and , if so, the acquisition

must be declared ilegal in the absence of probable harm to innocent in-
dividuals so serious and substantial that the pub1ic interest requires that
the acquisition nevertheless be permitted.

How valid is the premise on which this argument is based?
Were the anti competitive effects of the merger in the Interna-

". Comment Substantialhl to Lessen Competition

. ."

CH.rrent Problems of Horizontal

Mergers 68 Yale L.J. 1627 , 1664 (l95 ); see Hearings on H.R 988 1240, 2006 , 2734

BefOl' e a Subcommittee of the Home Committee on the Judiciary, glst Cong. , 1st Sess, 30-
(1949).
H Majority opinion at 1280-121\1.
)"Id. at 17-18 (footnote omitted). It is instructive to note that the principal section of the

legislative history of the Celler-Kefauver Act cited by the Commission to support its view is
a statement made by Hepl'esentative PatmaT1 , in testimony given during Senate hearings on
the bill. The Commission s apparent belief that ReI))"esentative Patman s views ac.c.urately reflect
the intention of Congress in passing the Celler-Kefauver Amendments , is recently come by;
the Commission has regularly "'HlDted premel' ger clearances in cases where the mergers would
be deal' violations of Jaw Hnde1" the views now expressed by the Commission in the instant
case. See

g., 

advisory opinion digests numbers 176, 177 , 17\), 180 , 182 , 184, 185 , 296 , 297.

Compare 1950 Senate Hearings at 1;
Representative Patman. 1 think you would have no trouble getting lan advisory opinionJ.

Th.. facts themselves wuuld be so apparent that you probably would not want to go to the FTC.
You would know whether or not you \vere in violation. If this lfaiHng eompanyJ is the only
ice-cream company in Dothan , Ala., and you a)"e buying it out for Borden Co. , why, you would
know that i a violation of the law. You would not have to go to the FTC about it. " See id,

at 134. B\1t see id. at 101.
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tional Shoe case in fact minimal and does the decision hold that
the Commission should engage in a complex and elaborate "public
interest" inquiry-which does not fall within its area of ex- -
pertise and which it is not particularly wen equipped to make-
into the degree of "serious and substantial" injury to " innocent"
employees , stockholders , and the communities in which a failing
firm does business?

The merger attacked by the Commission in the InteTr"ilional
Shoe case was not , as the Commission now implies, one involving
sman firms or one in which the adverse competitive impact of the
merger was slight. On the contrary, the record in that case
disclosed that McElwain was the largest shoe manufacturer in
New England and one of the four largest in the United States; its
gross sales in the year prior to the merger were almost $50 milion
and International's exceeded $75 milion. " McElwain s tangible

and intangible assets early in 1921 exceeded $31 milion l7 and
its tangible assets included ten shoe factories capable of produc-
ing 40 000 pairs of shoes per day; International Shoe had 32 shoe
factories with a daily capacity in excess of 70 000 or 80 000
pairs. McElwain was sold as a going concern , a factor that of
course increased its value to International Shoe. Nor is there any
suggestion in the case that :\1cElwain s assets had somehow lost
their value , or that the firm s plant and equipment were obsolete.

In brief InteTnational Shoe was a horizontal merger which
united a firm that in 1920 , immediately before the merger

, "

made
more pairs of men , women , and children s shoes than any other
manufacturer .in the world" with a fIrm that in the same year

made more pairs of men s and boys ' street and dress welt shoes
than any other manufacturer in the world " establishing a firm

having net tangible assets in excess of $40 minion with " the
largest purchasing power in the world for the best hides, leather
and other materials " creating " the largest agency for thc manu-
facture and distribution of shoes in the world. " 10

In view of these facts concerning the merger, it seems clear

that the IThternational Shoe case did not involve a merger having
no anticompetitive impact, or that its impact was so dubious or
so remotely discernible as to bc outweighed by the "economic

Docket. No. 1023 , Commission s Ex. 1.

"ld. Respondent' s Ex. 25; see aJso Respondent s Ex. 32 , 3;-;
1B ld Commission Ex. 1; Respondent' s Ex. 26

Id. Commission s Ex. 2; Respondent' 26 The m",rged firm s combine'; manufacturing
capacity was also the largest in the world Ibid.
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harm to individuals and to the public that might result from a
bankruptcy. either the Court's finding, based on an extremely
narrow definition of the relevant market, that McElwain and
International had not competed with each other , nor quibbles con-
cerning the structure of the Court's opinion-which parts of it
are holding and which dictum-should be permitted to obscure
the net effect of the decision. The Court clearly assumed , for pur-
poses of its analysis of the failing company issue , that the mer-
ger would have violated Section 7 were :vcElwain not a failing
company. Otherwise it would have had no occasion to rule on
the question. The Court of Appeals had dealt with the failing com-
pany issue and , applying a stringent test to determine whether
McElwain was failing, held that the evidence was insuffcient to
show that but for the merger the company would have gone out
of business. The Supreme Court did not let this precedent stand
and instead announced a more expansive test. The Court excused

the merger, despite its manifest anti competitive tendencies and
effects , because McElwain was a failing company and injury to
stockholders, employees and others would be avoided by the
merger. There is no indication in the opinion that the Court en-
deavored to balance these injuries against the anti competitive ef-
fects of the merger. Its rationale was simple and clear: Mc-
Elwain was failing; if the merger were forbidden , these injuries
would ensue; therefore , the merger was not illegal. Moreover, :Mr.
Justice Stone , in his dissenting opinion concurred in by Justices
Holmes and Brandeis , did not dispute that the failing company
doctrine , if applicable , would be a complete defense to the charge
that the merger violated Section 7; instead , he took issue with the
fir.ding that McElwain was failing 20 and questioned the Court'
conclusion that McElwain and International did not compete.

In short, the probability of competitive injury in that case

was so great that , as One commentator has suggested, the scales
were "about as heavily weighted in favor of preventing merger as
possible. " 21 That the Court nevertheless held the merger not to
be ilegal indicates that the failing company doctrine is a com-
plete defense.

A more recent case United States v. Maryland Virginia

:?J280 u, s. at :J06.
l Comment 8upra note 1 , 61 Mich. L. Hev , at 583.
3 See -Id. at 578; " In short , it must be realized that the doctrine represents .I valid excep-

tion to section 7 , and b1d f() the exception . the transaction would be ilegal liS violative of the
antitl"ust laws.
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Milk Producers Ass

'" 

confirms this view. The defendant in that
case was an association of milk producers charged, insofar as
is here relevant, with having violated Section 7 by purchasing

the stock of the Richfield-Wakefield dairies. The acquisition had
both vertical and horizontal aspects. The evidence indicated that
the merger eliminated one of a few remaining substantial pur-
chasers of milk that might be open to a supplier competitor of the
respondent" and that the merger would substantially increase
concentration among milk dealers in the Washington, D. , area
by joining the fifth or sixth largest seller with the fourth largest
in a relatively concentrated market where the top four firms in the
year before the merger had a market share of almost 70 percent
which was increased to approximately 76 percent by the mer-
ger, '" In the absence of the failing company defense , the merger
would clearly have violated Section 7. 20 Yet , the court held that
since the acquired company was "on the brink of bankruptcy," 27

the merger did not violate Section 7. "The acquisition of capital
stock or assets of a failing corporation is not within the ban of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act." 28

It seems to me that here , as in the Maryland Vir-ginia Mille

Pr-oducers case, the failing company doctrine of the Interna-
tional Shoe case requires dismissal of the Section 7 complaint.

I do not challenge the Commission s finding that United States

Steel' s acquisition of Certified has had and may continue to have
an anticompetitive impact in the New York Jfarketing area.
However , it is not clear that these competitive effects are any
worse than the substantial adverse effects, described in part
above , to be expected from the International-McElwain horizon-
tal merger. As I have already noted, International acquired
McElwain as a going concern; McElwain s plant and equipment

",1167 F. Supp. 799 (D. c. 1958), rcv d on other grounds 362 U.S. 45R (1960).
"' See Civ. A. No. 4482-5Ij (D C. 1958). Plaintiff' s Exs. 92 , 93, 120A-
5 See g" id. Plaintiff' s Ex. 120 , Tables , 0, S, T.

:!Cf. Department of JUotice , Merger G\.iuelines 9 , 16 (1968).
211fj7 F. Supp. at 808.

:sIbid
c'U But see LiebeJer Toward (1 Consumer 8 A"t-;tn "t L",w: The Federal Trade Commission

and Vertical MeTgerA in the C meHt IndustTY, 15 U. L.A. L. Hev , 11,,3 (19611); Comment supra
note 1 , 61 Mich. L. Rev. at 572:

The strength uf the IH"Juiring company s husinesR position may, in several respects , jU8tify

a court in sustaining the defense. First , it indicates a legitimate need fur the capacity, which
negates the claim that the motive fur acqui8ition was illegal; and , secondly, the sound financial
condition of the acquirer tends to insure that the injury which the cuurt8 wish to prevent wil
at least , be mitigated by keeping the faciltie8 in operation and avoiding financial coHapse.
(Footnotes omitted.
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came to International in good working order, they were not
obsolete or unusually expensive to run , and they increased Inter-
national' s already substantial manufacturing capacity by over
50 percent. International was also able to "maintain the con-
tinuity and the good wi1 and the management of (McElwain). " 30
By the acquisition of the stock or share capital of W. H. Mc-

Elwain Company, the respondent gained control of the largest
manufacturer of street and dress welt shoes for men and boys
and eliminated from the field of competition respondent' s largest
competitor in the sale of men s dress shoes, and secured im-
mediate entrance into the sales territory of the New England
States , and accomplished a nationwide distribution of its prod-
ucts. " ;11

By contrast , in the instant case the merger is vertical , not hori-
zontal , it may involve economic effciencies that the antitrust
laws are intended to encourage 32 and it may permit respondent
to compete more effectively with the dominant firm in the New
York market " a consideration that might not excuse an other-
wise i1egal merger but that is surely relevant if, as the Com-
mission holds, this case is to be decided by a "public interest"
balancing process. Indeed , disapproving this merger may, as
the examiner found , invite even more injurious consequences than

\0 F. C. Docket o. 1023 , Commission s Ex. 1.
'1 International Shoe Comp(lny, 

9 F. . 441, 452-53 (H)2.S).
See Liebel",r 81tprU note 29; Comment, supra note 1 , 61 Mich. L. Rev. at 579-HO; Com-

ment 8upra note 13 , 68 Yale L. J . at 1663. But cf. , Federal Trade Commission , Staff Reporton Mergers and Vertical Integration in the Cement Industry 101-04 (1960) (rejPcting theargument that vertical integration in the cement industry is attributable :0 the search for
economic effciency) ; Wilk Vertical Inte.gration in C"ment Revisited: A Comment on Pecic
and McGowan 13 Antitrust BuJl , 619 (19G8).

13 See initial decision 64-67 (71 F. , at 459-462J : Low S11pra not.. 6, 35 Ford. L. Rev. at
430 & n. 41; Hale & Hale supra note 5 , 52 Ky. L. J. at 600; von Kalinowski Section and
Competitive Effects 48 Va. L. Rev. 827 , 857-59 (1962); d. (hl1tcd State, Bethlehem Steel
Corp. 168 F, Supp, 576 (S. Y. 1958).

3' Cj. Huk 81lprrL note 12 , 74 Harv . L. Rev. at 343-44;
Imperfections in our knowledge lead to uncertainty conce)'ning the significance of many aCQui.

sitions. We have ur ed that such uncertainty be resolved against the merging parties in
framing rules under section 7 , and it secms inevitable that the same proceS5 must take plac!'
even under the flexible approach of the Trade Commission , for otherwise the statute cannot
have much real significance apart from the Sherman Act, Once rules and precedents are made
strict in this sense , however , the danger arises that they wjI come to he considered as facts,
endowed with greater validity than they actuaJly posse;s. While such a process may be harm-
lesg in the usual case under section 7 , a measure of unfairness may be introduced in cases
involving R failing enterprise, In such a case , doubts cannot be r('01ved a ainst the defendant
for we lire no Jon er imply concerned with fulfil1n the single overridin purpose of pre-
serving competition. For the same Teason , we cannot accurately assess the danger to competi-
tion on the basis of rules and precedents in which doubts have been resolved in this manner
Instead , it is necessary to bea)' dearly in mind that many of the mergers which would seem
seriously anti competitive in terms of existing rules are in fact of very problematical signifi-
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those anticipated from the merger. The examiner found that
had this merger not occurred , Certified' s business might weIl have
gone to the leading firm in the N ew York market , further enhanc-
ing its already dominant position." In any event, if the failing
company defense is not to be distorted , disregarded, or read out

of the merger law , this case is virtuaIly an a fortiori one after
International Shoe. The competitive effects likely in that case
were at least as injurious to competition as those predictable
here." More to the point since the merger in that case was
approved despite its obvious anticompetitive potential , the Inte1"-
national Shoe decision suggests that the Commission s "public
interest" weighing of anti competitive impact against the injury to
be suffered if Certified had gone out of business is neither re-
quired nor permitted once it is determined that Certified was
a failing company an inescapable conclusion on this record.

Nor is there any real doubt that the other requirements set
out in the Inte1"national Shoe decision have been met. The Com-
mission does not find , and the record does not indicate , that this
merger was consummated 'j with a purpose to lessen competition
* * * (rather tbanJ to facilitate the accumulated business of the
purchaser and with the effect of mitigating seriously injurious
consequences otherwise probable * * * " a8

There has also been no showing that other prospective pur-
chasers , whose acquisition of Certified might have been more
desirable from an antitrust viewpoint , were available. Indeed , the
Commission expressly adopts the hearing examiner s finding that:

caTIce. It may well be, thel'efo!' , that many mergers which would normaJly be IJwhi\Jited ho1Jld
he freely allowed where there is a substantial likelihood that the acquired firm ('.mnot survive
independently, even though its failure cannot reliably be described as probable.

8., Initial decision at 87 r71 F. , at 479-480J. The examiner also suggested that had Certi-
fied gone bankrupt, U. S. Steel , as its major creditor, could have been expected to acquire
Certified' s assets and that this "purchase would not have been subject to attack under Section
, despite the foreclosure whkh would have l!!sulted. Ibid.
3" It is certainly arguable that under the International Shoe decision , Certified's acquisition

by the dominant firm in the New York market wouJd not have offended Section 7 if it could
be shown that no other more desirable purchasel' was available. See Low MtpTa note 6, 35

Ford. L . Rev . at 430: 1955 Heari!lgs at 326 (statement of Assistant Attorney General Barnes);
cj. United-CarJital Merger Cnse CAB Ducket No. 111399 (1961), Aviation L. Rep. 1960-64 Cas.

, 132. However, it would not he easy in the hyputhesized case, and in most others where
the faiJing company doctrine might be invoked by a dominant firm , to make the requisite
shuwing that nu othe)' purchase1' was available. See y" Un1 ted States v. Diebold, Inc. 369

S. 654 (1962); nok supra note 12 , 74 Harv. L. Rev. at 344-47; Low supra note 6 , 35 Ford.

L. Rev. at 432-34; Marcu slIpra note 6; Wiley, 81!pra note I, 41 n. L. Rev . at 509- 12;

Comment S1tl)Ta note D , 68 Yale L. J. at 1666 68 (1959). nut d. von Kalinowski supra note
33 48 Va. L . Rev. at 844.

; Compare Bok 81lpra note 12, 74 Han. L. Hev . nt 343 , where it is suggested that "as the

magnitude of the acquisition increa , a graver likeJihcod of business failure seems necessary

to justify the exception if we an to give expl'e ion o ::!: of the interests of concern to
Congress.

iI" 280 -eS. at 302; ee initial decision 64-67 (71 F. C., at 459-462J.
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* * * the fact that U.S. Steel had assisted Certified financially in
January 1963, does not establish the availability of other purchasers nOT
does it establish that U.S. Steel knowingly contributed to the lack of
availabilty of other purchasers, as complaint counsel suggest at another
point (CB , at p. 31). , "' * There is not the slightest evidence that U.
Steel was aware of the Bangor & Aroostock offer, or that it arranged for
the Bankers Trust loan in order to head off Certified's acceptance of that
offer.

The record amply supports the examiner s conclusion that Certi-
fied was a failing company, that through no fault of respondent
no other prospective purchaser was available , and that "the re-
quirements of the failng company defense have been met. " 40

The Commission does not modify or reverse these findings. The
Commission finds that Certified was failing and it virtually con-
cedes that the other elements of the defense, lack of an illegal
purpose and no alternative purchaser, have been proven. The
Commission does not hold the merger ilegal on the ground that
there has been a failure of proof of the elements of the failing

company defense.

This is not the first case in which the Commission has declared
a merger to be ilegal despite the assertion of a failing company
defense. However , in all previous cases the Commission has held
that some key element of the defense , usually evidence that the
acquired company was failing, was lacking. This is the first
instance in which tbe Commission has found that a company was in
fact failing, and that no prospective purchasers other than the
respondent were available but that the merger was ilegal. In a
novel decision , the Commission now holds that the failing company
doctrine does not constitute a complete defense to a Section 7
complaint. .

1" Initial dec.i8iun f71 F.
, at 474J ; majurity opinion at 1280

'" InitRI decision R4- 85 l71 F. , at 477-478J.
': See. fI. , CnYlvn Zellerbach Corp. v. Federal Trade Commission 296 F. 2d 800 (9th Cir.

1(61), cert , denied 370 U. S. 9;37 (1902) (acquired cumpany not failing): Erie Sand ond Gravel
v. Federal Trade Comm;ssio-n 291 F, 2d 279 (3rd Cir. 1(61) (acquired company not fail-

ing); Pillsbury Mils. Inc. 57 F. C. 1274 , 1407-10 (1960) (acquired compRny not faWns;,
alternativc purchasers RvaiIable); Fa1-m .Jollrnal, Inc- 53 F. C. 26 , 47-48 (1956) (acquired
company not failing; alternative purchasers Rvailable: ilJegal motive for acquisition).

'2 But r/. Pil8bury Mms, Inc 57 F. C- 1274 , 1409 (1960) (dictum). The Commission pur-
ports to ti!1d 8upport fo!' its view in Er;e Sand and GrIT1Jel Co. v, Federal Trade CommUJsion

1 F . 2d 27 , 280-81 Ulrd Gir . 1(61). Th" court held only that the acquired firm in thRt case
was not failing-. Moreove1' , the court' , dictum to the effect thRt " It was in . . . (the circum-
stances described in International ShoeJ that a merger was viewed R8 likely to be less harmful
in its possible adverse effeet on competition than obviou8ly advantageous in sRving creditors
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Underlying the Commission s conclusion that the failing com-

pany defense requires an elaborate "public interest" inquiry into
the socially undesirable effects that the merger avoids and a
balancing of these effects against the antitrust injury perceded

to flow from the merger , is its notion that the defense rests on
the proposition "that the acquisition of a failing company could
not possibly substantially injure competition." 43 A few commen-
tators and dicta in some opinions have suggested that "the as-
sumption underlying the defense is that when a 'failing firm
is acquired , there can be no violation of Section 7 , since the firm
ultimate elimination precludes the possibility of future competi-

tion from it or of restraint by the acquiring firm. " 14 Were the
failing company doctrine premised solely on the bare assumption
that acquisition of a failing firm could never injure competition

there would be strong grounds for questioning the rationality and
logic of the defense and for limiting its scope.

It is clear that the acquisition of a failing company by a sub-
stantial rival , or even by a large conglomerate firm not previously
involved in the failing firm s market, may have important anti-
competitive effects. As the Supreme Court pointed out in the
International Shoe opinion , such a merger can strengthen the
acquiring firm s position or increase its dominance by per-
mitting it immediately to acquire facilities it would otherwise have
to build." Acquisition by a dominant company of a failing firm
that owned a desirable asset, for example a patent, but lacked
adequate funds to take advantage of its resources , would surely
have an impact on competition. Acquisition by a dominant
owners and employees of the failing business from serious impending- loss" relied on by the
Commission does not cRrry the weig-ht 01' impact the Commission gives to it (majority opinion
at 12 7). First , if the statement is interpreted as the Commission suggest. . it is inconsistent with
the court's earlier COlTect statement that the failing rompany "doctrine, as its name suggests
makes Section 7 inapplicahle to the acquioition of a competitor which is in such straits that

the termination of the pnterprise and the dispenal of its assets seems inevitable unless Ii rival
proprietor shall acquire and continue the business." There is , moreover, no indication in the
International Shoe opinion that the Court weighed the presum",d injury to stockholders and

others again t the anti competitive effects of the m",n;;el' . In addition , as we have seen, the
facts bcfore the Court in International Shoc were about as heavily weighted in favor' of
IJl"eventing me)' ' as possible" (Comment l1pra note 1 , 61 Mich . L. Rev, at 51\3), and yet
the Court , hypoth",sizing injury to stockholders and communities where McElwain s factories

were located, upheld the merge)'. If the suppm;ed balancing test favored the merger in that
case, it shouJd here as well.

'3 Majority opinion at 1288.

"Note, Horizontal Mcrgcr8 and the " F"uiling Firm " Defense Under Section of thc Clay-

ton Act: A Cavcat 45 Va. L. Rev. 421 , 425 (1959); oce G'nited States v. Mflryl(Lnd Virginia
Milo Prod1tccrs Ass 167 F. Supp. 799 , 808 (D. C. 19S ); Connor S1tpra note 12 , 49 Geo.

J. at 92; Hale & Hale SU1JT(L note 5, 52 Ky. L.J. at 598; von Kalinowski supra note 33 , 48

Va. L. Rev . at 841: Comment supra note 13 , 68 Yale L. J. at 1663-
;5280 U.S. at 301; see Comment 81/jJra note 1 , 1J1 Mich. L. Rev. at 577.

See

g" 

Low supra note 6 , 35 Ford, L, Rev. at 428-29.
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company may also serve as a means for forestallng new entry
since , as a result of the merger , a prospective new entrant would
have to build new facilties which might expand the total
productive capacity of the market without any increase in de-
mand." Similarly, vertical acquisitions involving a failing com-
pany may, as the Commission finds in this case, have serious

anticompetitive effects. Even this partial list makes clear that
a merger involving a failng company may have substantial ad-
verse effects on competition.

Acknowledging that a merger involving a failing company is
not always defensible on the ground that it has no impact on

competition does not indicate that the failing company doctrine is
based on false premises. On the contrary, it suggests that there
may be other considerations, some related to antitrust policy and
some not, underlying the failing company defense. The Supreme
Court set out some of those considerations in the International
Shoe case when it held that the "seriously injurious con-
sequences " which would ensue if the merger was not permitted-

loss to (McElwain s) stockholders and injury to the com-

munities where its plants were operated" excused the merger.

The prevention of bankruptcy "precludes or minimizes losses
to stockholders and creditors of the ' failing firm' and thus pre-
vents adverse repercussions throughout the economy. " 4G

Congress was not specific in defining its reasons for carrying
the failing company doctrine forward into amended Section 7.
However , in view of the Court' s concern expressed in International
Shoe and in view of "the rather obvious legislative bias in
favor of smaIl businessmcn and tradespeople" apparent in the
legislative history of Section 7 00 it is perhaps true that " the
strongest reasons" for the failing company doctrine " stemmed
from a legislative concern over the various interests involved in
the life of a failing enterprise. Creditors , owners , cmployees-
could have an interest in avoiding a total coIlapse or in realizing
as high a seIling price as possible. " C1 SmaIl businessmen were

07 See geneTaJly. Bain Barriers to New Competition , 52- passim (1956).
's See Low SUPUL note 6 , 35 Ford. L. Rev . at 428, Comment supra note 1, 61 Mich. L. Rev.

at 577-n; cJ. Comment upra tlote 13, CS Yale L.J. at l662.-6R,
'0 Note, supra note 44 , 45 Va. L. Rev. at 42.5.
"0 Bok supra tlote 12, 74 Harv . L. Rev . at 340; see 1\)50 Sctlate Hearin"s !It , 99- 105

115 198.
"' Bok supra tlote 12, 74 Har" . L. Rev . at 340 (footnotp omitted): see Wiley, 8UjJra note I

42 B. L. Rev. at 511; Hearitl!;s On B.R. 9R3 . 1240 , 2006 , 2734 , Before a Subcommittee of the

House Committee on the ,Judiciary, 31st COtlg-., :8t 51'88. 30 (J949); cJ. Hearings on H.lt. 515

Before a Subcommittee of the Hou8e Committee Otl the Judiciary, 80th Cong. , 1st Sess. 10-
(1947) (thctl Represetltative Kefauver stated that h!tcn!!ltionul. Shoe is a " very dditlite prece-
dent to protect the public and the owner ). But d. 1950 Sctlate Hearings 134-36 (remarks of
Representative Patman).
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not to be required to sell their firms and their assets in a forced
sale at distressed prices: their savings and their property were
not to be sacrificed to antitrust policy. A contrary decision by
Congress would have added to the already considerable risks con-
fronting new or smal1 business enterprises and might have
seriously impeded the flow of capital into such firms." Final1y,
it has also been argued that the failing company doctrine is
justifiable on strict antitrust grounds as a means for facilitating
the withdrawal from the market of seriously ineffcient firms.

Whatever the merits of each of these contentions concerning
the basis for the doctrine , it is clear both that the failing com-
pany doctrine is not premised solely on the simplistic notion that
mergers involving a failing firm can never affect competition
and that the doctrine is not based only on antitrust considera-
tions. On the contrary, due process , the fundamental principle
that private property may be taken for a public use only if just
and equitable compensation is paid, may underlie the Court'
concern in lnte'rnational Shoe shared by Congress, that smal1
businessmen and investors not be forced to sacrifice their assets
lose their equity, and suffer bankruptcy, in the interest of anti-
trust policy.

Certainly, if this is the policy involved , it is better served by
Certified' s sale as a going concern than by sale of its assets .
bankruptcy." Sale as a going concern helps minimize the im-

pact On stockholders, creditors, employees, and the communities
in which Certified' s facilities are located. Continued operation by
Certified wil, of course, protect its employees and the com-
munity and simultaneously affords shareholders and creditors an
opportunity to salvage a greater proportion of their investment:

It may be that the line should be drawn somewhat differently in
defining what constitutes "failure" 5C and that the availabilty
of alternative purchasers should be examined careful1y before a
merger is approved on failing company grounds." Perhaps, in

See 19S0 Senate Hearings at 102- , 115-16: 1"0te , 81(1)7"(1 note 44 , 45 Va. L. Rev. at
426; cf. Bradley, Oligopoly Power Under the Sherman and Clayton Acts , from Economic
Theory to f-eyal Policy. 19 Stan. L. Rev. 285, 363-64 (1968).

53 See Comment supr(L note 13 , 68 Yale L.J. at 1663; cf. Bok $1tprrL note 12 , 74 Harv. L.
Rev. at 340; Low supTa note G , at 431. But c/. Hale & Hale , S11jJTn note 5. 52 Ky. L. J. at 599.

,I The examiner sug-gested that failurc to allow the merger would enable United States Steel,
which was Certified' s mnjor creditor and which had sec1J"ed much of it outstanding loan with
mortgages on Certified' s assets , to acquire Certified's assets in bankruptcy. Initial decision 87
(71 F. , at 480J.

55 See Comment SI'PTrL note 1 , 6; Mien . L. Rev . at 579; Low supra note 6 , 35 Ford. L. Rev.

at 440.

:; See alJthorities cited, supra note 6; Bok supra note 12.
57 See authorities cited supra note 36.

74 Han. L. Rev. at 342-45.
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view of the large number of cases involving failng company issues
disposed of informally by the antitrust agencies 58 a reap-

praisal of the doctrine s effect on antitrust enforcement may be in
order. However , regardless of what shortcomings or undesirable
effects the failing company doctrine is thought to have, the
Commission is bound to implement it-and not merely, as we

have been doing, in unreviewed advisory opinions issued 

parte. We are not free to amend the defense, dilute it, or
circumvent its purpose by treating the fact that an acquired

firm was failing as merely one factor to be considered in as-

sessing the "public interest" impact of the merger. Nor does
the Commission s expertise equip it to make the elaborate inquiry
necessary to deal with the complex problem of determining in
each case what weight to assign to the injuries that might be
suffered by employees, stockholders and others, and then to

balance such injuries against the anti competitive effects foreseen
from the merger. In the past , merely ascertaining and evaluating
such anti competitive effects, a function that the Commission
was created to perform, has proven to be a diffcult and time-

consuming task. Moreover , any test such as the Commission pro-
poses would virtually preclude a large firm from acquiring a

failing company, even if, as in the instant case, no other pur-
chaser was available. To limit the defense to mergers in which
the acquiring company is "relatively or absolutely small' 

* *

amounts almost to an elimination of the exception. " 5!)
Until such time as the law is changed by Congress , the Commis-

sion is not free to rewrite or limit the failng company doctrine
in this way. It seems to me that the Commission is constrained
to hold that regardless of the impact of a merger on competition
if the acquired company was in fact failing and the other re-
quirements of the doctrine are met, Section 7 is not violated.
The failng company defense is just that, a defense to the
charge that a particular merger-otherwise anticompetitive-
offends Section 7.

FINAL ORDER

The hearing examiner having filed his initial decision in this
proceeding dismissing the complaint charging- respondent with
having- violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended , by its

liS Set'

g.. 

Federal Trade Commi sion advisory opinion . 165-1GfJ, 175-1HO, 182 184-189
296 , 297; Low supra note G, 35 Ford. L. Rev . at 430 and nn. 40 , 41: Comment supra note 13

6B Yale L.J. at 1667.
uHale & Hale, 8U,jJTrL note 5 , 52 Ky. L.J. at G06: 8ee Wiley, SltjJTn not.' 1, 41 B. "C.L. Rev. at

511.
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acquisition of the assets and outstanding capital stock of Certified
Industries, Inc. ; and

Counsel supporting the complaint having appealed from the
initial decision assigning as error the hearing examiner s holding
as to the scope of the protection afforded by the failing company
defense to a proceeding under Section 7 of the amended Clayton
Act and the hearing examiner s holding that the evidence fails
to establish that the effect of the acquisition of Certified Industries
Inc. , by respondent may be substantially to lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce; and

The Commission having determined, for the reasons set forth

in the accompanying opinion , that the appeal of counsel supporting
the complaint should be granted and that the initial decision
should be modified by striking therefrom the conclusions per-
taining to the failing company defense, the conclusions pertain-
ing to the competitive effect of said acquisition, and the order
dismissing the complaint:

It is ordeTed That the hearing examiner s initial decision be

modified by striking therefrom the conclusions beginning on page
59 (71 F. C. 395 , 455J with the words "V. Competitive Effect"
and ending on page .92 (71 F. C. 395, 485J thereof and sub-

stituting therefor the findings and conclusions contained in the

accompanying opinion.
It is further ordered That the initial decision be modified by

striking therefrom the order dismissing the complaint and sub-

stituting therefor the following:

It is oo'dered That respondent, United States Steel Cor-
poration , divest all stock and/or assets acquired by L"nited
States Steel Corporation as the result of its acquisition of

Certified Industries, Inc. , together with all additions thereto
and replacements thereof, to a purchaser approved by the
Federal Trade Commission who shall operate said assets as
a going concern in the ready-mixed concrete industry. It is
further ordered that United States Steel Corporation begin
to make good faith efforts to divest said stock and/or assets
promptly after the effective date of this Order , and that it
continue such efforts to the end that thc divestiture thereof
be accomplished within one (1) year.

It is fUTther ordered That, pending divestiture, L"nited
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States Steel Corporation not make any changes in any of the
aforesaid stock and/or assets which would impair their
present capacity for the production and sale of ready-mixed
concrete , or other products produced, or their market value.

It is furthe1' ordered That, in the aforesaid divestiture
none of the stock and/or assets be sold or transferred
directly or indirectly, to any person who is at the time of
divestiture an offcer , director , employee , or agent of , or under
the control or direction of, United States Steel Corporation
or any of its subsidiaries or affliates , or to any person who
owns or controls , directly or indirectly, more than one (1)
percent of the outstanding shares of common stock of United
States Steel Corporation or any of its subsidiaries or
affliates.

It is further ordered That United States Steel Corpora-
tion , for a period of ten (10) years from the date this Order
becomes final, cease and desist from acquiring, directly
or indirectly, by any device or through subsidiaries or other-
wise, the whole or any part of tbe stock , share capital, or
assets (other than products sold in the course of business),

of any firm engaged in the production and/or sale of ready-
mixed concrete without the prior approval of the Federal

Trade Commission.

It is furtheT ordered That United States Steel Corporation
within sixty (60) days from the effective date of this
Order, and every sixty (60) days thereafter until it has
fuJJy complied with the provisions of this Order , submit in
writing to the Federal Trade Commission a report setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which it intends to
comply, is complying, and/or has complied with this Order.
All compliance reports shaJJ include, among other things that
wil be from time to time required , a summary of all contacts
and negotiations with potential purchasers of the stocK and/or
assets to be divested under this Order, the identity of aJJ

such potential purchasers, and copies of aJJ written com-
munications to and from such potential purchasers.

It is further ordered That the hearing examiner s initial de-
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cision, as modified, be, and it hereby is, adopted as the decision

of the Commission.
Commissioner Elman dissented and filed an opinion. Commis-

sioner MacIntyre did not participate. Commissioner Nicholson
did not participate for the reason oral argument was heard
prior to his appointment to the Commission.

IN THE MATTER OF

STATESMAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

ORDER, OPINION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 8686. Complaint, May 23, 1966-Decision, Dec. 2, 1968
Order terminating a proceeding charging a Houston, Texas, mail-order

insurance company with using deceptive means of se1lng its insurance
policies.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as that Act is applicable to the business of insurance under
the provisions of Public Law 15 , 79th Congress (Title 15 , U.
Code, Sections 1011 to 1015 , inclusive), and by virtue of the
autbority vested in it by said Act , the Federal Trade Commission,
having reason to believe that Statesman Life Insurance Company,
a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated
the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Statesman Life Insurance Company
is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Texas, with its prin-

cipal offce and place of business located at 3603 Montrose Boule-
vard in the city of Houston , State of Texas.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and for some time last past, has
been engaged as insurer in the business of insurance in com-

merce, as commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. As a part of said business in "commerce," respondent enters
into insurance contracts with insureds located in various States

of the United States other than the State of Texas in which

---

I Now known as StatesmRn National Life Insurance Company.
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States the business of insurance is not regulated by State law to
the extent of regulating the practices of respondent alleged in

this complaint to be ilegal.
PAR. 3. Respondent, in conducting the business aforesaid , has

sent and transmitted and has caused to be sent and transmitted

by means of the United States mails and by various other means
letters , application forms , contracts , checks and other papers and
documents of a commercial nature from its place of business in
the State of Texas to purchasers and prospective purchasers lo-
cated in various other States of the United States and has thus
maintained a substantial course of trade in said insurance con-
tracts or policies in commerce between and among the several
States of the United States.

PAR. 4. Respondent is licensed , as provided by State law, to con-
duct the business of insurance only in the State of Texas. Re-

spondent is not now, and for some time last past has not been

licensed as provided by State law to conduct the business of in-
surance in any State other than the State of Texas.

PAR. 5. Respondent solicits business by mail in various States
of the United States in addition to the State named in Paragraph
Four above. As a result thereof , it has entered into insurance
contracts with insureds located in many States in which it is not
licensed to do business. Respondent' s said business practices are
therefore , not regulated by State law in any of those States in
which respondent is not licensed to do business as it is not subject
to the jurisdiction of such States.

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of said business , and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of said policies , respondent

has made , and is now making, numerous statements and repre-
sentations concerning said policies by means of circulars , folders
and other advertising material disseminated throughout various

States of the United States. The original mailng of said ad-
vertising consists of a sealed brown-colored window envelope 7
and 5/8 inches long and 3 and 112 inches wide containing a printed
return address and a postage permit as follows.

The envelope described and pictured above contains a form
Jetter (and an application form) stating in part as follows:

Dear Veteran:
This is good news if you dropped your G. I. Insurance.
The Veteran whose health is still good enough to qualify for insurance

can now buy up to $10,000 maximum life insurance at the same low basic
rates used by the V.A. under the G, !. insurance program of World "'Val' II.

Pictorial envelope omitted in printing.
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When the Government stopped sellng insurance to military personnel in
1956 this company began issuing life insurance to service men throughout
the United States at these rates. The success of this program for service men
made it possible to extend the same program to veterans.

The policy is the same basic plan issued to milions of service men during
World War II. It provides $10 000 world-wide and unrestricted coverage
in peace and war.
If you dropped your G.!. insurance , act immediately while this program

is stil available-mail the enclosed card today.

Sincerely Yours

Veterans Insurance Division
Statesman Life Ins. Co.

PAR. 7. By and through the use of the aforementioned state-
ments and representations, and others of similar import, re-
spondent has represented, directly or by implication, that the

insurance offered for sale by respondent is the same as, or is
equal to, the insurance formerly made available to servicemen
by the United States Government during World War II.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact, in at least one respect the insurance
offered by respondent differs from insurance made available to
servicemen by the United States Government during World War
II. The net cost of the government insurance is substantial1y lower
than respondent's insurance by reason of the fact that a large

amount of the premiums paid on said government policies is
returned in the form of dividends.

Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraphs Six and Seven hereof were and are false , misleading
and deceptive.
PAR. 9. By and through tbe use of the aforementioned trade

name and style "Veterans Insurance Division " by the means and
in the manner aforesaid and otherwise , respondent has suggested
and represented to recipients of such advertising that it has been
mailed by, and that the insurance referred to therein is offered
approved , endorsed or recommended by the Veterans Administra-
tion or some other offce or agency of the U.S. Government.

PAR. 10. In truth and in fact the advertising referred to in

Paragraph Nine has not been mailed by, nor is the insurance
referred to therein offered , approved , endorsed or recommended
by, the Veterans Administration or any other offce or agency

of the U. S. Government.
Therefore , the statements and representations , including the use

of the trade name and style "Veterans Insurance Division" as
set forth in Paragraphs Six and Nine hereof , were and are false
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misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the conduct of its business , at all times mentioned

herein , respondent has been in substantial competition, in com-

merce, with corporations, firms and individuals in the sale of
insurance of the same general kind and nature as that sold by

respondent.
PAR. 12. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false, mis-

leading and deceptive statements, representations and practices

has had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead men-
bers of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said statements and representations were and are
true and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respond-

ent' s policies by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as

herein alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the
public and of respondent's competitors and constituted and
now constitute, unfair methods of competition in commierce and
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Mr. Edward F. Downs and Mr. Robert A. Mattina supporting
the complaint.

Mr. A. Alvis Layne and Mr. Walter T. Evans Washington,
, for the respondents.

INITIAL DECISION BY ANDREW G. GOODHOPE , HEARING EXAMINER

DECK\fBER 8 1 !)(i"

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against
respondent on May 23 , 1966 , charging it with violations of Sec-

tion 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The respondent filed
an answer in which it admitted certain allegations of the com-
plaint but denied it had violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. The complaint alleged that the respondent had
made certain representations in commerce pertaining to its insur-
ance policies. The complaint alleged that these representations
were false and misleading since they claimed that the insurance

offered for sale by the respondent is the same as or is equal to
the insurance made available to servicemen by the United States
Government during World War II, and furtber that this insur-
ance is offered, approved, endorsed or recommended by the
Veterans dministration or some other offce or agency of the
United States Government.

In its answer respondent admitted its corporate existence, that
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it is licensed to conduct the bus.iness of insurance only in the

State of Texas and ;n no other States. The answer further alleged
that the Federal Trade Commission has no jurisdiction over the
respondent.

This matter is before the hearing examiner for final considera-
tion on the complaint, answer , evidence , the proposed findings of
fact and conclusions and briefs filed by counsel for the respondent
and counsel in support of the complaint. Consideration has been

given to the proposed findings of fact and conclusions and briefs
submitted by both parties , and all proposed findings of fact and
conclusions not hereinafter specifically found or concluded are
rejected; and the hearing examiner , having considered the entire
record herein , makes the following findings of fact, conclusions
drawn therefrom and issues the following order:

FI"'DINGS OF FACTS

1. Respondent Statesman Life Insurance Company is a corpora-
tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Texas, with its principal offce and

place of business located at 3603 Montrose Boulevard , Houston
Texas. In May 1967 the name of the company was changed to
Statesman National Life Insurance Company (Tr. 150; Resp.
Ans. , Para. 1).

2. The respondent is now and has been engaged as an insurer
in the business of selling insurance in various States of the United
States. In conducting its insurance business the respondent has
sent and transmitted and has caused to be sent and transmitted,
by means of the United States mails and by various other means
letters , application forms , contracts , checks and other papers and
documents of a commercial nature from its place of business in
the State of Texas to purchasers and prospective purchasers

located in various other States of the United States and has thus
maintained a substantial course of trade in said insurance con-
tracts or policies in commerce between and among the several
States of the United States (Tr. 169 , 176-179; CX 12, 13; see also
Appendix A attached hereto) .

3. Respondent is licensed , as provided by State law , to conduct
the business of insurance only in the State of Texas. Respondent
is not now, and has not been , licensed as provided by State law
to conduct the business of insurance in any State other than the

State of Texas (Resp. Ans. , Par. 4).
4. Respondent solicits business by purchasing newspaper

advertising space and by mail in various States of the United
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States in addition to the State of Texas. As a result thereof, it
has entered into insurance contracts with insureds located in
many States in which it is not licensed to do business. Respond-
ent' s said business practices are, therefore, not regulated by
State law in any of those States in which respondent is not
licensed to do business and it is not, therefore, subject to the
jurisdiction of such States.' (CX 12 , 13; Appendix A; see com-
plaint , Par. Five.

5. Respondent advertises its policy by means of newspaper ads
and direct mail pieces. ' The initial mailng consists of a sales
letter and application card enclosed within a window envelope
(Tr. 213 , 262). Tbe mailings are sent to men whose names and
addresses have been obtained from telephone directories (Tr.
252, 311-12). Respondent does not use mailng lists made up
exclusively of veterans or servicemen and does not know at the
time of mailing whether the prospect is a veteran (Tr. 252
311-12). If interested in the policy, the prospect then completes
the application and returns it to the respondent and an acknowl-
edgment is mailed by the respondent (CX 8). Respondent later
mails, at intervals, two medical follow-up letters reminding the
prospect that he must take a physical examination in order to
qualify for the policy (Tr. 202-04; CX 4 B , 4 E; RX 22). If the
prospect passes the physical examination , a letter (CX 6) is
mailed along with a completed policy form (CX 13) and a return
addressed envelope (CX 7 C) is mailed with the letter. The
return addressed envelope (CX 7 C) enables the prospect to send
his initial premium , and thereafter , if the prospect fails to submit
the initial premium , respondent makes three further mailings
at intervals , reminding the prospect to send the premiums (Tr.
205- 427; CX 4 G, 4 H , 4 F; RX 23).

6. In 1964, respondent mailed to the States of Indiana, Colo-
rado and California (Tr. 157) and has mailed to additional States
since 1964 (CX 14 A-B). Mailings are used in the State of
Texas but after a prospect completes the application and returns

it to the respondent, further dealings with the prospect are made
through company agents. Respondent's application blanks filled
out by a prospect do not call for information as to whether the

- -

lp,.ior to heal"ing . respondent made a motion to dismiss the cOlnjJlaint fot Jack of jurisdic-
tion of the subject mattc!' of the compJaint by the Comrni sion. This motion was denied by the
Iwaring pxaminer. This i5511" i!; not again raised in the proposed findings or briefs and , therc-
fore, will not again be treated here. CounseJ fa\' respondent have , however , reserved the right
to present such issue to the Commission on appeal fl'om this initial decision.

2 Attadwd hereto as Appendix A and made a 11al't of thi initial deeision !ire copies of two
of respondent's newspapcr ads (CX 36, 37) and a number of respondent' s maiJin pieces (CX
4A- , 6, 7A- , 10, 17 , 38, 39),
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prospect is a veteran or not (Tr. 312). The record is not clear
as to whether the policy wil be sold to anyone whether a veteran
or not, but the indication is that the policy is availabJe to anyone
whether a veteran or not.

7. At present respondent has in effect approximately 2 500
Jife insurance poHcies throughout the United States in States

other than Texas , and approximately 2 250 such poHcies in the
State of Texas (Tr. 251). During 1967 respondent commenced
the sale of health and accident insurance , but such saJes are not
involved in this proceeding.

8. The first charge in the complaint is that the respondent's

newspaper advertising and mail soHcitations are false and mis-
leading in that they claim that the respondent is offering for
sale insurance that is the same as or is equal to the insurance
formerly made available to servicemen by the United States
Government during World War II. In such newspaper ads and
mail so1icitations , such phrases as "at the same low basic rates
used by the V.A. under the G. I. insurance program of World
War II" (CX 4A, 6, 17, 35 , 37); "the policy is the same type
po1icy issued by the Veterans Administration to millions of serv-
icemen during World War II" (CX 4G, 4H , 6, 35) ; "at low G.
rates" (CX 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E, 4F, 4G, 6, 10, 17, 36, 37); and
the same basic plan" (CX 22) are constantly repeated. The

constant repetition of these and similar statements throughout
a1l of this literature leaves no doubt as to their purpose. The
clear import of these phrases is that the $10 000 life insurance
poHcy sold by respondent was the same as a veteran had had
during World War II under the National Service Life Insurance
(NSLI) program of the Veterans Administration.

9. Counsel for respondent contend that its mailngs and news-
paper ads, fIrst, never claimed that the respondent's policy was
the same as that provided by the NSLI program, and secondly,

that respondent's insurance , in fact , is generally the same insur-
ance plan as the NSLI program (Resp. Prop. Findings, pp. 14,

et seq. pp. 18 et seq.

). 

Both of these contentions must be
rejected. As found above , the clear import of respondent' s claims
is that respondent's policy is the same as that provided by the
NSLI program during and after World War II. There are also
substantial differences in both the cost of, and the coverage pro-
vided by respondent's policy when compared with the NSLI
program (Tr. 379, et seq.

10. The principal difference is the rate charged by Statesman
as compared to the rate charged for NSLI. This difference
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arises from the fact that the Veterans Administration has regu-
larly returned dividends to the NSLI policyholders over the
years since World War II. These payments have been sub-
stantial and reduce the actual cost of the NSLI to a much lower
cost than the insurance offered by respondent. An offcial of the
Veterans Administration, Mr. Tbomas Kiernan, appeared and
testified and enumerated a considerable number of differences
between the respondent's insurance policy (CX 11) and the
coverage provided by the NSLI program (CX 16). The return
of premiums to holders of the National Service Life Insurance
has been approximately 80 to 85 ro of the total premiums paid
at younger ages (Tr. 379 et seq.

). 

As a veteran gets older
a smaller proportion of the premium is returned, but these
returns stil amount to a substantial reduction in the cost of
NSLI. The respondent has never paid any dividends on any of
its policies (Tr. 189 , 191).

11. Respondent asserts that in a number of its mailing pieces
it uses the language "not counting dividends" when making its
claims as to the cost of its insurance. (See Appendix A. ) How-
ever , the whole emphasis in such mailing pieces is that the cost
of the respondent's insurance is the same as that of NSLI and
the fact that respondent in some instances inserts this dis-
claimer is at best confusing and therefore deceptive. The exam-
iner finds, in view of the substantial differences in the costs of

the two policies , that any comparison of the two policies which
would indicate any similarity in cost must be considered to be
false and deceptive (Tr. 379-383).

12. There are a number of other substantial differences in the
coverage given by respondent' s policy and the NSLI policy:

(A) The Statesman policy provides at least a 3 year waiting
period for the payment of dividends. There is no such waiting
period in the NSLI policy.

(B) NSLI pays in the event of death as a result of suicide.
Respondent' s policy has no such provision and wil return only
premiums in the event of death by suicide within 2 years of the
effective date of the policy (Tr. 388).

(C) Dividends may be left in the NSLI fund to draw interest
and may be used to prevent lapse of policy. Respondent' s policy
contains no such option (Tr. 388).

(D) Respondent's life insurance income provision for payment
to beneficiaries provides a smaller monthly provision than does
NSLI income provision (Tr. 390).

(E) In other than cash settlements under the NSLI policy,
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payments to beneficiaries are the same regardless of sex. Under
the Statesman policy, female beneficiaries receive less than male
beneficiaries (Tr. 390-391).

(F) The waiver of premium provision in the event of total
disability is an automatic part of the NSLI policy. There is no
option to grant it. Statesman reserves the right to refuse to

grant it (Tr. 391-392 , 170-171).
(G) NSLI provides waiver of premium for total disability

up to the 65th birthday. Statesman provides it only to the 60th
birthday for males and the 55th birthday for females (Tr. 392) .

(H) The Statesman policy excludes total disabilty resulting

from wiJfulIy or intentionally self-inflicted injury. The NSLI
policy covers total disability arising from such injuries (Tr.
393) .

(1) The Statesman policy does not allow for total disability
based on loss of feet , loss of hearing, or loss of a hand and an
eye or a foot and an eye. The NSLI policy does (Tr. 393).

(J) In total disability matters the Statesman policy requires
amputation or severance of botb hands. KSLI only requires loss
of use of both hands (Tr. 394).

(K) The Statesman premium waiver for total disability does
not apply to such disability arising from service in the military,
navy, air force , other country, or civilian noncombatant , serving
with such forces or resulting from an act of war declared or
undeclared, or while committing or attempting to commit an
assault or felony. KSLI does not exclude total disability arising
under these situations (Tr. 395-396).

13. The second cbarge in the complaint is that respondent has
claimed that its life insurance policies have been approved by the
Veterans Administration or some other Government agency.
Counsel in support of the complaint offered evidence that estab-
lished that respondent has frequently made use in its mailings
of the words "Veterans Insurance Division." This has been used
on respondent's envelopes in wbich its mailng pieces have
been sent as a part of the return address. It has also been uscd

on the letterheads and as a part of the signature of such mailing

pieces (CX 4A- , 7A-7C, 10 , 17). Respondent also makes fre-
quent use of the terms "Veterans Insurance Information" and
For Veterans Only" and similar phrases on its envelopes and

mailng pieces (CX 4A , 17 , 38). Respondent is not connected in
any way with the Veterans Administration (Tr. 399).

14. In addition , counsel in support of the complaint offered
evidence that respondent has designed and used envelopes and
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enclosures in such envelopes so that they wi1 closely resemble
those of an offcial Government agency. (Compare CX 18, 19 , 22
23 with CX 25 , 26, 27 , 28 , 29, 30, 31 , 32.

15. Counsel in support of the complaint also called as witnesses
four consumer witnesses (Tr. 323-352). The testimony of one of
these witnesses was stricken (Tr. 331). The testimony of the
other three witnesses was vague and uncertain and in the exam-
iner s opinion of doubtful credence (Tr. 333 et Beq., 337 et Beq.

346, et seq.

). 

Consequently, no reliance or weight is given to this
testimony in this initial decision.

16. Considered separately, the somewhat similar appearance of
respondent' s mailing pieces and application forms to that 
offcial Government mail would be entitled to very little weight
as establishing the charge of claiming to be connected with or
approved by the Veterans Administration or some other Govern-

ment agency. However, this similarity, the constant use of the
titles "Veterans Insurance Division

" "

Veterans Insurance Infor-
mation

" "

For Veterans Only" and the other contents of the
advertising and mailing pieces, as found above, must be con-
sidered to be capable of, at least, giving rise to confusion in the
recipient' s or reader s mind. In affrming the Commission in a
very similar situation , the Court in Rhodes Phar'macal Co.
Inc. v. 208 F. 2d 382 (7th Cir. 1953), aff' 348 U. S. 940

(1955), stated:
The important question to be resolved is the impression given by an

advertisement as a whole. Advertisements which are capable of two mean-
ings, one of which is false, are misleading. Advertisements which create a
false impression , although literally true, may be prohibited. The Federal
Trade Commission Act provides, "* '" '" and in determining whether any
advertisement is misleading, there shall be taken into account * * * rep-
resentations made or suggested " , , ,,,,, (citations omitted).

In the same fashion , the documentary evidence here involved can
cause confusion and is open to the suggestion that it originates
with the Veterans Administration. Consequently, these mailng
pieces are found to be false and deceptive since they indirectly
represent or suggest that such insurance is offered, approved or
recommended by the Veterans Administration.

17. In the conduct of its business, respondent has been in
substantial competition, in commerce, with corporations, firms
and individuals in the sale of insurance of the same kind and
nature as that sold by respondent (Tr. 194-195, 313-314
399-400) .

18. Counsel for respondent's contentions that respondent was
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denied an opportunity for voluntary compliance in this matter

and that respondent has abandoned the acts and practices
charged are rejected. The fact that respondent may have aban-
doned its use of "Veterans Insurance Division" after considerable

prodding from the Texas Insurance Commission does not war-
rant the dismissal of this proceeding (CX 65, 66, 67). Also
rejected are counsel for respondent's claims that they were

denied something to which they were entitled under the Jencks
Act. In al1 instances where such statements existed, they were

produced. Only after detailed and lengthy study by the examiner
who specifically made findings on the record that counsel for re-
spondent were not entitled to such documents since they did not
qualify for production under the Jencks Act, were other docu-
ments kept from respondent's counsel (Tr. 97 et Beg., 442

et Beg.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Respondent's newspaper ads and mailng pieces used as
found above are false and misleading in that they claim that

the insurance sold by respondent is the same as or equal to the
insurance made available by the Veterans Administration during
World War II.

2. Respondent's mailing pieces used as found above are false
and misleading in that they have the tendency and capacity to
lead the reader thereof to believe that the insurance sold by

respondent is or may be offered , approved, or recommended by
the Veterans Administration or some other Government agency.

3. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false, misleading

and deceptive statements , representations and practices has had
and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of
the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that said statements and representations were and are true and
into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent'
policies by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

4. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
al1eged, were and are al1 to the prejudice and injury of the
public and of respondent's competitors and constituted and now
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

It is O1'de1'd That respondent Statesman National Life Insur-
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ance Company (named "Statesman Life Insurance Company" in
the Complaint), a corporation , and its offcers , agents , representa-
tives and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribu-
tion of any insurance policy or policies , in commerce, as " com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Using the expression "Veterans Insurance Division
or any other words or terms of similar import or meaning.

2. Representing in any manner , directly or by implication,
that the literature mailed or sent to prospective purchasers
is being sent to them by the Veterans Administration or
any other offce or agency of the United States Government.
3. Representing, directly or by implication, that respond-

ent is, or respondent's business is , connected in any manner
with the United States Government.
4. Representing, directly or by implication, that the

insurance offered for sale by respondent is or has been
approved, endorsed, or recommended by the United States
Government.
5. Representing, directly or by implication, that the net

cost of the insurance sold by respondent is the same as or
equal to the insurance made available to servicemen by the
United States Government during World War II, or other-
wise misrepresenting in any manner the cost of the insur-
ance offered for sale by respondent.
6. Representing, directly or by implication, that the

coverage of the insurance offered for sale by respondent is
the same as or equal to the coverage of the insurance made
available to servicemen by the Veterans Administration dur-
ing World War II.

7. Misrepresenting in any manner the cost, coverage or
benefits of the insurance offered for sale by respondent.

ApPENDIX A

COMMISSlON EXHIBIT NO. 4 A

Did You Drop Your G.I. Insurance?

DEAR VETERAN: This is good news if you dropped your G.!. Insurance.
The Veteran whose health is stil good enough to qualify for insurance

can now buy up to $10,000 maximum life insurance at the same low basic
rates used by the V.A. under the G.T. insurance program of World War II.

When the Government stopped selling insurance to military personnel
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ApPEXDIX A-Co::nINuED

in 1956 this company began issuing life insurance to service men throughout
the United States at these rates.

The success of this program for service men made it possible to extend
the same program to veterans.

The policy is the same basic plan issued to milions of service men during
World War II. It provides $10 000 world-wide and unrestricted coverage
in peace and war.

If you dropped your G.!. insurance , act immediately while this program
is stil available-mail the enclosed card today.

Sincerely Yours
G. F. STERNE

Vete1' ans Insw'unce Division
Statesman Life Ins. Co.

GX:bg
Enc1.

S. ONLY VETERANS ARE ELIGIBLE.

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 4 B

This is a final reminder that if you would like to obtain life insurance
similar to your old G. !. policy at low G.!. rates we must receive the medical
information within the next few days.

Many veterans have taken advantage of this opportunity and are de-
lighted with their policies at such low rates. If you wil take the enclosed
medical form to a doctor of your choice , chances are good that you too can
have this low priced protection for your loved ones.

:\ake an appointment a11d have it taken care of this week.
Sincerely yours,

G. F. STERNE

VeteTans Insnrance Di'uisions,
Statesman Lije Ins. Co.

GFS :gg

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 4 C

Have you seen your doctor yet for the medical examination that may
enable you to obtain life insurance at low G. !. rates?

We find that we can issue policies for a high percentage of those who
are examineG, but we do need the medical information before we can
proceed to send you your policy.

Don t miss this opportunity! Remember the policy is the same type plan
you had when you were in the service-$10 OOO unrestricted coverage in
peace or war-and at low G.I. rates.

Take the medical form this week to a doctor of your choice, so that you
may have this vital protection for your family.

Sincerely yours
G. F. STERNE,

Veterans Insurance Division
Statesman Lije Ins. Co.

GFS :gg
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ApPENDIX A-CONTINUED

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 4 D

Have you seen your doctor yet for the medical examination that may
enable you to obtain life insurance at low G.l. ?'ates?

We find that we can issue policies for a high percentage of those who
are examined , but we do need the medical information before we can proceed
t(J send you your policy.

Don t miss this opportunity! Remember the policy is the same type plan
you had when you were in the seryice-$10 OOO unrestricted coverage in
peace or war-and at low G. r. rates.

Take the medical form this week to a doctor of your choice, so that you
may have this vital protection for your family.

Sincerely yours

G. F. STERNE

Veterans Insurance Div1 sion
Statesman Life Ins. Co.

GF'S'gg

COMMISSION EXHIBIT )/0. 4 E

This is a reminder that you stil have the opportunity to obtain life in-
surance at low G. I. Insurance rates.

Before we can issue your policy, ho\vever , we need the medical information
requested. We recognize that it is sometimes diffcult to find a convenient
doctor. You might check physjcians in the yellow pages of the phone book

to find a convenient doctor s offce. The Company wi1 pay the fee.
Do not delay-go to a doctor today so that you can obtain this valuable

protection for your family.

Sincerely yours,

G. F. STERNE

Vete1"anS Insu)"ance Div'ision
Statesman Life Jns. Co.

GFS 'gg

CO'lIMISSIO:\ EXHIBIT NO. 4 F

'\Vc have not yet received the first premium that would automatically put
into force the life insurance policy we scnt for your consideration a shore
time ago.

Don t let this opportunity pass you by. You have taken the trouble to
be examined , and you know that right now you can qualify for this in-
surance. :Now only one more step is needed to put it into fo:rce.

Milions of veterans dropped their G. !. Insurance after World War II , and
wish that they had kept it. Here is a chance that may not come again , to

replace that policy with similar type coverage at low G. !. rates.
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Mail your check TODAY with the enclosed notice. Your policy w11 be-
come effective immediately.

Sincerely yours

G. L. GRAVES

Veterans Insurance Division
Statesman Life Ins. Co.

GLG:lb
Enel.

cOMMISSIO:- EXHIBIT NO. 4 G

Have you read the life insurance policy that we recently mailed to you?
Notice that it is the same type policy issued by the Veterans Administration
to millions of servicemen during World War II.

lt gives you unrestricted coverage in peace or war , and at low G. I. rates.
Your coverage becomes effective as soon as you mail the first premium.

Right now you know your health is good enough to qualify for this insur-
ance. This may not always be so.

If you have not already done so, mail your check today and have the
satisfaction of knowing you have provided more security for your family.

Sincerely yours,

G. L. GRAVES

Veterans InsuraJ1ce Division
Statesman Life Ins. Co.

GLG:lb

COMMISSION EXHIBIT :-0, 4 H

Enclosed is another premium notice for your insurance policy recently
mailed to you.

It is urgent that you return the premium within 30 days of the due

date in order for your policy to become effective. Send in a money order
or your check today. The enclosed premium notice can be used as a C0I1-

venient check form if you desire.
Remember that you have the same basic policy issued by the Veterans

Administration to millions of servicemen and at the same 10w rate schedule

as G.T. insurance. Be sure to obtain this valuable protection for your

family by mailing in your premium now.

Sincerely yours,

G. L. GRAVES

VeteJ'ans Ins/t1' ance Divisio11
Statesman Life Ins. Co.

GLG:lb
Ene!.
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COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO.

STATESMAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
3603 Montrose, Houston , Texas 77006

DEAR POLICYHOLDER: Weare happy to enclose your life insurance policy
issued at the same rate as the G. !. Insurance pI'ogram administered by
the Veterans Administration during and following Vlorld War II. This
Company is not associated with the V.A. or other government agency but is
an Old Line Legal Reserve Life Insurance Company which specializes in
serving miltary personnel and veterans.

The enclosed policy is a five year renewable and convertible plan which
is guaranteed renewable on the same plan or convertible to your choice
of any of the Company s cash value plans. It also contains a dividend
provision. Dividends depend upon mortality and should not be expected
during the first few years,

After World War II many veterans "dropped" their G.r. Insurance, later
realizing that this was a serious mistake. With the enclosed policy you now
have very valuable protection for your family. Prompt premium payments
wil assure you of continued protection at the same low G.r. Insurance
rates.

Please let us know at any time that we can be of service to you.

Sincerely yours,

JAMES L. GUEST,
President.

JLG :gg
encL

An Old Line Legal Reserve Company Specializing in Service 

Military Pe?'sonnel and Veterans

COMMISSIOJ\' EXHIBIT NO. 7 A

VETERANS INSURANCE DIVISION
STATESMA-: LIFE INS. co.

3603 Montrose Blvd.
Houston , Texas 77006

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 7 B

FRO:\

VETERANS INSURA CE DIVISION
STATESMAN LIFE INS. CO.

3603 MONTROSE BLVD.
HOUSTON , TEXAS 77006
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COMMISSION EXHIBIT :-0. 7 c

Postage
WiJ Be Pa.id

Addressee

Postage Stamp
ecessary

If Mailed in the

United States

BUSI!\ESS REPLY Y!AIL
First Class Permit No. 8868 Houston, Texas

VETERANS INSURANCE DIVISION
STATESMAN LIFE INS. CO.
3603 MONTROSE BLVD.
HOUSTON , TEXAS 77006

COMMISSIOX EXHIBIT NO. 10

Postage
Wil be Paid

Addressee

Postage Stamp
Necessary

If :\ailed in the

enited States

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
First Class Permit No. 886S HOlJ'!ton , Texas

STATESMAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
VETERANS DIVISION

3603 MONTROSE BLVD.
HOUSTON , TEXAS 77006

YES , I WOULD LIKE MORE IMFORMATION ABOUT
LIFE INSURANCE AT LOW G. !. RATES 

I AM NOW -- -- YEARS OLD. MY BRANCH OF SERVICE WAS.

- -

For Men Who Have Been in the Military Service, Reserves or Xational Guard.

. Since l. rates may he with(!I'awn at any time, mail this card today!!-No obligation , of

course.
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CO:\1MISSIO EXHIBIT NO. 17

Did You Drop Yow' G. lnsuTa1we?

DEAR VETERAN: This is good news if you dropped your G,I. Insurance.

The Veteran whose health is still good enough to qualify can now buy up
to $10 000 maximum life insurance-and at the same low basic rates charged
by the V.A. for G.!. Insurance of World War II not counting dividends.

After the Government stopped se1lng insurance to military personnel this
company began issuing life insurance to service men throughout the United
States at these rates.

The success of this program for service men made it possible to extend
the same program to veterans.

The policy is the same basic plan issued to milions of service men during
World War II. It provides $10 000 world wide and unrestricted coverage
in peace and war.

If you dropped your G.!. Insurance, act immediately while this program
is stil available-Mail the enclosed card today.

Sincerely yours,

G. L. GRAVES

Veterans Inslt1' ance Division
St.atesman Life Ins. Co.

S. The V. A. has re-opened G.l. Insurance to veterans with a service-
connected disability but not to veterans in good health. Veterans in good

health are eligible with this company, as explained above. MAIL THE CARD
TODAY!! ONLY VETERANS ARE ELIGIBLE.

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 35

VETERAN DID YOU DROP YOUR GI INSURANCE'
HERE Is GOOD NEWS!

(Picture of VeteranJ

You can now buy up to $10 000 insurance

at the same basic low rates used by the
VA under the GI Insurance Program of
World War II , exclusive of dividends.

Policy is the same basic plan issued to
millions of servicemen during World War II.

$10 000 world-wide , unrestricted coverage
in peace or war.
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Exhibit No. 35 continued

YES I WANT LIFE IJ:SURANCE AT Low GI RATES.

For )len Who have Been in Military Service , Reserves or National Guard
Monthly Rate for $10 000 Policy (Same as G. I. Insurance

exclusive of dividends.

17 . - -- $6.40 29 -- $7.
18 -- -- 6.40 30 . -

. _ ___ ' -

- 7.

19 --

-- -

- 6.50 31 - - 7.

20 -- - 6.50 32 -

- .. - --

- 7.

21 - - 6.50 33 . -

-- -

- 7.
22 - - 6.60 34 

- -

- 7.

23 --

- -

- 6.60 35 -

- - - -

- 7.
24 -

-- -- ----

--- 6.70 36 --

- -

-- 7.

--- --.

. 6.70 37 -- - 7.

26 --- .

-. - -- -

- 6.80 38 -- - 8.27 6.90 39 -- -- - 8.28 -

- - -

-- 6.90 40 - -- 8.

Age
41 - $8.
42 -- -- 8.

43 . ---,-- -- 9.44 9.
45 ---- - 9.
46 - -

- _

10.
47 - 10.
48 --

- - _

11.40
49 - 12.
Older Age
Rates upon
Request

Send No Money : 1\0 Agent Wil Ca11

Mail This Coupon OW!

ApPLICATION FOR $10 000':: LIFE IKSURANCF.

TO STATES:vA:: LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
3603 MO:"TROSE BLVD. , HOUSTO , TEXAS

FOR RENEWABLE AND CONVERTIBLE 5 YEAR TERM INSURANCE

Do not send money with this application. No agent wil call. Date of
birth - --

- - - - - --

- - Amount of insurance applied for (Check one)
( J $10 000 or ( J $5 000 Height -

- -- -

- Weight -

-- -

Name of Beneficiary - -- - - Relationship --

- -

Do you know of any impairment now existing in yoUr
health or physical condition?

Have you consulted a physician for any iUness duringthe past three years? 0 No DYes
If yes to either question give particulars , including name and address of
physician , date and reason --
Name and Address of Applicant

OXo Yes

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _

0- -

- - - -

I HEREBY APPLY FOR THE INSURANCE ABOVE , Information in
this application is given to obtain this insurance, and is true and complete to
the best of my knowledge and belief. The Company shall incur no obligation
because of this application unless and until the fIrst premium is received
subsequent to a billng therefor while the health or other conditions affecting

the insurability of the Applicant are as described in this app1ication. I hereby

authorize any physician to disclose to the Company medical information re-
lating to this application.

Date - _ - Signature of Applicant 0_

- - - - - --

* Since This Offer May Be Withdrawn at Any Time-Mail This Coupon Today
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CO:\1:vISSIO:- EXHIBIT NO. 36

VETERANS!
Did you drop your G. 1. Insurance?

Here is good news

Same basic policy now available at the same low rates , exclusive of dividends.
Tear Qut this ad and mail it with your name, address and date of birth for
free information.

No salesman wil call!
Statesman National Life
Insurance Company
3603 :.ontrose, Houston , Texas
Name --

. --

-- Date of birth--

Address -

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

City -

- --

-- State --

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 37

NOW " !. INSURANCE" TYPE POLICY
FOR ANYONE J;- GOOD HEALTH!

(Picture of VetcranJ

You can now buy up to $10 000 insurance

or more at the same low premium rates
used by the V.A. under the G. r. Insurance

Program of World 'Val' II , exclusive of dividends.

Policy is the same type issued to millions
of servicemen during World War II.

Worldwide , unrestricted coverage , in peace or war.
Yes , I want life insurance at Low G.T. Rates-Same as V.A. rates

for G. r. Insurance of World War II , exclusive of dividends
:vlonthly Rate for 810 000 Policy

Age
I 7 -

29 --

31 --

- --

$6.40
6.40

- -- - 

&50
- 6.

-- 6

-- 6.

-- 6.

-- 0.

- 6.

-- 

-- 7.

Age 
32 - -- S7.30 46

33 - 7.40 47

-- 7.50 48

35 - 7.60 49

36 -- 7. 70 50

37 -- - 7.90 51

38 -- -- 8.10 5239 8.30 53

40 - -- - u 8.50 54
41 - -- 8.70 55
42 -- -- 8.9056
43 -- -- 9.20 57
44 -

-- 

50 58

45 -

- --

-- 9.90 59

. -

SIO.
- 10.

- 11.

- 12.

- 12.

- 13.

-- -

- 14.

" -. - 15.

-- -

16.
-- - 17.

- 19.

- 20.

-- --

-- 22.

- --

- 24.
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Exhibit o. 37 continued

Send Xo Money :.Jo Agent Wil Call

GUARANTEE: Policy sent on lO-day approva1.
Don t pay unless it is just what you expect it to be!

::ail This Coupon Now!

PLEASE PRI:!T

ApPLICATION FOR $10 000 LIFE INSURANCE

STATESMAN LIFE INS"LRANCE CO:VIPANY
3603 ::ONTROSE BLVD. , HOUSTON , TEXAS

RE"KEWABLE AND CONVERTIBLE 5-YEAR TERM INSURAXCE

DO NOT SEND MONEY WITH THIS APPLICATION. NO AGENT WILL
CALL. Date of birth --

-- -- -- - - -

Amount of Insurance applied for (Check One) D $10,000 or D $--
Height -- - Weight --
Name of Beneficiary --

- --

- Relationship -

Do you know of any impairment now eixsting in your
"health or physical condition?

Have you consulted a physician for any ilness duringthe past three years? D No Yes D
If yes to either question give particulars , including name and address of
physician , date and reason.

Name -

- - -- -- --

Street - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

City -

- --

State -

D No YesD

- -

I HEREBY APPLY FOR THE I SURAJ\CE ABOVE. Information in
this application is given to obtain this insurance and is true and complete to
the best of my kno-wledge and belief. The Company shaH incur no obligation
of this application unless and until the first premium is received subsequent
to a billing therefor ,vhi1e the health or other conditions affecting the insur-
ability of the Applicant are as describerl in this application. I hereny author-
ize any physician to disclose to the Company medical information relating to
this application.

Date - - Signature of Applicant

- -

COMl\IISSIOX EXHIBIT :-0. 38

STATESlIAX LIFE IXSlJRANCE COMPANY
3603 Montrose , Houston , Texas 77006

Did Yon Drop Your G.I. Insurance?

DEAR VETEnA:-: This is good ne\vs if you dropped your G. r. Insu-:ance.
The Veteran whose healt11 is stil good enough to qualify can now buy

up to $10 000 maximum life insurance-and at the same low basic rates
charged by the V.A. for G.r. Insurance of Vlorid War II, not counting
dividends.
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After the Government stopped selling insurance to miltary personnel this
company began issuing life insurance to servicemen throughout the United
States at these low rates.

The success of this program for servicemen made it possible to extend
the same program to veterans.

The policy is the same basic plan issued to milions of servicemen during

World War n. It provides $10 000 world-wide and unrestricted coverage
in peace and war.

If you dropped your G. !. Insuranee, act immediately while this program
is stil available-mail the enclosed card today.

Sincerely yours

J. L. GUEST

President.

S. Only Veterans Are Eligible-apply now before these low rates are
withdrawn-mail the card NOW.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION':'

DECEMBER 2, 1968

BY NICHOLSON C01nmissioner:

This matter is before the Commission on the appeal of respond-
ent from an initial decision of the hearing examiner holding
that respondent has violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, 15 U. C. 945 , by engaging in various unfair
methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and prac-
tices in commerce in connection with the sale of insurance.
Respondent is a croporation organized and existing under

the laws of the State of Texas , with its principal place of business
located in Houston , Texas. Respondent is licensed to conduct the
business of insurance only in that State, and it has not for
sometime past been licensed to conduct such business in any
State other than Texas. J

Statesman operates as a typical mail order insurer with respect
to the business it does outside of Texas. All such business is

sought by postal solicications or local newspaper advertising.
Respondent has no offces, agents or brokers in any State but
Texas , and a1l application forms , contracts , payments and other
insurance papers are transmitted by means of the United States

. Respondent's name was changed in May 1967 to Statesman National Life Insurance Com-
pany. (Tr. 150-151.)

I Resp. Ans. paras. 1, 4.
Tr. 169: See

g., 

ex 4a- , 6, ia-c , 17, 36-39.
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mails from and to its Texas offces. Mailngs are also used to
make initial contact with Texas residents, but once an applica-
tion from such a prospect is received, all further dealings are

handled through company agents
Respondent reported to the Commissioner of Insurance of the

State of Texas that in 1966 it had policy holders in 36 States

plus the District of Columbia.' The record also shows that
respondent mailed solicitations to, or placed newspaper adver-
tisements from August 1963 to July 1964 in, California, Colo-

rado, Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Washington.
From March through July 1967 , it advertised in Arizona , North
Carolina , New Mexico , Kansas , Florida and New York.' In 1966
insureds located outside the State of Texas paid respondent

$209 778. , compared to the $239 330.43 received from insureds
resident in that State.' Mr. James Guest, the president and
principal stockholder of Statesman , testified that as of June
30, 1967 , the company had 4 807 policyholders , 53 % of whom
resided outside the State of Texas.
The complaint which issued against respondent was concerned

essentially with certain features of Statesman s advertising

which were alleged to falsely imply, suggest or claim that the
life insurance it offers is the same as or equal to that offered to
miltary personnel by the Federal Government during World War

, and that the Veterans Administration or some other agency
of government has approved, offered or recommended this par-
ticular insurance. The only specific difference alleged in the
complaint between thc policy offered by Statesman and that
which had been offered through the government's National
Service Life Insurance program (NSLI) concerned the net cost
of each to the insured , although evidence was introduced com-
paring coverage, conditions of liabilty and other features.' The

hearing examiner concluded that the charges were sustained
and issued an order appropriate to his findings.

In urging us to reverse the examiner , respondent argues that
a The remainder of this ophlion wi1 concern itself only with th,' interstate aspect of re-

spondent s blJsiness. See Part I infra.
. Respundent j'€IJorted insureds in the following State : Alabama , Arizona, Arkansas , Cali.

fornia , Colo!'ado , Connecticut , FlU1"ida , Tlinois , Indiana, Iowa. KanHa . Kentucky, LouisianA

Maryland , Massachusetts , Michigan , Minne ota . Mississippi , Missuuri , Nebraska , New .Je1"sey,

I\cw )'Iexico New York , North Carolina , Ohio , Oklahoma , Oregon, Pennsylvania , South Caro-

1;na , Tennessee, Texas . Utah, Vermont . Virginia, \Va.shington and \Vest Virginia. (eX 42
P. 45.

, ex 12 Tr. 172. 258-\1.

ex 42 . p. 45.

7 Tr. 251.

"See J.D. . Finding :No. 12.
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that McCarran Act removes it from FTC jurisdiction; that the
Commission abused its administrative discretion by initiating
formal adjudicatory proceedings without affording it the oppor-
tunity to informally dispose of the matter under 92.21 of the
Rules; that its right to defend against the charges was wrongly
limited by the examiner s refusal to exercise his responsibilities

under the "Jencks" rule; that the record does not establish any
violation on the merits; and , finally, that respondent has aban-
doned the bulk of the advertising challenged here and relied upon
by the examiner.

The parties to this proceeding do not agree on the proper
interpretation and application of the MeCarran-Ferguson Act
phrase "regulated by State law. '" Respondent has continually
maintained that the Commission is without jurisdiction in this
matter , because the States have adopted comprehensive legis-
lation to oversee and control insurance practices within their
borders. Complaint counsel , on the other hand , have argued that
the mere adoption of regulatory legislation by the States does not
satisfy the statute , since legislation must be " ffective" to con-
stitute regulation and that is presently not tbe case with
respect to the application of these laws to Statesman.

On May 19, 1967, the hearing examiner ruled on a motion
filed by respondent to dismiss the complaint insofar as it related
to the 18 States which had enacted the L'niform Unauthorized

Insurers False Advertising Process Act 1U or one in effect similar

thereto." Respondent had urged that the adoption of this legis-
u 59 Stat. 33 , 34 (HI45). 15 t:. A. H 1011-15 (1965). Hereafte!' , the 'itatlJt.. wjl be lC-

fened to as the McCan'an Act.
Jl The purpose uf this act is to subject mail order in to th.. Jurisdiction of th,' State

COUl-h and State insurance commi'isione!'s in those State whEre they al"e doing lJu8ine s with-

out ba 'ing ec\Jl"ed a Jicense. It provides that in the CD-se of certnin misrepresentations t\,C
commissioner , through I10tice tu the offending insurer lImi the commisRioner in the ;nRurer
State of domicile shaJI Rive 30 days for cessation of a challenged practice, whereupon , jf not

stopped, he may proceed formally against the insurer pursuant to tIle terms of the model
l.nfair Trade Practices Act for the Insurance Industry. The latter Act has been adopted in
o;omc form in all 50 States. For the text of these Acts , see CX 68 and 69.

H A"cording to respondent' s motion. the following States have such n law: California (\Vest'
Ann . Calif. Code 1620 of Ins. Code); JlJi!:ois (Smith-Hmd 111. Ann. Stats. Chapter 7:,
(\ 725. 1); Indiana (Burn s Ind. Stats. 39-5701 , d SCl!. ); Kan (Kan . Stab. Ann 40-2415
ct Beq.

); 

Louisiana (\Ve s La. Rev. Stats. 1231 et SCl/. (1966 Supp. )): IIIaine (Me. Hev

Stat . Ann. Title 24 , S 271-275): :'aryland (Ann Code of :Md. Article 48A S 235 , d cq.

) ;

Minnesota (Minn. Stat, . Ann. 72. , ct seq. (1%6 Supp. )): J\'ehraska (Neb. Rev . Stats.

S 44-1801 , et 

q. 

(1B6 Cumulative Supp. )): J\eva.da. (Rev. ::ev. Stats. (\ 686.480): New Hamp-
shire (N. H. II..v. Stats. Ann. 406A:1 (1965 Supp. )): North Cal'olina (::.C. (Jen Stats.
g 5H-54. 14 (1965 S1.1PP. )): North DdwtH (J\" D. Century Code 26-09A-OJ. ct scq.

); 

Ohio
(Page s Ohio Rev. Code Ann. :J901.24 ct seq. (1%5 Supp. )): South Dakota (S. D. Ins. Laws.
Chapter J3 25): Texas (Vernon s Tex. Civil S ats. ArticJe 21.21-1 of Ins. Code); 'Ctah

(Utah Code Ann. 31-36-1): Wiseonsin (Wis. Ins. Code 201.'2(1) ct Beq.
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lation subjects the practices of an unauthorized foreign mail
order insurer to the jurisdiction of the State insurance commis-
sioner and State courts and thereby removed such practices
from FTC jurisdiction. On the basis of Tmvelers Health Ass
v. Fedeml Tmde Commission 298 F. 2d 820 (8th Cir. 1962), the
examiner held that the motion was without merit and must be
denied.
The examiner s ruling was treated as the definitive statement

of his position , and the jurisdictional question was not again
seriously urged before him. Employing the language of the
Commission s complaint, he found in his initial decision that:

Respondent solicits business by purchasing newspaper advertising space
and by mail in various States of the United States in addition to the
State of Texas (the only State in which it is licensed). As a result the1"cof,
it has ente1'ed into insurance contracts with insureds located in many
States in which it is not licensed to do business. Respondent' s said business
pmctices are, therefm' , not ?"egulated by State law in any of those States
in Wh1 ch )' espondenl is not licensed to do bHsiness and it ,is not , therefm'
subject to the jw'isdichon of such State8.

The language italicized above, appearing both in the com-
plaint (Par. 5) and the examiner s finding, and the nature of
the evidence adduced by complaint counsel at hearings clearly
indicate reliance on a theory of jurisdiction which, assuming
interstate commerce, looks to the simple question of whether
or not a foreign mail order insurer bas submitted itself to the
licensing procedures of each State in which it solicits or secures
business. The validity of such a theory, and , indeed , the entire

question of its jurisdiction under the :\1cCarran Act , are matters
which have not received extensive Commission consideration for
several years. Respondent' s chal1enge now compels a review and
restatement of our understanding of the law.

Prior to the decision in United States v. South-Eastern Under-
writers Ass 322 U.S. 533 (1944), the issuing of a policy of
insurance ,vas not deemed "a transaction of commerce " and,
hence, the insurance business was not subject to the commerce
powers of the Federal Government. Paul v. Virginia 75 U.
(8 Wal!.) 168 (1868) ; Hoope,. v. Cal'ifornia 155 U.S. 648 (1895) ;
New yo,.k Life Ins. Co. v. Cravens 178 U. S. 389 (1900); New
Y01'/C Life Ins. Co. v. Dee)' Lodge County, 231 U.S. 495 (1913).
Over the years , state regulation grew up in response to the
peculiar problems which insurance presents, and the industry

,e J. , Finding J\" u. 4 (emphasis added).
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shaped its activities with regard to purely local public control."
It was feared that South-Eastern UnderwTiters which declared
that insurance practices crossing state lines fell under the

Commerce Clause, and , thus , were subject to whatever federal
regulations as might apply to interstate business, would bring
chaos to the industry by overturning the traditional regulatory
structure. Upon the urging of the insurance industry, Congress
in the next year , passed the :l1cCarran Act.

The Act, known also as Public Law 15, was a statement of
federal policy-in an area where federal authority is supreme-
that the continued State regulation and taxation of the insur-
ance business was in the public interest and that Congressional

silence should not be construed to impose a barrier to such
regulation or taxation. The regulatory framework is set forth in
S 2(a)- (b) which states in relevant part:

The business of insurance, and every person engaged therein. shall be sub-
ject to the laws of the several St8,tes which relate to the regulation of
taxation of such business . 'C. Provided that the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amende-d , shall be applicable to the business of insurance
to the extent that SItch bnsh es8 is not regulated by State la11J. (Emphasis
added. )

It is clear that in the Congressional scheme the States are
empowered to preempt the Federal Government in control1ing the
activities of insurers, but to the extent that any regulatory
vacuum is left by thc States, federal control is to fill the void.
We believe the overriding policy of the Federal Government

relative to the business of insurance , is that that business is too
affected with public interest to be permitted to operate free of
public scrutiny and contro!.

The first Commission case to reach the United States Supreme
" Historically, insurance has probably been more pe,.vaiijve!y 1'eguJated than any other bw;i-

ness s::ve the puhli utilities. For a general treatment of th.,: reasons for and hi to!.y of govern-
mental reguJation of this busin€ss, see Pattt: scHtials of Insltr""cc LrL1U 1-61 (2d ed.
1957) : Hanson and Obenbe!'ger Ma.il Ordcr !n8J1rC7S Case StJld1j in the Ability of the
State," to Regulate tire Insurance B11Siness 50 :'anJ. L . Hev, 175 , 182-191 (1966). See also
German A1Jian e Ins. Co, v . Lewis , 233 U.S. 3S9 (1914).

'L The anangemcnt was desc!' ibed by forme" :'id,igan !ns nar'-e Commissioner Mayerson as
foJlows. "The federal government move" into Ii vac"um. Fedpl'al go\"ernmpnt can t di pJace
effective state regulation , but it can displace pOUl' or ir, cffective state rep;uJation." Address to

the ational Ass n of Independent InsureJ"5 Conventia!1, ov, 16- , 1964 , IJ, 14, quoted in

Hanso!1 and Obenberger S11))ra note 13, at 180.

This aIJparcntJy accords with President Roosevelt s understanding of the biJi at the time he
signed it into law , fm. he liid

, "

(Tlhe ilntitl' \Jst law and certain related statutes will hr'
applicabJ", in full force and dfe!'t to the business of insurance except to the Extent that the

States have assumed the re;ponsihility, and are effectively peJ"fOJ.ming that respunsibiJity, fur
the !'egulation of whatever asp",ct of the inst1rance business may be involved." Mimeogl'aphed

""'

hite House reJease , Ma!"!'h 10 , 1945 , as (jlJOted in Thomel"on Federal Trade Com.,,,i..s;on
S1t1Vey.q Statc InsuTance Laws, 195D Ins. L. J. 333 , 335.
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Court involving the impact of the McCarran Act on its jurisdic-
tion was Fedeml Tmde Commission v. National Casulaty Co.

There the Commission had issued an order against the respond-
ent which sought to proscribe activities within the boundaries
of States that had their OWn statutes prohibiting unfair and

deceptive insurance practices. :\ational was licensed to sell policies
in all States. The company solicited business through agents
working on a commission basis. Only an insubstantial amount
of advertising was sent by mail directly to the public , and none
was placed in the mass media. Nearly all of respondent' s adver-
tising materials were shipped in bulk by it to the agents for
distribution locally.

The Commission argued in National Casualty that the general

prohibition in the "Model unfair Trade Practices Bill for
Insurance " which had been adopted by about all the States in
which respondent did business , was " too ' inchoate ' to be ' regu-
lation' unti that probibition has been crystalized into 'adminis-
trative elaboration of these standards and application in indi-
vidual casEs.''' 357 U. S. at 564. The Court, in a pre curiam
opinion, said that assuming "there is some difference in the
McCarran-Ferguson Act between ' legislation ' and ' regulation
nothing in the language of that Act or its legislative history

supports the distinctions drawn by petitioner. " 357 U. S. at 565.
Thus, while the Commission did argue that legislation in the
form of un articulated and undefined standards is ineffective and
is not "regulation" under 92 (b) of the Act , the Court only ruled
that the specific distinctions drawn were not contemplated by
the statute.

The fact that in the ordinary and customary way of doing
business of both National Casualty Company and American Hos-
pital Company nearly all of their advertisiug was distributed by
resident agents was of controlling significance in leading the
Court to the conclusion that the States had "ample means" to
regulate their advertising, for it said:

Respondents ' advertising programs require distribution by their local agents
and there is no question but that the States possess ample means to
regulate this advertising within their respective boundaries. Cf. , e. , Robe1'

son v. Califon 328 U. S. 440 , 445 , n. 6 , 461.

Moreover , the Court emphasized the importance of the resident
agents by directing attention to Robertson v. California where

'''357 L' S. 560 (1958), a:(hnni'1.Q .VaUolI(l C"-Huaity Y. c. 245 F 2\1 8 3 (6th Cir. 1957),

and Ame:rican Hospital and J.if(. I'IH. Co. Y. 243 F. 2d 719 (5th Cir. 1957).

357 U. S. at 564.
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it upheld the power of a State to punish the unlicensed agent

of an unlicensed foreign insurer, without reliance upon the
McCarran Act, on the ground that .inherent in the State s police

power is the power to protect its residents against unlicensed
out-of-State insurers , unti Congress denies such power.

We therefore do not agree with respondents here that National
Casualty enunciates the broad doctrine that "it is the existence

of State regulatory legislation, and not the effectiveness of
such regulation , that is the controlling factor."17 On the con-

trary, we believe the case decides little more than that the
Commission is precluded from acting against the activity of
resident agents of an insurer licensed to do business in the

States where it operates when those States have passed legisla-
tion (conceded to be effective) to oversee insurance practices

therein. IS

In the only other Commission :l1cCarran Act case to reach the
Supreme Court Federal Trade Commission v. Travelers Health

Ass 362 U.S. 293 (1960), the respondent operated an inter-
statemail order insurance business with residents of every
State. All business was carried on by direct mail from respond-
ent' s Omaha, Nebraska, offce. Nebraska, the domiciliary and
licensing state , had a statute prohibiting unfair or deceptive
practices in the insurance business in that State or in any other

State. The Court of Appeals had ruled that "with every activity
of the (respondent), in the conduct of its business, subject to

the supervision and control of the Director of Insurance of

Nebraska, we think that the (respondent's) practices in the
solicitation of insurance by mail in Nebraska or elsewhere
reasonably and realistically cannot be held to be unregulated by
State law." 262 F. 2d 241, 244 (8th Cir. 1959). In that court'

view , there was no controlling distinction between the case there
at bar and Federal Trade Commission v. National Casualty

Co. , supra and the Commission s order was vacated.
The Supreme Court , seizing upon Judge Vogel' s dissent that

it was " impractical and ineffective" to "force the citizens of other
States to rely upon Nebraska s regulation of the long distance

-..

17 Resp. Hr. 16.

lk We recognize that our reading of National CasuaJty i contrary to that set forth in Justice

Harlan s dissent in C. v. Tm'l!clers Heatth Ass 362 U. S. 293 , 305 n. (1960). However
we believe that we are being cQnsistent with the position taken in our Brief to the Court in

that case , where we said

, "

The case is not controlled by the holdi:nR" in C. Nationd
CaB1wlty Co. 357 U. S. 560 , that there is state regulation which omts the Federal Trade Com-
mission from jurisdiction if the states in which a company is doing business have enacted
Jegislation proscribing unfair insurance advertising and have ample means to regulate this
advl'rti."ing ' within their respective boundlLries.''' (p. 1348. ) (Emphasis added.
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advertising practices (of respondentJ" (362 U.S. at 296),
reversed. The Court distinguisbed National Casualty as presenting
a quite differcnt question. That case involved "the effect of State
laws regulating the advertising practices of insurance companies
which were licensed to do business within the States and which
were engaged in advertising programs requiring distribution of
material by local agents." 362 U.S. at 297. "In those circum-
stances " the Court said

, "

(we) found there was ' no question
but that the States possess ample means to regulate this adver-
tising within their respective boundaries.' 357 U. S. at 564."

In the Tm11elen situation , however, the Court said there is no
regulation by the States where respondent is not licensed, but
in which the deception is practiced and has its impact." Tbere-

fore, the Court ruled that that Commission s authority had not

been supplanted and concluded:

(WJhen Congress provided that the Federal Trade Commission Act would
be displaced to the extent that the insurance business was " regulated"

by State law , it referred only to regulation by the State where the business

activities have their operative force,

The Silpreme Court' s decision in Tm11elers left open the ques-

tion of whether there could be regulation by State law, within

the meaning of the McCarran Act , by States in which an insurer
was not licensed and had no agents, place of business or othcr
reachable assets. 362 U.S. at 298 n.4. On remand, however

Travelers argued that in fact there did exist in each of the

States in which it did business legislative provision for local
control

, 'j

with means for effective enforcement thereof " over any

improper advertising material sent into such States , and so the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals addressed itself to the issue.

To begin , the court said , it must be recognized that the Com-
mission has jurisdiction over respondent with regard to any
sending of advertising into other States , for soliciting purposes
except in the case of such states as have ' regulated' the situa-

tion-that is , have adopted legislative provisions which are in
legal concept suffcient in their form and in their enforceability
to be capable of controlling the mailing of deceptive or other

unfair soliciting material by the Association into the state.
" 20

The court had no problem with the suffciency of the statutes
of the 48 States in which respondent operated on an unauthorized
basis to protect the public interest as to unfair or deceptive

insurance practices of firms Jicensed and with agents resident
362 l S. 301-302.

co 298 F. 2d 820, 822 (1\162)
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therein. It was the prospect of enforcement diffculties with
respect to situations where an insurer, like Travelers, was not
1icensed in a particular State and did not operate through resi-
dent agents that troubled tbe court. The court noted that "such
states are able to engage in enforcement of their reguiatory
provisions only by means of reach against (such insurers) out-
side their own borders " and this circumstance raised in the
court' s mind the "crucial" question of whether these States are
able to "exercise such fu11ness of compulsion" as to lega11y

provide them with local control. 
The problem, the court said, was not that a State would be

unable on Constitutional grounds to subject an unauthorized
insurer like Travelers to its judicial jurisdiction or to provide

adequate notice of proceedings through proper service of process.
The Supreme Court' s decisions in McGee v. International Life
Ins. Co. 355 U. S. 220 (1957), and Travele,' s Health Ass n. 

Virginia 339 U.S. 643 (1950), would seem to e1iminate such

concern, but there stil remained the practical inability of the
State to subject the unauthorized insurer to legal processes

beyond that point. The court said:

Processive means for exerting pressure against person or through property

to effectuate orders , decrees and judgments which have been rendered
are inherently a part of the legal concept of control. If they do not exist
or jf they are not capable of being given exercise and application so that

the element of legal compulsion can be provided by them, there is not
conceptually present such power on the part of a state to effect control as

to entitle it to be declared that (Travelers ) situation in the state is

regulated by State law.

While in National Casualty, the court said , States could look to a
( cJ ompany s license to do business , its agency structure, its ac-

counts and balances. . . and the fact that the agents themselves
were the persons who were making distribution of the advertising
material" as affording means of effectuating orders (298 F. 2d at
824) , in the circumstances of the Tmvelers case , the States had no
ample means" for exercising the necessary control. Therefore

the Commission s authority to act was not displaced.
It is apparent to us from this ceview of the case law that the

Commission s jurisdiction over respondent can be 1imited or
supplanted only by State regulatory machinery which is capabJe
of control1ng Statesman s promotional practices through its
own devices and without resort to the enforcement apparatus of

ld. at 823.

'"Id_ llt824
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another State. We would concede that no Constitutional barrier
stands to the regulation of foreign mail order insurers like
respondent by the States in which such firms solicit and secure
business. See Ministen Life and Casualty Union v. Haase, 30
Wis. 2d 339, 141 N.W. 2d 287 appeal dismissed 385 U.S. 205

(1966), and People v. United National Life Ins. Co. 58 Calif.
Rptr. 599 , 427 P. 2d 197 appeal dismissed 389 U.S. 330 (1967).
However , despite such jurisdiction, if an insurer, like States-

man , is not present in a State through agents or attachable assets
and if it has not submitted voluntarily to the State s licensing

procedures enforcement of a statute prohibiting deceptive
advertising against it is likely to depend upon the wilingness of
a State of domicile to lend its powers of compulsion for the
protection of another State s citizens. Because it is problematical
whether such assistance wil be forthcoming, the Supreme Court
has favored provisions whereby citizens are not deprived of pro-
tection by the governmental institutions which are politically
responsible to them. Compare C. v. Travelers, supra with
Travelers v. V;,' ginia 339 U. S. 643 , 649 (1950), and McGee 

International Life Ins. Co. 355 U.S. 220, 223 (1957).

To demonstrate that a severe problem of enforcement exists
and that this particular respondent is generally not being regu-

lated , one need only look to the fact that Statesman persists in
operating on an unauthorized basis whenever it does business

outside of Texas. To so operate violates tbe compulsory licensing
laws which respondent tells us exist in all states " and yet
respondent generally feels no compulsion or compunction to
conform to these State statutory demands.

"" The license to conduct an ins\Jlance bU8iness witl,in the boundaries of a given State is
viewed liS " discretionary franchise enabling the State to exercise Ii maximum of control over
an insurer s operations therein by virtue of the power to revoke or to refuse !'enewal of the
certificate, A Pmf. Patter!,ol1 h s writtel1, " Control of the state over insurcrs is exercised
chief/y thruugh the licensing powel' S1lpTiI note la. at l!: (empha8is added). Commonly, the
ground f01" revocation aI' renewal refusal is the insurer s violation of some aspect of the insur-
ance cod.., including, of course, fraud and deception.

"' For a discussion of the baniers to effectivc enforcement of dec1'ecs and judgments against
foreign mail order insurers , see Dean The Foreign Unauthorized Insurer: A State Re tlll/utorlj
Gap. 2 Ins. COlJme1 J. 432 , 440-445 (1965): Kote , 64 HaJ" . L . Hev . 482 (1951): Hanson and
Obenben:;er S1lpra note 13, at 272- :11l.

:; Resp. Br. 18. See iOO of the California Insurance Code whicb states in relevant
part:
A person shaJl not transact any dass of insurance business in this State without first being

admitted for such dass. Such admission is secured by procu!' inl! a ce!,tificate of authority from
the cummissione!. , Such certificate shall not be I!ranted until the applicant conforms to the
requirements of this code and of the laws of this State prerequisite to its issue. After such

issue the hoJdel' shall continue to comply with the rE(juil' ements as tu its husine"s set forth in
thi" code and in the laws of this State

" .. .. .

The application of this law to fo!.eign mail order insurers was ruled Constitutional in People
v. United ,Vational , supra 12.
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It must be acknowledged that respondent does claim to have a

suffcient respect for the regulatory capacities of California and

Wisconsin to presently refrain from mailng into those States.
The Attorney General of California secured a default judgment
against Statesman permanently enjoining it from engaging in the
insurance business there by mail or otherwise unless and unti a

license is obtained." As to its reasons for not mailng into
Wisconsin , respondent' s president testified:

We never have mailed in the State of 'Visconsin because of the Wisconsin
type of legislation they have had for several years there. I understand
that has been adopted in Colorado. We wil not mail into that state nor
will we mail  into any other state that adopts this type of legislation.

However , whether one could say, in the case of Statesman
that these two States are effectively regulating it so as to
remove from FTC jurisdiction its activities in those States is
academic. So long as respondent continues to solicit no business
there, it does nothing in those States which would concern the
Commission. If it commences to seek business there again in
violation of an injunction or compulsory licensing law, this
contemptuous or casual disregard of the States' regulatory
machinery would stand as persuasive evidence that the machinery
is too defective for McCarran Act purposes to supplant the Federal
Trade Commission.

In any event, to suggest, as respondent does, that the Com-
mission s jurisdiction over an unauthorized mail order insurer
is displaced by local regulatory measures which, as a practical

matter, are unenforceable and, hence, incapable of effecting
compliance therewith , is to suggest that such an insurer be left
to operate free of public scrutiny and control. This, we believe

is not what Congress had in mind when it passed the McCarran
Act. We therefore decline respondent's invitation to remove
from the protection of the Federal Trade Commission Act the
citizens of those States where a particular mail order insurer has
no permanent agents or reachable assets and which have not
succeeded in submitting the insurer to their licensing procedures.

Tr. 253: RX 21.
; Tr. 255. The Vlisconsin iniiUl'anCe code is examined in depth in Hanson and Obenbcrgcl"

S1!TJra note 13 , and its Cunstitutionality with resP€ct to its application to unauthorized mail

order insul'ers was sustained in Ministers Life & Casualty Union v. Haase supra. Legislative
deveJopmcnts in various States since the passage of Wisconsin s code are discussed in Manders
Ministers Life Casualty Union Haase: The New Trwnd in State Regulation of rh!a.uthor
ized Mail-Order insurance Compa11ics 43 Notre Dame Lawyer 157 , 178-180 (1967). Possibly,
the solution to the whole problem of what must be done by the States to effectiveJy assume the
task of 1'egulating foreign mail order inSUr€l'S lib with the adoption of a prollnlm like Wis-
consin
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The Commission is sensitive to its great responsibilities under
the statutes which it administers and under the Constitution.
In administering the various statutes, we endeavor to conform
our offcial acts to the demands of fundamental fairness, to
base the exercise of our authority on reason and to purge our
processes of the arbitrary and the capricious. We believe, in the
words of Justice Frankfurter , that

, "

The history of liberty has
largely been the history of observance of procedural safe-
guards,":!s In the case before us, however! respondent argues
that we have faJlen short of the standard.

Respondent caJls into question the right of the Commission to
institute formal , adjudicatory proceedings without having offered
it the opportunity to modify its practices on a voluntary basis
pursuant to Section 2.21 of the Rules of Nonadjudicative Proce-
dures " because of the fact that the FTC had in the past closed an
investigation of its predecEssor (Cosmopolitan Mutual) involving
the same representations without seeking corrective action. Ac-
cording to respondent's counsel , Statesman has been "plainly en-
trapped" by the Commission into continuing the use of the adver-
tising in question , and the decision to issue a complaint in place of
an invitation to settle the matter informaJly constituted an abuse
of discretion.

Complaint counsel, while pointing out that respondent was
given every opportunity to enter into a formal consent settle-
ment and that protracted consent negotiations were indeed con-
ducted , reply that nothing in the Administrative Procedure Act 
requires an agency to accept a settement when it believes that
such action wHl not insure future compliance with the law.
Respondent, as complaint counsel correctly demonstrate, have
cited no remotely persuasive authority for the position jt
advances.

It must be clear to anyone who reads the cited sections that
under no stretch of the imagination can 95 (b) of tbe Procedure

s Mcl' abb v. United States 318 U. S. 332 , 347 (1943)
J This section , entitled "Voluntary Compliance " provides in part:

(8) The Commisgion, wnen it has information indicating th t a pel'son or persons may

b, engaging in a practice which may involve violation of a Jew admini5tel'ed by it. and if it
deems the public interest wil be fully /;afc!)uardcd thereby. may afford such person UJ" persons
the opportunity to have a matte!' di ed of on an informal nonadjudicRtory ba i,. " (Empha-

added.
oS('ction 5(b) of this Act, 60 Stat. 239; 5 D. . ;;54, provides fl basis for the Cummi ion

voluntary compliance procedurc. It requires the ag"!H';e to make available opportunities fa).
such 8ettlement where time, the nature of the proceeding, and the p1.ldic i11tere t permit.

(Emphasi5 added.
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Act or 21 of the Commission s Rules be construed to deprive

the Commission of the power to institute formal proceedings
when it appears that the public interest so requires. (In issuing
its complaint in this docket the Commission clearly stated its
determination that this proceeding was in the public interest.
:Vloreover , there are a host of reasons not involving the merits of
a given case which would lead to the Commission s administrative
decision to take no further action at the time with respect to a

pending investigation. Budgetary considerations, policy and
planning determinations , manpower allotments, incomplete or
faulty factual information in hand , and the prospects of remedial
action coming at the instance of another governmental agency

are but a few examples.
So that no business firm subject to an investigation will have

reason to conclude that the Commission s decision to take no

further action against it at that time does not constitute a judg-

ment with res judicata effect , such firms are specifically apprised
tbat the Commission may take whatever action in the future
that the public interest might require. Statesman s predecessor

was so informed.

While respondent' s counsel does not suggest that . the closing
of the investigatioh in question had res judicata effect, it does
in essence urge that the Commission is completely estopped from
exercising its power to make a judgment tbat the public interest
wil only be served by the institution of formal proceedings. It
is JOot surprising that counsel can direct our attention to no case
supporting such a rule , for , were that the la,v , the agency would
become indistinguishable from a court. Each matter that was
presented to it would , for all practical purposes, necessitate a

judgment on the merits. Bereft in this manner of its prosecu-
tory discretion, the Commission would be powerless to choose
its cases, plan its operations or allocate its resources. It would

no longer administer; it would only adjudge. Therefore, seeing
no merit in law, fact or reason in respondent's challenge, we

are not persuaded by it.
Respondent raises a related argument that the Commission has

denied it "equal protection" by choosing to inetitute formal
proceedings against it , while having accepted informal assurances
of voluntary compliance from other mail order insurers. How-
ever , it is settled law that so long as the Commission s decision

to seek a formal order is not patently arbitrary or capricious
-11 Admission of counsel at OJ'a! argument (:;ay 15 , 1 )(;8: 1'1', 24).
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the exercise of its discretion to so proceed is within the legitimate
scope of its authority.

Respondent' s challenge, we believe, falters at the starting
gate, for the practices of only one of the firms listed (Resp.
Br. 34) bears even a remote relationship to the allegations of
the complaint here. Indeed, we find as somewhat astonishing
the contention that the Commission must deal on the same basis
with every member of a given industry with respect to whol1y
dissimilar practices. While respondent has not been able to set
forth any facts in support of its argument, we are of the
opinion that the gravity of the particular misrepresentations

al1eged in the complaint and their central relationship to States-

man s entire promotional program provide a reasonable basis
for the deliberate decision to proceed formal1y.

Respondent' s final procedural objections relate to the hearing
examiner s performance of the duties imposed upon him by the
Jencks rule .'" Specifically, respondent contends that the exam-
iner (1) failed to inspect a memorandum prepared by com-
plaint counsel reporting on a conference held with three repre-
sentatives of thc Veterans Administration , one of whom , Thomas
Kiernan , appeared as a government witness, and (2) incorrectly
refused to recal1 the same witness after the close of trial to
permit a determination of whether he , Mr. Kiernan , had adopted
or approved any statement contained on a piece of paper bearing
notes jotted down by a Commission trial attorney regarding a
different meeting (held on August 18 , 1966) with Kiernan and
his associates and which was not discovered by complaint coun-
sel until after the close of the record , but voluntarily submitted to
the examiner shortly thereafter. l\either objection wil demand
lengthy treatment , for the requirements of the Jencks rule in the
circumstances of each incident presented in the appeal are clear.

To begin with respondent's second objection, the record

J' Cf. , e.f).. Frderal Trade Commission v. UniveT8al Rundle Corp. 387 U. S. 244 (1967); Moog
industrics , h,c. v. Fcderc. Trade COTllmissio" 355 U. S. 411 (J9S8); Rabiner Jon tow, Inc. 

Fedcral Trarle Gammiss;!)" 386 F. 2d 667 (2d Cir. 1967); Clinton Watch Co. Fcderal TTIlde

Commission 291 F. 2d 838 (7th Cir. J9(1), c"rt. de.n:ed 368 l;. S. 952; R. lI. Macy Co.

Docket 8650 (lntel'ocutol"y opinion of Se;Jtembe\' 30 , 19(5). 68 F C. 1179.

J' Essentially, the Jenck8 rule requires that upon proper demand defense counsel is entitled
to inspect, for the purposes of aidinl' hi cross-examination, aU the written statements of
government witness in the possession of the prosec\Jtion , made , signed or otherwise adopted

01' fJJ)proved by the witness , or any recording thereof which is a substantialJy verbatim recital
of an o1'llJ statement. See the Jencks Act , 18 D. C. 3500; Jencks v. United St(ltes 353 U.

657 (1957). The Commission has spoken at kngth on the appJicability of the Jencks rule to its
proceedings. See Inter-State Hui!den;, Inc. Docket 1\0. 8624 69 F. C. 1152: and L. G. RalfollT
Co. Docket ::o. 8435 (Interlocutory O!'ders of April 22 , 1(66). 69 F. C. 1118.
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shows that after the examiner received word from complaint
counsel of the existance of the notes on the August 18, 1966
conference , he called counsel for both sides together and inspected
the piece of paper.

In his judgment, the status of everything in the notes under
the Jencks rule was clear. He had no doubts that the notes were
devoid of anything which might be within the rule, and he
decided that he would not recall Mr. Kiernan for assistance in
making the determination.% We hold that where the examiner
finds that he is "able to determine from its face" that nothing
in a writing eould be within the coverage of the Jencks rule

he has no duty to inquire further by conducting voir dire of the
witness involved, and the simple refusal to do so does not con-

stitute error. 'H

Moving to respondent' s first objection, we note that the exam-
iner entertained respondent's request for production of any
statements covered by the Jencks rule during a prehearing con-

ference.37 At a later conference, while respondent was being
provided with such statements , complaint counsel indicated that
he had a memorandum of an interview with Messrs. Moore
Kiernan and Ogle , which complaint counsel denied was a Jencks
statement after inquiry by respondent's counse1.3H The examiner
declined to examine the statement.

The record indicates that respondent's counsel , complaint
counsel and the examiner bad reached an understanding that all
Jencks statements were to be furnished respondent's counsel by
virtue of a general demand prior to commencement of hearings. :lf)

The adoption of such a procedure by agreement of the parties
can faciliate the conduct of the hearings, and is not beyond the
discretion of complaint counsel. In such event , a respondent has
the right to have the examiner himself inspect all purported
Jencks statements so that an informed determination may be
made. Cf, Ernest Ma,'k High 56 F. C. 625, 633 (1959). The
examiner may not delegate his ultimate responsibilities under
the Jencks rule to complaint counsel , and we therefore find that
the memorandum in question should have been inspected by the

31 See TI", 442-444.
' WhiJe the TloteR in question We!'"" not examinpd until aftcr the d08€ of tl'nl, complaint

counsel' s typewritt'OrJ intel'vi"w report of the A"g:U5t 18 , 1966 , meetiTJg- was inspectpd hy the
examiner at a prehearing confen'nc('. He found no , J12nck, tatements in that memorandum.
See TJ' 120- 129.

1': Cf. Intcr-State B11;lders , S1'1Jru,' Palermo 

\" 

"iU,d Stntcs ;:;(;0 U, S. 343 , 354-355 (1959).
3. See Tr. 30- , 35-
3STr. 11l.
"u Tr . 35-39.
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examiner.
Mr. Kiernan s testimony was that of an expert, and it is crucial

to complaint counsel's case. Ordinarily, a determination that the
examiner has committed error of the sort involved here would

lead the Commission to remand the case for appropriate action
to cure the procedural defect. It is possible that the examiner
in this case would find , after inspecting the memorandum , that it
contained absolutely nothing which should be produced under
the Jencks rule , and we would then be free to use the Kiernan
testimony without further delay. However , because of the dis-
position we make in the following section, we have decided
against a remand.

In approaching respondent's advertising and sales solicitation
program, as it is set forth in this record , we believe that the
important question to be resolvE:d concerns the impression which
is created as a whole. .Jo vVhile respondent has , at the insistence

of the Texas Insurance Commissioner, discontinued using the
phrase 'IVeterans Insurance Division " 41 it continues to direct
its appeal to veterans or to those who are aware of the fact that
a very attractive insurance policy was offered to servicemen and
veterans by the Federal Government. The sales letter in use at
the time of trial.j:! is addressed

, "

Dear Veteran" even though the
addressee s name was probably picked out of a telephone book.'"
(None of respondent's application forms inquire whether the
applicant is indeed a veteran. H ) It asks

, "

Did you drop your

I. Insurance ?" , and then informs the recipient that he "can
now buy up to $10,000 maximum life insurance-and at the
same low basic rates charged by the V.A. for G. !. Insurance of
World War II, not counting dividends. "' .. " The policy is the
same basic plan issued to millions of servicemen during World
War II.

Cf., e. , Ch(!Tles of the Ritz Corp. Fcdcral Trurlc Commission 143 F. 2d 676 , 670 (2d

Cir. 1944). RhQdes Pharmacal Co. v. Fcderal Trade Commi sio" 208 F. 2d 382 , 387 (7th Cjr.
1953) (I TTd. 34S U. S. 940 (1955); Spieg l, Inc. Docket )Jo. 8,08 , Commiss:on opinion p. 1

(July 15 , 1968) lv. 211 hel'einJ.
n Sec ex 66-67.

RX 12; Tr. 232. Sec also RX 9- , which are whitc window envelopes bearing in the Uppe!'

left corne!" " VlOterans Insul"ancI; Jnfcrm tion " and "For Veterans Only " in the same blue print

and type fllce as used by various feder!!l branche.'; and agencies.
1JTr. 252.

"TI' , :H2.
'" NewSpapel" advertisements uSEd by lespondent in 1967 had the same app1' o!!ch. A soldier is

depicted , and the !"e;;der is asked if he dropped h;s G.I. Insurance. Hp is told

. "

You can now

buy up to S10 OOO insurancp at the same basic Jaw rates used by the VA undel the G. . 1n51.1"-

anee Pmgl'am of World \Var II, cxcLusive of dividends . Policy is the slime b!!sic pl!!n issued to
millions of servicemen during World V';al' II" (CX 34; Tl' . 260).
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We find that the total impression created by representations
and statements of this nature is that Statesman offers the prospec-
tive purchaser a policy that is the same as, or equal to, the
World War II KSLI policy of the Federal Government. It appears
to us that respondent has tried to come as close to saying that

its policy and the V A's were equivalents as it possibly could,
without using those words. We think it has tripped over the
edge.

The question has now become whether the Statesman policy is
in fact the same as, or equal to, the one offered by the govern-

ment. Here the testimony of Mr. Kiernan would be invaluable.
To assay its worth, one need only look at the complete reliance

placed upon that witness by the examiner in his findings relative
to this issue.

The principal difference in the policies, as alleged in the com-
plaint, is the net cost of the insurance. Complaint counsel at-
tempted to demonstrate on the record that the dividends paid
out to policy holders under the NSLI program are substantial in
relation to the amount of the premium." Statesman has never
paid a dividend on its policy," and so even if its premiums are
the same as those which are required by the government, the net
cost to the insured is materially differen t.

Respondent argues that its advertising is perfectly clear in rep-
resenting only that the premium amounts , and not the dividends
are the same as thosc of the NSLI policy. Typically, its material
will contain a statement that its insurance is available "at the
same low basic rates charged by the V.A. for G. r. Insurance of
World War II, not counting dividends " or "at the same basic
low rates. . . , exclusive of dividends. " ,;0 Respondent placed in
evidence a letter of April 28 , 1964 , from the Texas Commissioner
of Insurance approving its addition of the phrase "not counting
dividends" to its advertising and expressing the opinion that
this change wil eliminate any possible basis of confusion " re-

garding the two insurance programs. 

On the basis of our own examination of respondent' s material
we believe that this very crucial difference in the two policies is
not adequately disclosed. The simple insertion of "not counting

111 Compare Bristol-MycT8 Coo Docket No. 8726 , Commission opinion pp. 6-7 (Order Vacating
Initial Deci8ion, September 23, 19G8) 

(p. 

780 hereinJ.

j, See I.D. , Finding os. 10-J2. Mr. Kiernan s testimony appear8 at Tj' . pp. 352-415,
S Relying on )'lr. Kiernan s testimor:y, the Examine1' found that SLI insureds at. younger

ages received 80 to 85,/(, of total p1'emiums paic1 in dividends (I.

. pp. 

132R-1329).
Tr. 189.

cO See, RX 12: CX 34.
l RX 13.
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dividends" into the promotional material does not strike us as
suffcient to overcome the total effect or impact of the advertising.
The total impression, we believe , is that if a person buys the
Statesman policy, he wil be in essentially the same position rela-
tive to insurance as he would be under the plan " issued to milions
of servicemen during World War II." If Mr. Kiernan s testimony
were properly in this record, we could find that this is a substan-

tial misrepresentation.
With regard to the differences in coverage between the policies

we think that there is a serious question as to whether respondent
can continue to represent that it sells the "same basic plan" as

the government did with the NSLI program. Mr. Kiernan listed
numerous areas where Statesman s policy gives less protection/"

and we believe that a careful review of the entire Statesman
I. Insurance" plan is warranted. :J3

Throughout these proceedings, respondent's counsel have en-
devored to impress upon the Commission the fact that Statesman

has cooperated and wants to cooperate in curing its operation of
anything which might be ilegal. According to counsel , respond-
ent has fully cooperated with this Commission , the Texas Insur-
ance Board, and the Insurance Commissioners of all Sttites. The
record does show some voluntary abandonment or modifications
of challenged practices by respondent.

The Offce of the Commissioner of Insurance of the State of
Texas is an effective one. It seems to be concerned with the
character of insurance advertising that flows out of its State with
its apparent approval. We think the Commissioner should be pro-
vided with a copy of the initial decision and the opinion in this
case. As we noted earlier , respondent does do a substantial amount
of business with Texas citizens , and the Commissioner will un-
doubtedly want to insure that they are not induced to purchase

insurance through deception.

We believe that changes are required in respondent' s promo-
tional materials , and we believe that this record , upon the curing
of the Jencks problem, would clearly support an order to cease

and desist. To a greater extent than was true in BTistol-Myers

Tr. 388-396.
;"1 We note our essential "oncunence in the examiner s finding5 that Stalesman s advertising

mat€rja have at times been so similar to government materiaJs a5 to be likely to create ton.
fusion regarding their origin. (See V. fl.. ex In . 15 , 18 , 19 , Zf) and 32. ) The steps taken by

respondent to eliminate the possible conf')sion have not been great. (See ex 7a , 1, , 66-67;

RX r,--R. ) However , we do not believe that there is a ignifieant danger that materials Rhown

by the record 'to be current will lead a reader thereof to believe the insurance sold by respond-
ent is or may be offered , approved , 01' !' eeommended by the Veterans Administration or some
other Government ageney.
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supm note 47 , this respondent has tried to tip-toe on the edge of
megaJity. However , we are wming to see whether the necessary
changes can he made in Statesman s veterans insurance program
without the compulsion of an order by this Commission.

Therefore , rather than remanding the case, we shall vacate the
examiner s order and strike everything in his initial decision that
is inconsistent with this opinion. From time to time , the Com-
mission , through its staff, will seek to review Statesman s promo-
tional material so that a determination might be made as to
whether further action is necessary.

An appropriate order will issue.
Commissioner Elman concurs in the result. Chairman Dixon ap-

proves the findings and conclusions contained in the foregoing

opinion but would have preferred the issuance of an order to
cease and desist. Commissioner MacIntyre does not concur.

ORDER TERMINATI1\G PROCEEDING

Upon consideration of the appeal of respondent from the initial
decision filed on December 8, 1967, and for the reasons stated
in the opinion accompanying this order

It is oTdered That the order to cease and desist issued by the
hearing examiner be, and it hereby is, stricken, and that the
proceeding be , and it hereby is , terminated.

Commissioner Elman concurs in the result. Chairman Dixon
approves the findings and conclusions contained in the opinion
but would have preferred the issuance of an order to cease and
desist. Commissioner :'IacIntyre does not concur.

IN THE MATTER OF

LEON A. TASHOF TRADING AS
:\EW YORK JEWELRY CaMP ANY

ORDER , ope,ION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO TIlE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOX ACT

Docket 8714. Complaint , Sept. 1966-Dectsion , Dec. , 1968

Order requiring a Washington retailer of eyeglasses, watches , jewelry
and other merchandise to cease using: bait and switch tactics, falsely
advertising its eyeglasses at "bargain " prices, failing to disclose all
details of financing and credit charges, and misusing "easy credit"
solicita tian of customers.


